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A new layer of control
Genomes contain all information required to make and run cells, including their coordination 

to form complex organ systems and ultimately to form our complete, biological selves. This 

requires an intensely information-dense and incredibly dynamic system, which continues to 

astound us as we unravel the inner workings of the cell. While cells are the smallest functional 

units of life, they are primarily operated by proteins, the ‘building blocks of life’. The human 

genome comprises ~20,000 protein-coding genes, but that only constitutes around 2% of 

our total genome. The remainder was initially considered ‘junk’ DNA, and thought to confer 

no selective advantage to the organism. However, many non-coding regions of the genome 

are evolutionarily conserved, indicating selective pressure has retained them. At first glance, 

our non-coding regions contain scattered viral remnants, intronic regions waiting only to be 

excised, pseudogenes, and long expanses of repeats. Yet upon closer inspection many other 

non-coding regions reveal modules that ensure appropriate transcription of proximal and 

distal genes, or sequences involved in genome architecture. Instead of being dismissed as 

‘junk’ DNA, these sequences are increasingly recognized as important elements contributing 

to organismal complexity.  

When considering gene regulation, the requirement for additional information beyond 

coding sequences can be better appreciated. A myriad of signals originating from extracellular 

and intracellular events must be integrated to ultimately turn a gene “on” or “off”, “high” or 

“low”. Consequently, gene regulation is occurring at the global, local and in a gene-specific 

manner, both positively and negatively, culminating in dynamic control of protein expression.   

The sequence of a protein is encoded by a gene in the DNA. To produce a protein, the 

gene is transcribed into a messenger RNA (mRNA); an intermediary molecule that relays 

the sequence information from DNA to protein. Subsequently, the mRNA is translated into a 

protein as read by the ribosome. These processes of transcription and translation are central to 

the production of proteins from their corresponding genes (figure 1). 

The intermediary step in the flow of sequence information, the mRNA, offers the cell an 

additional layer of control over gene expression. Research on this topic exploded in the last 

decade of the 20th century, when the discovery of RNA-mediated interference1,2 (RNAi) and 

posttranscriptional gene silencing3,4 revealed that eukaryotic cells have potent tools to influence 

gene expression at the mRNA level. It was soon found that most eukaryotic organisms exploit 

the RNAi machinery for widespread control of gene expression through the production of 

endogenous small RNAs5. Just how far-reaching this phenomenon really was, became evident 

when an entire class of endogenous small RNAs, called microRNAs (miRNAs) was discovered6-9.

This introductory chapter contains a recapitulation of events that led to the discovery of 

miRNAs as a separate class of molecules. Additionally, it provides the background information 

necessary to understand miRNA processing and miRNAs’ mode of action. Finally, the 

importance of miRNAs in cancer etiology, diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy are discussed. This 

sets the stage for the work described in this thesis. 
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A brief (pre)history of miRNAs

“ Although this could be a rare, deviant case, there is the tantalizing possibility that

  a new family of regulatory RNAs awaits discovery “  

Wickens and Takayama, 1994

Like RNA interference, the discovery of miRNAs has its roots in the study of the model organism 

Caenorhabditis elegans, a small roundworm. The gene lin-4 was found to be essential for 

developmental timing10. The mutant lin-4 displayed an opposite phenotype to the lin-14 and 

lin-28 mutant11, and it was found that lin-4 inhibits lin-14 and lin-2812. Beside a loss-of-function 

lin-14 mutant, Ruvkun and colleagues had also described a gain-of-function lin-14 mutant13, and 

showed that the 3’-UTR of lin-14 was necessary for its regulation by lin-414-16. In the meanwhile, 

the Ambros lab had discovered that the lin-4 gene product is not a protein, but a 22-nucleotide 

long RNA. Putting one and one together, Ruvkun and Ambros found that the small RNA lin-4 

was partially complementary to several sequences in the 3’-UTR of lin-14. They published their 

findings at the end of 1993 in Cell17,18. En passant, it was shown that a longer variant of lin-4, now 

known as the precursor miRNA or pre-miRNA, formed a secondary hairpin structure.

Despite mention in the News and Views of Nature19, the discovery of the small regulatory 

RNA did not incite a “gold rush” quite yet. lin-4 happened to be crucially important for nematode 

development, but it was not conserved beyond its clade. Besides, at the time there were no 

other small RNAs found in similar forward genetic screens. In hindsight this is not surprising, 

DNA

mRNA

protein

AAAAAn

transcription

translation

degradation

degradation

Figure 1. Regulation of gene expression. Sequential information from DNA is passed on via mRNA to eventually 
produce the proper sequence of amino acids in a protein. Gene expression is the abundance of a gene product 
and can be measured both at the mRNA and protein level. The cell has four basic processes that it can regulate to 
control gene expression; 1) transcription, 2) mRNA degradation, 3) translation, 4) protein degradation. miRNAs 
are thought to decrease gene expression by a combination of mRNA destabilization (which leads to degradation) 
and translation inhibition.
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because the random mutagenesis used to create the mutants is far less likely to hit a small RNA 

than it is to cripple a protein-coding gene. On top of that, sequence databases were in their 

infancy, and relied heavily on mRNA sequences instead of genomic sequences.

A seemingly unrelated discovery would propel the unraveling of the mystery surrounding 

RNA-mediated silencing. In 1995, Guo and Kemphues described that injecting a sense strand 

construct specific for par-1 mRNA had the same effect as injecting the antisense strand 

construct specific for that gene product, hinting that more might be happening than plain steric 

hindrance by hybridization of antisense RNA to the mRNA20. In 1997, after several studies had 

shown that this phenomenon is indeed distinct from antisense-mediated gene silencing, Mello 

and colleagues called the technique using both sense and antisense strands for gene silencing 

RNAi; short for RNA-mediated interference or RNA interference1. The article refers to an as yet 

unknown mechanism that is responsible for the augmented effect of using both strands instead 

of either single strand. The culmination of these findings came with the landmark paper by Fire 

et al. in 1998, which irrefutably demonstrated that dsRNA acts as the trigger in RNAi and causes 

“potent and specific genetic interference”2. 

The first link with small RNAs came from an unexpected field of research: plant biology. RNA 

interference appeared to be at the heart of a mechanism in plants called posttranscriptional 

gene silencing4, a process linked to viral defense in plants3. The specific gene silencing was 

shown to be proportional to the abundance small RNAs4, which were only produced in the 

presence of an RNAi trigger. Soon after, it became evident that also in animals longer dsRNAs 

produced ~22 nucleotide-long, short interfering RNAs (siRNAs)21,22. Although specific genes 

had been implicated in RNAi through genetic screens in worms and plants23-25, the identity of 

the nuclease component of the reaction was still unknown21.

In the meanwhile, a novel endogenous small RNA was described, let-726. But there 

was something remarkable about this small RNA, which the earlier identified lin-4 lacked: 

evolutionary conservation. In fact, in animals from sea urchins to humans this RNA species was 

found to exist27. In the wake of the discovery of RNAi, the link between endogenous small RNAs 

and the RNAi machinery was up for grabs. A crucial piece of the puzzle was the discovery of 

Dicer, the enzyme that initiates RNAi28. The enzyme was not only key to producing the ~22 nt 

siRNAs, it was also required for the processing of small temporal RNAs, as lin-4 and let-7 were 

called at the time5,29,30. Techniques for cloning short RNAs had been developed for the analysis 

of siRNAs31,32, and these were promptly applied to search for endogenous small RNAs. The search 

paid off; on October 26th 2001, a complete class of small RNAs, called miRNAs, was revealed6-8. 

This was only the beginning. It was now apparent that animal genomes contained dozens 

to hundreds of miRNA genes, and only two of them had a minimal functional description. In 

the next few years, mechanisms for miRNA biogenesis and their mode of action were unveiled. 

Additionally, immense progress in genomic databases enabled systematic prediction of both 

miRNAs genes and target sites for miRNAs on other genes. Eventually techniques such as 

quantitative PCR and expression microarrays became available for miRNAs, accelerating the 

study of miRNAs across the entire scientific community. Now, after ten years, miRNA research 

has come of age.
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miRNA biogenesis
At the time of their initial discovery, the only thing known about processing of miRNAs was 

the trimming of the precursor hairpin into the mature miRNA29. But where does the precursor 

come from? Like protein-coding genes, miRNAs are transcribed by Pol II33-36. Although miRNAs 

transcribed from Pol III have been described37, these findings have more recently been 

contradicted38. miRNAs can arise from introns of protein-coding genes, and introns and exons 

of autonomous transcriptional units36. 

Directly at the start of their expression, during transcription39, animal miRNA-containing 

transcripts are processed by a nuclear ribonuclease called Drosha40. Animal miRNAs diverge 

from plant miRNAs, which lack the initial processing step by Drosha41. Drosha is guided to 

hairpin structures in primary transcripts (pri-miRNAs) by its partner Pasha, known as DGCR8 

in human42,43. The duo is known as the Microprocessor. Drosha contains two RNase III domains 

and a dsRNA-binding domain (dsRBD), forming the catalytic center for the cleavage reaction44. 

DGCR8/Pasha has two dsRBDs. Even though Drosha also has a dsRBD, only DGCR8/Pasha can 

stably bind pri-miRNA45. It recognizes and binds to the junction between dsRNA and ssRNA46. 

Two of these junctions exist in an RNA hairpin duplex; one at the loop and one at the base of 

the stem. Binding to the junction between the stem and the single-stranded flanking segments 

is favorable compared to binding to the junction between the stem and the loop, because the 

ssRNA of the loop is more constrained than the ssRNA of the flanking segments. Drosha cleaves 

the stem ~11 bps from the junction. In many pri-miRNAs, aberrant cleavage is further hindered 

by the presence of a bulge in the stem 11 bps from the stem-loop junction in most pri-miRNAs. 

Tight control of the exact scissile location is crucial for the sequence of the mature miRNA. 

After cropping by Drosha in the nucleus, the ~65-nt product with 3’ 2-nt overhang is known 

as a pre-miRNA. As noted before, miRNAs are products of the cytoplasmic enzyme Dicer, 

which implies pre-miRNAs are exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm33. This differs again 

for plants, where the single processing step of miRNAs takes place in the nucleus by Dicer-

like 1. For nuclear export, pre-miRNAs have to pass through a nuclear pore complex, a large 

protein complex that functions as the channel for all macromolecular transport between 

the nucleus and the cytoplasm47. Pre-miRNAs are recognized by exportin-548,49, a nuclear 

transport receptor with an N-terminal RanGTP-binding domain50. Upon hydrolysis of GTP, the 

pre-miRNA is transported through the nuclear pore complex into the cytoplasm. The exact 

prerequisites for dsRNAs to bind exportin-5 are not fully understood yet. In humans, the length 

of the pre-miRNA stem must be >16 bp and a 3’ overhang facilitates binding by exportin-551,52, 

but the binding characteristics of exportin-5 orthologues differ among species, suggesting its 

functionality may vary as well53. The significance of the nuclear export step is increasingly being 

acknowledged. Exportin-5 may often be the rate limiting step in miRNA biogenesis54,55, and 

recently genetic defects in Exportin-5 have been functionally linked to cancer56.

Once the pre-miRNAs are transported to the cytoplasm, their double-stranded stem is 

cleaved by Dicer, an RNase III enzyme, yielding a ~22-nt miRNA with 3’ 2-nt overhangs and 5’ 

phosphate groups. At this stage miRNA biogenesis and RNAi intersect, at least in organisms 
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with only a single Dicer variant like C. elegans and humans. After cleavage of the precursor 

hairpin by Dicer, a single strand of the duplex product is assembled into the RNA-induced 

silencing complex (RISC)57-59. 

The main enzyme in RISC is a member of the argonaute family of proteins60,61. The repertoire 

of argonaute proteins in RISC varies between species. Humans have four main argonautes that 

can assemble into RISC, AGO1-4, whereas Drosophila has two. There is evidence for a tightly 

coupled process of Dicer cleavage and RISC loading62,63. In fact, in Drosophila the choice of 

strand for RISC loading was shown to depend on which AGO was present in RISC64. Whether this 

is the case in other species, has yet to be determined. Strand biases in both siRNA and miRNA 

loading have so far mostly been attributed to thermodynamic stability of the ends of the RNA 

duplex58,59 . Besides a role in strand selection, the AGO enzyme determines the outcome of 

the small RNA:target interactions. In this respect, only AGO2 has the potential to cleave its 

target65, whereas AGO1 and AGO3-4 in humans can only repress targets (how this repression 

is achieved, is discussed below). Despite its potential for cleavage, AGO2-containing RISC can 

also contain miRNAs. In that particular case, the imperfect complementarity with the target 

prevents cleavage66,67. The fact that mammalian cells can load miRNAs into AGO2-RISCs has been 

exploited by scientists to create short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) with perfect complementarity to 

a target mRNA to stably suppress gene function68,69, and led to the construction of genome-

wide “second generation” mammalian RNA interference libraries70-72.

Like mRNAs, miRNAs are also actively degraded in the cell. In C. elegans the 5’-3’ 

exoribonuclease XRN-2 was demonstrated to degrade miRNAs73, but whether it does so in all 

animals is questionable74. Instead, the exosome 3’-5’ exoribonuclease complex is implicated in 

human miRNA degradation74. miRNAs have a relatively long half-life, averaging ~5 days, although 

this varies per miRNA75. miRNAs can be protected from degradation through association with 

a cognate target mRNA73,76.

In brief, a miRNA arises from a primary transcript that is sequentially clipped by Drosha, 

exported to the cytoplasm by Exportin-5, trimmed by Dicer, and loaded into an Argonaute-

containing RISC (figure 2). There are, however, several proteins that influence this process. Some 

of these are probably universal, such as TRBP62,77,78. Others act on a specific subset of miRNAs, 

such as LIN28B79-82, SMAD483,84, KSRP85, hnRNP A1, H1 and R86-89, and probably many more. 

miRNA discovery
When miRNAs were described as a class, a few dozen miRNAs were identified in Drosophila, 

C. elegans and humans6-8. By that time, including the earlier work on lin-4 and let-7, three 

different methods had been applied to identify miRNAs: forward genetics, cDNA cloning, 

and bioinformatic prediction. Forward genetics was responsible for the discovery of lin-4 

and let-7. As described above, mutations in their respective genes caused severely abnormal 

developmental phenotypes, and motivated the identification of the culprit, the miRNA. Forward 

genetics have additionally contributed three Drosophila miRNAs and one other C. elegans 
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miRNA90-93. However, miRNAs are not likely to be identified in forward genetics screens, mainly 

because of their small size and the potential redundancy of specific miRNAs. 

The most fruitful method in the initial wave of miRNA discovery was sequencing of cDNA 

libraries made from size-fractionated RNA. Adaptors are ligated to the 3’ and 5’ end of the 

small RNA fraction, allowing the production of cDNA and subsequent cloning. Since capillary 

sequencing can yield longer sequence traces than necessary for the cloned small RNAs, 

cDNA fragments are often concatamerized to identify multiple small RNAs in a single clone94. 

AAAAAn
transcription of pri-miRNA

pre-miRNA

DROSHADGCR8

Exportin-5

DICER

AGO AAAAAn

mature miRNA

mRNA

RISC

Figure 2. Animal miRNA biogenesis. The gene encoding the miRNA is transcribed, and the primary transcript 
(pri-miRNA) is “cropped” by Drosha in the nucleus, yielding a pre-miRNA. The pre-miRNA is subsequently 
transported to the cytoplasm by Exportin-5 and trimmed by Dicer. For most miRNAs, one strand is preferentially 
loaded into RISC, a process closely coupled to Dicer cleavage (not shown). The miRNA-containing RISC employs 
the miRNA sequence to repress target mRNAs with partially complementary target sites. In humans, RISC can be 
formed with any one of four Argonaute proteins, AGO1-4. 
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The advent of massively parallel sequencing has immensely expanded the throughput of cDNA 

sequencing95-97. The fact that millions of reads can be produced in a single run (Chapter 6) 

enables discovery of scarcely expressed miRNAs. Massively parallel sequencing is currently the 

golden standard not only for discovery but also for genome-wide miRNA expression analysis by 

digital gene expression98.

Lastly, computational predictions of miRNAs have significantly contributed to the 

catalogue of miRNAs that we know today. Most miRNA prediction algorithms are based on two 

main characteristics: the hairpin structure and phylogenetic conservation6,99-103. Alternatively, 

miRNA prediction algorithms have used conserved motifs to identify potential targets and 

subsequently predict associated miRNAs104, or utilized machine learning algorithms to identify 

candidate miRNAs by means of thermodynamic stability, position, and prevalence of specific 

nucleotides and features related toRNA secondary structure105-108. After identification of 

a candidate miRNA, in particular after bioinformatic prediction, the validity of the novel miRNA 

can be assessed by northern blotting or sequence-directed cloning. 

After ten years of miRNA discovery, we seem to be nearing saturation of miRNA discovery 

in the most-studied species (further discussed in Chapter 6). The future of miRNA discovery 

lies in deep sequencing of small RNAs of species from a wide variety of clades. These studies 

will be crucial to our understanding of the evolution of miRNAs and the regulatory networks in 

which they engage. 

Non-canonical miRNAs
A classical miRNA will follow the abovementioned biogenesis pathway. But is it necessary 

that all miRNAs undergo this canonical processing? The answer is no. In 2007, a distinct type 

of miRNAs, mirtrons, was discovered109-111. These miRNAs bypass Drosha cleavage. As their 

name implies, they are in fact short introns, the splicing of which leads to the release of  

a precursor hairpin, that can directly be processed by Dicer. Interesting as it may be, evidence 

of physiological relevance of any of the mirtrons is still lacking. For another non-canonical 

miRNA, miR-451, its importance was immediately evident from the severe phenotype observed 

in its absence112,113. As yet, this is the only miRNA known to be independent of Dicer processing. 

Instead, it is directly cleaved and incorporated into RISC by AGO2.

How is a miRNA defined?
Technological advances, especially in massively parallel sequencing, led to several novel classes 

of small RNAs, most notably piRNAs and endogenous siRNAs and shRNAs96,114-124. At the same 

time, these new techniques enabled identification of non-canonical and many additional 

“regular” miRNAs. This raised the question: when can we call something a miRNA? Clearly  

a small RNA derived from the miRNA biogenesis pathway is too stringent a definition, as it 

would exclude the non-canonical miRNAs. A more functional description is that a miRNA is 

a small RNA that inhibits gene expression through RISC by imperfect complementarity with 
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its targets. Such a definition, on the other hand, restricts miRNAs to only having a function in 

suppressing mRNAs, which may not be the case125. The classic definition may still be best: it 

must involve a small RNA (~22 nt), with the mature miRNA derived from the stem of a hairpin 

precursor through Dicer cleavage126,127. Or it happens to be miR-451. Most scientists do not 

have to worry about definitions of miRNAs; they can resort to the miRNA registry128-130. miRBase 

contains sequences, hairpin structures, and genomic loci of miRNAs from an ever-growing list 

of species. And of course, when investigators find evidence for new miRNAs, they can submit 

this to miRBase.  

Potential mechanisms for gene silencing
We have established what miRNAs are, how they are generated, and that they generally 

repress gene expression. But they rarely depend on endonuclease activity of Argonaute to 

repress their targets. How does a miRNA accomplish suppression? This has been an enigma 

since identification of the very first miRNA. It was found that lin-4 did not change anything 

about the mRNA of its target, lin-14131. Its abundance remained the same, its transcription did 

not change, and the presence of lin-4 did not influence the quantity of lin-14 in polysomal 

fractions, suggesting normal translation initiation. The authors concluded that the translation 

must be inhibited at the post-initiation stage of translation. As miRNA research intensified, 

it seemed that there were as many ways RISC could suppress mRNAs as labs that studied 

the phenomenon. Further investigation led to claims of miRNA-mediated cleavage132,133, 

inhibition at translation initiation134,135, after translation initiation136,137, or by destabilization 

through deadenylation138,139 and decapping140,141, not to mention a report of a miRNA effecting 

transcriptional activation125. While these diverse mechanisms may seem irreconcilable, the 

discovery that GW182 is necessary for miRNA-mediated repression may provide the solution to 

this conundrum140,142. GW182 is necessary for cells to form processing bodies, or P-bodies143-145. 

All of the abovementioned processes may happen in processing bodies; cytoplasmic hubs for 

mRNA degradation. The formation of P-bodies requires the presence of a functional miRNA 

or siRNA pathway146. The exact consequence of a mRNA that is relocated to a P-body by RISC 

may depend on other cellular cues, such as the number of targeted sites on an mRNA, or  

a specific sequence or associated RNA binding protein on the mRNA. For many mRNAs, this 

might lead to destabilization. For other mRNAs, it has been shown that miRNA targeting may in 

fact keep these mRNAs in an inactive pool that can quickly be derepressed upon receiving the 

appropriate signal147.

Despite various models that seem to tackle the problem148, the debate over translational 

repression versus mRNA degradation persists. The reason lies in the question: is a change 

in mRNA abundance that occurs after miRNA introduction indicative for a similar change in 

protein abundance? If this were the case, finding all targets of a miRNA could be accomplished 

by measuring the miRNA’s effect on the transcriptome (the quantity of all transcripts in  

a sample, though commonly comprising only all mRNAs). Genome-wide approaches show that, 

indeed, changes in mRNA are indicative for changes in protein level149-151. A novel technique, 
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ribosomal profiling, was applied to answer the question more directly, and it reported that 84% 

of silencing can be attributed to mRNA degradation152. This technique has a serious limitation 

though; it cannot detect inhibition of translation at the post-initiation step of translation, thus 

it is unable to provide a conclusive answer. Besides, there is still a huge body of evidence for 

genes that are effectively repressed but show no difference on the mRNA level. These may well 

represent some of the most vital targets. Therefore, examining changes in transcriptome after 

introduction of a miRNA can definitely be informative, but it is not a straightforward way to get 

to the most-affected targets.  

miRNA target specificity
So how do you find the targets of a miRNA? Luckily, target sites can be predicted thanks to 

accumulated knowledge of target site determinants153. For plants, this turns out to be relatively 

simple, since the complementarity between plant miRNAs and their targets is extensive154. For 

animals, the complementarity is quite minimal. miRNAs predominantly rely on their 5’ end 

for successful targeting155,156. Especially critical are nucleotides 2-7, the so-called ‘seed’ of the 

miRNA. Additional base-pairing to nucleotide 8 and a uridine opposite of nucleotide 1 further 

increases predictive value of a target site. Extra determinants that are often used in target 

predictions are 3’ compensatory complementarity157 and “thermodynamic availability” of the 

site, which depends on secondary structure of the target RNA158. However, most predictive 

power comes from target site conservation159. Therefore, target prediction algorithms are 

happy to use conservation to decrease their false positive output. The obvious drawback here is 

that species-specific miRNA interactions will be missed. Many target prediction programs have 

been developed, especially between 2005-2010108,160-162, but none of them bring substantial 

improvement over the most widely used ones: TargetScan159,163 and miRanda164,165. 

Since sequence requirements for miRNA targeting are so permissive, miRNAs are predicted 

to target hundreds of genes. Previously mentioned genome-scale expression analyses confirm 

these numbers149-151, but the degree of suppression of these genes is generally very mild. Yet 

some mRNAs are strongly suppressed by a miRNA, as is evident from the lin-4:lin-14 interaction. 

Clearly, there are strong target sites, and there are weak target sites. Additionally, multiple 

target sites may act synergistically166. Besides, when many mRNAs with targets sites are present 

in the cell, this relieves the pressure from each of these target sites167. This concept is exploited 

by endogenous or artificial miRNA sponges168,169, transcripts that soak up miRNAs and derepress 

other mRNAs. Therefore, the strength of a miRNA:target interaction will always depend on the 

cellular context.

Beside computational approaches, several experimental approaches have been attempted 

to find miRNA targets170. I previously mentioned using transcriptome, or proteome changes to 

find miRNA targets. Although genes that are downregulated after miRNA overexpression are 

enriched for target sites of that miRNA149, many of the genes may be downregulated through 

secondary events. The most direct methods are immunoprecipitation-sequencing approaches, 

RIP-Seq171, CLIP-Seq172, and PAR-CLIP173. These experiments can directly probe which mRNAs and 
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miRNAs are bound to Argonaute. This has led to some important insights. For instance, while 

target predictions focus on 3’-UTRs, the immunoprecipitated mRNA fraction often contains 

coding sequences or (much less frequently) 5’-UTR sequences. The method may be especially 

sensitive to strong target interactions174. Though technically challenging, these experiments 

currently seem best able to define “genuine” miRNA:mRNA interactions.  

From miRNA function to cancer therapy
Most human genes are predicted to be evolutionarily conserved miRNA targets163. Conservation 

of a target site suggests functional constraint to maintain the targeted sequence. The functions 

that are associated with miRNAs and their targets are being uncovered at a rapid rate. 

Specifically, there are many excellent examples of miRNAs crucial in developmental processes175. 

Some miRNAs are able to push cells towards differentiation176-179, whereas others can drive cells 

into a pluripotent state180. Given the wide-ranging influences anticipated by miRNAs, we not 

only want to uncover their specific effects in healthy biological settings, but we want to utilize 

this system to develop novel therapies for unmet medical needs. Specifically in this thesis the 

focus is on cancer, as the regulatory nature of miRNAs holds great promise for diseases in which 

cause and cure are likely related to gene regulation. 

At the heart of cancer pathology is the distortion of genetic information: deletions, 

amplifications, and mutations of genomic regions with tumor-suppressors and oncogenes. Yet 

the progression to cancer requires that cells overcome several blockades, generally precipitated 

by crises, before they are truly cancerous181,182. Once cancer cells accumulate enough genetic 

alterations to accomplish this, they are characterized by an uncontrolled mitogenic stimulus 

and failure to go into apoptosis or remain in a state of senescence. This requires the abrogation 

of several layers of control in the cell’s signaling circuitry. Loss of miRNA expression may 

compound dysregulation. There are numerous examples of tumor-suppressive miRNAs, 

like let-7183,184, miR-26a185, miR-31186,187, miR-34a188-190, miR-101191, and many more. In fact, global 

reduction of miRNA expression is often observed in cancer192. A possible avenue for therapy is 

reinstating a blockade, or creating a new one. Some miRNAs have the potential to fulfill that 

role; let-7 targets RAS193 and HMGA2194 and is able to reduce non-small cell lung cancer in vivo195, 

miR-26a reduces hepatocellular cancer progression through targeting of cyclins D2 and E2185, 

and miR-34a, a transcriptional target of p53, can induce cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in non-

small cell lung cancer188-190,196,197. The tumor-suppressive miRNAs need not necessarily be lost or 

reduced in the tumor sample; what matters is whether it is possible to increase the miRNA to 

levels sufficient to interfere with malignant properties of the cancer cell. To make miRNA-based 

therapies a reality, finding all potentially tumor-suppressive miRNAs is paramount. 

Aims and outline of this thesis
I have sought to approach miRNA functional analysis in a systematic, experimental manner. 

To be able to assess each miRNA's function, I created a genome-scale lentiviral expression 
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library for human miRNAs. The library is employed using assays that lend themselves to high-

throughput screening. Chapter 2 describes the construction of this miRNA expression library. 

It offers technical details on the characteristics and potency of the expression system used. 

Additionally, two archetypical screens, one using a clonal and one using a pooled assay, are 

presented as examples of the validity of the library as an experimental tool.

Next, the library is employed to find tumor-suppressive miRNAs that inhibit melanoma 

growth. This work is presented in Chapter 3. It encompasses a clonal screen to find the 

miRNAs with most potential to slow down melanoma cell growth. The specificity of the effects 

determined by the clonal screen is confirmed independently by synthetic miRNAs. miR-16, 

the very first miRNA to be implicated as a tumor-suppressor198, turns out to be able to hinder 

melanoma cell growth.

Chapter 4 describes another clonal screen. Here, a reporter assay is used to identify miRNAs 

that inhibit canonical Wnt signaling in colorectal cancer cells. Although no miRNA is able to 

shut down the β-catenin-driven transcription, one miRNA is found to target two important 

genes involved in the propagation of the Wnt signal, and another miRNA seems intricately 

involved in the differentiation of the intestine.

The two final chapters contain pioneering and proof-of-concept experiments that explore 

the use of pooled screens. In Chapter 5 I attempt to corroborate the findings of Chapter 3 with 

a pooled approach. The experiment exploits the fact that the expression constructs are stably 

integrated into the host genome. The abundance of each construct is followed over time and is 

used to infer changes that miRNAs cause on cell growth. 

Chapter 6 revolves around an experiment to verify both annotated and candidate miRNAs 

present in the expression library. Cells were infected with a pool of miRNA-encoding vectors, 

and overexpression of the miRNAs was examined. The validity and annotation of miRNAs is 

discussed, and the implications it has for miRNA research.

The work presented in this thesis is discussed in Chapter 7. It covers the promises and 

pitfalls of miRNA functional analysis, and speculates how our increased understanding of 

miRNA biology may lead to therapeutic interventions in cancer and other diseases.
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Abstract 
Background  

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of small regulatory RNAs that target sequences in messenger 

RNAs (mRNAs) to inhibit their protein output. Dissecting the complexities of miRNA function 

continues to prove challenging as miRNAs are predicted to have thousands of targets, and 

mRNAs can be targeted by dozens of miRNAs. 

Results

To systematically address biological function of miRNAs, we constructed and validated  

a lentiviral miRNA expression library containing 660 currently annotated and 422 candidate 

human miRNA precursors. The miRNAs are expressed from their native genomic backbone, 

ensuring physiological processing. The arrayed layout of the library renders it ideal for high-

throughput screens, but also allows pooled screening and hit picking. We demonstrate its 

functionality in both short- and long-term assays, and are able to corroborate previously 

described results of well-studied miRNAs.

Conclusions

With the miRNA expression library we provide a versatile tool for the systematic elucidation of 

miRNA function. 
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Background 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) were discovered as a class of small regulatory molecules ten years 

ago1-3. These ~21 nucleotide (nt), small RNAs recognize partially complementary sequences 

on target mRNAs4,5. Following the initial discovery of miRNAs, substantial effort has gone into 

characterization of the canonical miRNA pathway6,7 and into miRNA discovery; by identifying 

miRNAs in more species and by adding to the list of known miRNAs8. Although cDNA cloning 

and northern blotting techniques can be used to detect the most abundant miRNAs, the advent 

of massively parallel sequencing technologies has propelled the miRNA field, allowing for both 

discovery and quantification of all miRNAs in a given sample9,10.

With the bulk of the miRNAs revealed in commonly studied species, the next challenge 

lies in elucidating the biological processes in which miRNAs play a role. Current bioinformatic 

approaches rely on the identification of partially complementary sequences in mRNAs to 

predict miRNA targeting. Yet these approaches still come with one limitation; the exact 

parameters governing targeting remain unknown. Several prediction algorithms have been 

developed to overcome this difficulty by ascribing different weights to key parameters, such 

as binding energy between target and miRNA, conservation of the target site, quality of 

the “seed pairing”, et cetera11. Still no single algorithm emerges as the best performer12, and 

most algorithms predict thousands of targets for each miRNA13. Combining different target 

prediction algorithms generates shorter list of targets by creating more stringent cut-offs. 

This can provide some enrichment in true positives, but at the cost of more false negatives14. 

In addition to bioinformatics prediction, several approaches to genome-wide experimental 

miRNA target identification have been developed. These experiments utilize Argonaute pull-

down assays (HITS-CLIP and PAR-CLIP)15,16, changes in mRNA levels17, and protein expression 

after introduction or ablation of a specific miRNA18-20. These studies support that miRNAs 

indeed function by targeting hundreds of genes. Still, it is a daunting task to derive a function 

for a miRNA from these long lists of potential target genes. Despite progress in systematic 

approaches to find sets of related gene that are enriched within these long target lists21, we are 

still far from satisfactory in silico prediction of miRNA function. 

Alternatively, differential expression of a miRNA is commonly used to infer its function22,23. 

Identification of conditions where a specific miRNA is expressed versus an opposing condition 

where it is not, offers some clues as to the potential action of the miRNA. While this approach 

has been very successful in leading investigators to uncover miRNA functions, it still requires 

direct experimentation to prove effects due to miRNA activity beyond providing an only 

coincidental biomarker. 

Another approach to determine the function of a miRNA is by knocking it down24-26, or 

knocking it out, of the genome of a model organism27-29. Experimental knockdown of miRNAs 

may confirm or invalidate predicted functions, but it requires prior knowledge where a miRNA 

is expressed. Even with this knowledge, sufficient knockdown to demonstrate an observable 

effect is not guaranteed. Complete knockout delivers a clean result, but may not result in an 

obvious phenotype. Adding to this challenge is the possibility that many miRNAs may elicit only 
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subtle changes or are redundant with other family members entirely. Indeed, only a fraction 

of all C. elegans miRNA families display pronounced abnormal phenotypes when deleted30. 

Given these challenges, knocking out a miRNA in mice or in a human cell line may often prove 

a fruitless endeavor. 

In order to unravel the functions of specific miRNAs, while overcoming much of the 

challenges discussed above, we proposed to introduce or overexpress miRNAs in a system 

of interest. Moreover, we argue that it is more efficient to examine the effect of any miRNA 

for a predetermined phenotype, rather than blindly investigating one miRNA at a time. Such 

screens have been performed on different scales. Most are based on transfection of miRNA 

mimics31; synthetic RNAs that usually have a modified backbone. Although this approach 

ensures the presence of the mature miRNA in the target cells, a miRNA mimic is not processed 

via the canonical miRNA biogenesis pathway. This multi-cleavage process starts with the 

recognition of a hairpin in the primary transcript and ends with a mature miRNA produced 

from one or both of the arms of the hairpin32. Bypassing this physiological processing step has 

several implications. For instance, several variants of a miRNA from the same primary transcript 

can arise due to variations in the processing pathway, such as arm switching, non-templated 

additions of adenines or uracils, and variations in the 3’ and 5’ cleavage sites33,34. Besides the 

loss of miRNA variants, the most-widely used miRNA mimics have modified backbones to 

increase stability within the cell. Consequently, they are not cleared naturally from the cells 

as endogenous miRNAs. Furthermore, it is possible that miRNA mimic transfection achieves 

cellular concentrations beyond physiological relevance. On the other hand, loading into the 

RISC complex, which is essential for biological activity, is not necessarily efficient for mimic 

transfection, as this process is known to be coupled to hairpin processing35,36. To express 

transcripts for endogenous processing into mature miRNAs, plasmid37 or viral vectors38,39 can 

be employed. While the retroviral library described by Agami and colleagues is a valuable tool 

for miRNA functional screens in pooled format, the viral supernatants are not available as 

individual isolates amenable to arrayed high-throughput screens38. 

Here, we describe the construction and application of a lentiviral human miRNA expression 

library. This library contains 660 annotated human miRNAs and 422 candidate miRNAs10,40. All 

are expressed from their genomic backbone, ensuring physiological processing of the miRNAs. 

The library is organized for high-throughput screening to provide a resource for the systematic 

elucidation of miRNA function. In addition, all lentiviral miRNA expression constructs can be 

applied individually to evaluate primary results. Lastly, we demonstrate the utility of this library 

in various types of screens to present the miRNA expression library as a versatile tool to study 

miRNA function.

Results and discussion 

Approach and setup

We aimed for the construction of a miRNA expression library that fulfills four criteria: 1) the 

library contains all human miRNAs; 2) each miRNA is represented in a separate stock to allow 
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for arrayed screening; 3) the library can be used over a wide range of different cell types; 4) 

the miRNAs are swiftly and stably overexpressed. The first two criteria will be discussed below.  

The third and fourth criteria were met by choosing a lentiviral expression system, employing the 

pCDH vector. The lentiviral particles express VSV-G, a glycoprotein that grants broad tropism41. 

The glycoprotein’s receptor is a lipid component of the plasma membrane that occurs on most 

cell types over a wide range of species. Lentiviruses integrate into the host genome42, but unlike 

other retroviruses, lentiviruses do not require cell division for genomic integration43,44. For 

instance, the lentivirus is able to transduce quiescent stem cells and terminally differentiated 

neurons43. By integrating into the host genome, the construct is retained through cell divisions 

and can be stably expressed for an indefinite period of time. We chose a lentiviral backbone 

with a puromycin-resistance cassette to be able to select for successfully transduced cells45. 

To create a comprehensive library containing all human miRNAs, we included all miRNAs 

known at the time we started composing the library. We obtained genomic loci from the widely 

adopted miRBase miRNA repository (version 14)46. We also included a set of candidate miRNAs 

from previous experiments10,40. Although we did not update the library after viral particles for the 

entire library were produced, some of the candidate miRNAs have since entered the registry. 

See supplementary table 1 (available online, Poell et al.47) for a list of the current annotation of 

all miRNAs in the library. 

All miRNA loci, containing the full-length hairpin and ~100 nt flanking sequence on 

each side, were cloned into pCDH behind the CMV promoter. Care was taken to clone each 

miRNA separately, even when this miRNA resides in close proximity to another miRNA. After 

construction of the plasmid library, all constructs were packaged into lentiviral particles 

and portioned into individual tubes organized in ready-to-use 96-well format; the fact that 

tubes can be accessed separately adds versatility to the library. All virus supernatants were 

concentrated to titers of ~5*108 IFU/mL, in order to achieve efficient transduction with only 

small volumes of virus supernatant. This eliminates the need for infection under centrifugation 

or replacement of medium with virus-conditioned medium. While lentiviral particles were 

produced for all constructs individually, it should be mentioned the original plasmid library 

can also be applied in its own right. It can also be used for plasmid-based screens, recloning 

purposes, or to create a pool of constructs containing all or a subset of miRNA constructs for 

generating mixed lentiviral stocks. Figure 1 is a schematic of the library construction and its 

most important features.

Library validation

The first step in the characterization of the library is the determination of transduction efficiency 

and optimal titration of the lentiviral particles. To this end, we used a variant of pCDH containing 

a GFP cassette in place of the puromycin-resistance cassette. We infected A375 melanoma cells 

with different virus concentrations, in combination with several concentrations of polybrene. 

While transduction efficiency reached over 90% under several conditions, increased amounts 

of virus led to brighter GFP expression within the population of cells (figure 2a). This indicates 

multiple copies are integrated per cell when using higher titers. GFP expression was higher 
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at 72 hours after infection than after 48 hours. This implies 72 hours post infection is a more 

sensitive time point for determination of transduction efficiency, rather than earlier timepoints. 

We further optimized conditions for virus infection in a panel of seven cell lines (figure 2b). 

Notably, this panel includes the diploid fetal lung fibroblast line IMR-90; a non-transformed cell  

line48. Optimal transduction efficiencies were reached between 106 and 107 IFU/mL.

As mentioned, lentivirus is a favorable vector for its ability to transduce cells that are hard 

to transfect, such as stem cells. We have successfully transduced primary human intestinal cells 

using a GFP-encoding vector. These cells were subsequently used to create intestinal organoids 

in vitro49. After prolonged culture, entire organoid bodies turned fluorescent, indicating the 

stem cells from which the organoids developed were also successfully transduced (figure 2c). 

While ectopic expression of GFP is useful to determine transduction efficiency, it does 

not address whether miRNAs are also successfully overexpressed. We used a panel of ten test 

miRNAs to assess miRNA overexpression in five human cell lines: PC-3 (prostate cancer), MDA-

MB-231 (breast cancer), A549 (lung cancer), IMR-90 (fetal lung fibroblast), and MCF-7 (breast 

cancer). Cells were infected with 1.0*107 IFU/mL and subjected to puromycin selection from 24 

hours after infection. RNA was collected 48 hours (MCF-7), 72 hours (PC-3, MDA-MB-231 and 

A549) or 96 hours after infection (IMR-90). Relative mature miRNA expression was measured 

by qPCR. Values were standardized against the corresponding cell line infected with an empty 

vector control. We were able to overexpress all miRNAs in all cell lines, with the exception 

of miR-221 in IMR-90 cells (table 1). The fact that miR-221 is very effectively overexpressed in 

MCF7 indicates the expression construct is functional. Besides, we were able to overexpress 

all other miRNAs in IMR-90. The results with miR-221 can at least partially be ascribed to very 

high endogenous miR-221 levels in this cell line (supplementary table 2) and also suggest that 

overexpression of miRNAs using our standard conditions remains within physiological levels. 

Next, we examined miRNA expression kinetics after infection. To determine the optimal 

conditions for a screen, such as assay length and virus titer, it is important to know when 

and to what level the miRNA will be expressed. We have tested this extensively for let-7a 

~100 nt ~100 nt
miRNA hairpin

pCDH

EF1

CMV

PuroR

293TN producer

7377 bp

miRBase V14 (721)

miRBase V17 (1424)library (1120)

650

10

709

17

54
443

A B

Figure 1 . Overview of the miRNA library. (A) 660 annotated and 422 candidate miRNAs were cloned from their 
genomic loci into a lentiviral expression construct. From each construct, an individual batch of virus supernatant 
was created and portioned into individual tubes organized in a 96-well format. (B) Overlap between miRNAs 
included in the lentiviral library and miRNAs annotated in version 14 and version 17 of miRBase. The library 
contains constructs with variants or duplicates of some miRNA loci, which brings the total to 1120 constructs.
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and miR-372 in A375 cells. While let-7a is abundant in these cells, miR-372 is barely detectable 

(figure 3). Both expression profiles show a quick surge of miRNA expression within 4 hours 

after infection. The early source of these miRNAs is unclear, but they may have been present in 

the virus supernatant, encapsidated within the virus, or processed intracellularly from the viral 

RNA genome. miRNA levels exhibit a slight drop , but are quickly overtaken by expression from 

integrated constructs 16 to 20 hours after infection. Our data demonstrate that already after 24 

hours, ectopic expression of miRNAs reaches comparable levels of endogenously predominant 

miRNAs, as evident from the expression relative to endogenous let-7a and U6 RNA (figure 3b). 
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Figure 2. Transduction efficiencies in different cell systems. (A) A375 cells were infected with different amounts 
of GFP-encoding virus and different concentrations of polybrene. GFP intensity of each cell was measured 
after 48 hours and 72 hours. The graphs on the right summarize the GFP intensities of each population in the 
corresponding row. (B) Transduction efficiency of GFP-encoding virus for several cell lines. For all cell lines tested, 
transduction efficiencies above 80% were achieved. (C) Successful transduction of human intestinal stem cells 
with GFP-encoding virus. Infected stem cells were able to grow out into three-dimensional intestinal organoids 
in Matrigel. Below: magnification of inlay.
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For long-term experiments, it is necessary for miRNA expression to be sustained. 72 hours 

after infection with let-7a or miR-372, we passaged A375 cells and cultured them either with or 

without puromycin selection. We examined miRNA expression by miRNA qPCR at 5, 9 and 20 

days after infection (figure 3c). A decline in miRNA expression was observed with both miRNAs 

between day 3 and day 5 after infection. This may be caused either by passaging or changed 

culture conditions, but it is also possible that it is a secondary effect of highly elevated miRNA 

processing. This effect was markedly stronger in the let-7a-infected cells, which may indicate 

that there is a selection disadvantage for cells with high let-7a expression. Despite the small 

drop after three days, overexpression of both miRNAs stabilized and persisted for weeks. Even 
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Figure 3. miRNA overexpression kinetics. A375 cells were infected with either let-7a or miR-372-encoding virus 
and expression was measured by miRNA qPCR. (A, B) Expression of let-7a and miR-372 is measured 0, 4, 12, 24 
and 72 hours after infection. Data is plotted as fold overexpression (A) or relative to U6 snRNA expression (B). 
(C) Three days after infection, samples were passaged and cultured either with or without puromycin selection. 
Expression of let-7a and miR-372 was measured 5, 9 and 20 days after infection. For both miRNAs, expression 
dipped after three days but stabilized thereafter, resulting in a sustained overexpression.

Table 1. Overexpression of miRNAs in various cell lines after lentiviral transduction

microRNA

cell line

PC-3 MDA-MB-231 A549 IMR-90 MCF7

miR-221 5.0 3.1 8.7 0.7 527

miR-203 >1,000 >1,000 >1,000 >1,000 45.6

miR-21 4.7 2.2 3.1 3.0 3.0

let-7a 11.8 114 18.9 17 38.3

miR-372 >1,000 >1,000 >1,000 >1,000 >1,000

miR-34a >1,000 >1,000 26.0 17.6 170

miR-126 >1,000 >1,000 220 >1,000 293

miR-10b >1,000 >1,000 321 406 >1,000

miR-335 >1,000 >1,000 >1,000 >1,000 >1,000

miR-205 >1,000 >1,000 14.1 >1,000 159
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after prolonged culture without puromycin selection, miRNA overexpression was sustained. We 

conclude there is little or no genetic loss or epigenetic silencing of the integrated construct. 

As the goal of the library is to identify biologically relevant functions of miRNAs, we 

performed a proof-of-principle experiment by testing the well-documented effects of let-7a50-52 

as an inhibitor of cell proliferation and miR-37238 as a stimulator in five cell lines. The experiment 

was set up in the fashion of a high-content screen. Cells were seeded in 384-well plates and 

infected after 8 hours. 72 hours after infection, cells were fixed and nuclei were stained with 

Hoechst. The automated image analysis software not only counts the number of nuclei, but 

also detects aberrations in nuclear shape and condensed chromatin (figure 4). Although we 
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Figure 4. Lentiviral transduction of miRNAs in a high-content setup. Five different cell lines were infected 
with either empty vector miR-372, or let-7a. Cells were fixed 96 hours after infection and stained with Hoechst. 
Samples were analyzed with automated image analysis software. Four parameters were assessed: 1, number of 
nuclei per field; 2) nuclear size; 3) nuclear shape; 4) chromatin condensation. Graphs on the right show the 
quantification of the number of nuclei per field. Error bars represent standard deviations of triplicate wells. Four 
fields were counted per well.
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Figure 5. Arrayed screening using the lentiviral library. (A) A375 cells were seeded in a 96-well plate and infected 
with virus containing an empty vector, let-7a, or miR-372. Five days after infection, cells expressing let-7a were 
significantly less numerous than cells expressing empty vector, while cells expressing miR-372 were significantly 
more numerous (left panel, * indicates p < 10-4 in a two-tailed t-test). Values are average number of cells per well 
± standard deviation, n =6. Each measurement of both let-7a and miR-372 samples is separated from the empty 
vector samples by more than three standard deviations (Z-score, right panel). (B) Results of an arrayed screen on 
cell viability of A375 cells. Cells in individual wells were infected with single miRNA constructs and subjected to 
an MTS assay 5 days after infection. The screen was performed in duplicate. For each measurement a B-score was 
calculated. Correlation between duplicate B-scores is shown. The green dots represent let-7a-1, -2, and -3, while 
the red dot represents miR-372.

did not find any novel effects of the miRNAs on nuclear shape, we were able to confirm the 

expected effects of let-7a and miR-372 on proliferation in a high-content setup. 

Clonal screening

As a first use of the complete library we screened miRNAs for their effect on A375 melanoma 

cell proliferation. We tested whether we could detect proliferation effects in A375 cells in a 

96-well setup, again using let-7a and miR-372 as test miRNAs. The effects were highly similar to 

those seen in figure 4 (figure 5a). Every single well infected with either let-7a or miR-372 proved 

a statistical outlier compared to empty-vector transduced wells (figure 5a, right panel). 

For the entire library, we performed an arrayed screen by MTS assay, which measures the 

viability of cells in a well53. This measure is reported to correlate strongly with cell number. All 

samples were tested in duplicate, and for each replicate a B-score was calculated54. This method 

calculates how a miRNA scores relative to the other miRNAs on the same plate. It is a robust 

method as it is not sensitive to outliers. B-scores of replicates are shown in figure 5b. Also 

shown are the measures for all let-7a constructs and miR-372. The strong correlation between 

replicates indicates a high reproducibility of the assay. The effects of let-7a and miR-372 are 

similar as in the cell count assay. Importantly, all let-7a constructs cluster together. Since these 

constructs have different backbones but produce the same mature miRNA, we surmise the 

observed effects are likely to be caused by the mature miRNA. A confounding factor in short-

term arrayed screens can be the range of virus titers of the different constructs. However, we 
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saw no correlation between virus titer and cell viability (supplementary figure 1). Thus, with 

these experimental conditions, virus titers were not a significant factor contributing to toxicity. 

Pooled screening

Some assays do not lend themselves to screening in 96-well format. In such cases the lentiviral 

library can be used for a pooled screen. There are two approaches: pool virus supernatant of 

several or all constructs together, or infect cells with the individual constructs and subsequently 

pool cells. The latter is generally favorable, because it precludes the possibility that two or more 

virus particles containing different miRNAs infect a single cell. A puromycin selection step can 

be added to make certain each construct is represented in transduced cells and to reduce 

background caused by non-transduced cells. We applied this approach to the poorly invasive 

HCT15 colorectal cell line. HCT15 cells were individually infected, puromycin-selected, and 

pooled in groups of 40 constructs. A fraction of the pool was used for genomic DNA isolation and 

the rest was subjected to two rounds of an invasion assay. Cells that successfully transmigrated 

through extracellular matrix were subcultured and genomic DNA was isolated. To identify the 

miRNA constructs that were enriched in the transmigrated fraction, we took advantage of the 

fact that the constructs are integrated into the host genome. We PCR-amplified the constructs 

from the genomic DNA using universal primers that anneal to the vector backbone (figure 6a). 

The PCR products were subjected to high-throughput sequencing. Relative abundance of the 

various constructs was derived from the sequence reads mapping to them. Hits were selected 

on the basis of a weighted score calculated from the enrichment and the number of sequence 

reads in the invasive fraction. We found evidence for 45 miRNAs that may enhance the invasive 

capacity of HCT15 cells (figure 6b). 

In a pooled invasion screen, as performed above, the possibility exists that a portion of 

the hits can be “passenger hits” that do not impart invasive capacity, but are present in cells 

that trail the truly invasive cells as they make their way through the extracellular matrix. To 

distinguish these two types, we subjected each hit individually to an invasion assay. We were 

able to confirm 23 miRNAs that increase invasiveness of HCT15 cells (figure 6b).

Conclusions 
We present a lentiviral miRNA expression library that is optimized for use in arrayed screens. The 

library allows miRNAs to be individually assessed in any gain-of-function screen. We envision 

the library being used in a wide range of functional screens. To name some possibilities: 

reporter-based assay screens, screens to study cell cycle, senescence, and epithelial-to-

mesenchymal transition. The broad tropism of the lentivirus makes it applicable to infect cells 

of different species. This may prove particularly valuable, since lentivirus can be directly used in 

vivo43. Thus, the same lentivirus can be used to screen for a miRNA function in vitro and verify 

this functionality in vivo.

We have demonstrated the transduction of stem cells that were subsequently used for in 

vitro organ culture. The ability to stably transduce stem cells opens up avenues for studying 

miRNAs required for differentiation and stemness.
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An arrayed library comes with several advantages. Arrayed screening offers more sensitivity 

and faster results than pooled screening, without the need of data deconvolution. It also allows 

for the assessment of several more complex parameters, as is commonplace in high-content 

screens. Assays that require long-term culture may not be amenable to arrayed screening 

and require pooling. Still, infecting cells individually before pooling is likely to decrease false-

negative results in pooled screens, suggesting that even for pooled screens an arrayed library 

may be preferred. 

Our library currently contains the majority of all human miRNAs. However, the most recent 

update (version 17) of miRBase includes a large number of newly identified miRNAs. While we 

do not wish to question their validity or understate their potential, we argue that most miRNA 

functions will be covered by the most highly expressed or broadly conserved miRNAs, which 

were already present in earlier versions of miRBase and thus represented in our library. By the 

same token, the merit of candidate miRNAs in our library can be questioned. In anticipation 

of this, candidate miRNAs were positioned on separate plates in the library, presenting 

researchers the choice to screen the entire library, only the annotated miRNAs, or only the 

candidate miRNAs.

Expression of the miRNAs from their native genomic background ensures the physiological 

processing of the miRNA. Not only the pre-miRNA hairpin, but also the flanking sequence 

contributes to proper processing55. Transcribing the miRNA from an integrated construct 

Figure 6. A pooled screen for invasive capacity of miRNAs using the lentiviral library. (A) Schematic of the 
pooled invasion screen setup. In brief, after clonal infection (not shown here), cells with 40 individual miRNA 
constructs were pooled and either subjected to two rounds of an invasion assay or used as the control fraction. Of 
both fractions, integrated constructs were quantified by massively parallel sequencing to determine enrichment. 
(B) miRNAs were chosen for confirmation based on a combination (E x R > 1) of enrichment (E) after invasion and 
their abundance in the invasive fraction; expressed as the scaled number of reads (R). 23 out of 45 miRNAs were 
confirmed to enhance invasive capacity of HCT15 cells in final individual invasion assays.
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enables expression of both arms and all isomiRs that would naturally derive from the primary 

transcript. Therefore, the library could be employed for further characterization and validation 

of the included miRNAs. Such experiments have been extensively done for mouse miRNAs56, 

but not for human miRNAs. 

We have shown that ectopic expression of miRNAs using a lentiviral vector can be used to 

screen for biologically relevant effects. While the library is widely applicable and can be used 

to study various aspects of biology, our primary focus is on cancer-related processes. A first 

screen assessing miRNA-induced effects on melanoma cell growth demonstrated the value 

of the library in an arrayed screen. The next step is to perform such screens over a panel of 

cell lines to determine which miRNAs may have a growth effect on specific cancer indications, 

and which miRNAs have a general growth inhibitory or stimulatory function. These results will 

aid in finding miRNAs suited for tumor-specific treatment. Indeed, such therapeutic options 

have been successfully explored in a murine model of hepatocellular carcinoma57. With the 

miRNA expression library, we offer a platform that facilitates the identification of miRNAs with 

therapeutically relevant functions. 

Methods

Construction of the lentiviral library and other constructs

Backbone for all constructs in the library is the lentiviral expression construct pCDH (cat. no. 

CD510B-1, System Biosciences). Individual loci containing a single miRNA hairpin were PCR 

amplified from human genomic DNA and cloned into the multiple cloning site of the plasmid. 

Loci were either obtained from miRBase (http://mirbase.org/) or from mapping of candidate 

miRNAs found in previous experiments10,40. Primers were designed using Primer3. PCR was 

performed using Pfu polymerase (Agilent). The cloned fragments contain the full-length miRNA 

hairpin and approximately 100 flanking base pairs on both sides. An expression construct with 

EGFP was cloned by excision and ligation of the EGFP sequence from pEGFP-N1 (Clontech) 

into the multiple cloning site of pCDH. All constructs were packaged into lentiviral particles 

commercially by System Biosciences using the pPACKH1 HIV-based lentiviral packaging kit 

(cat. no. LV500A-1, System Biosciences). Viral particles were recieved in concentrated form 

with a median titer of 5.9*108 IFU/mL in a 96-well format. Sequence of all inserts was confirmed 

from both the plasmid and the virus supernatant (we were able to obtain high-quality specific 

sequences from the virus supernatant using universal primers, most likely due to trace amounts 

of plasmid). A list of all included miRNAs in their current annotation (miRBase17) is available 

in supplementary table 1. Lentiviral particles for pCDH with copGFP instead of puroR (cat. no. 

CD511B-1) were ordered separately from System Biosciences. 

Cell culture and viral infections

293T, A375, MDA-MB-231, A549, MCF-7, IMR-90, PC-3, and HCT15 cells were maintained on 10% 

FCS complete medium: DMEM Glutamax (GIBCO) with 10% FCS (Sigma) supplemented with 

non-essential amino acids (GIBCO) and penicillin / streptomycin (GIBCO). All viral infections 
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followed by RNA isolation were done 8 hours after seeding 10,000 cells in a 6-well plate in 

2 mL 10% FCS complete medium. All transduction efficiency experiments were performed 

by infection with pCDH-MCS-EF1-copGFP, except for the organoid culture, for which we 

used pCDH-EGFP-EF1-PuroR. Infection mix contained 2 μL virus supernatant, 12 μL 1 mg/mL 

polybrene (Sigma), and 86 μL PBS0, unless stated otherwise. Intestinal organoid bodies were 

cultured as described before49. Because the organoids are grown in Matrigel, cells were infected 

before seeding. Cells were infected in 250 μL Wnt-3a-conditioned medium containing 2 μL virus 

supernatant. Infection took place during a centrifugation step at 150 rcf for 1 hour at room 

temperature. Unless indicated otherwise, infections were performed in 96-well plates using 

the following set-up: 1000 cells were seeded in 100 μL 5% FCS complete medium per well of a 

96-well plate and infected after 8 hours with 10 μL infection mix. 10 μL infection mix contained 

0.6 μL 1 mg/mL polybrene, 0.5 μL virus supernatant, and 8.9 μL PBS0. In the arrayed screen, 

medium was replaced with 150 μL fresh medium 24 hours after infection.

MTS assay

Five days after infection, 30 μL MTS One Solution (Promega) was added to all samples. After 

each hour, plates were gently tapped to disperse the coloration of the MTS, and absorbance 

was measured at 492 nm. Last measurements were taken 4 hours after start of the assay. The 

time point with measurements showing the highest dynamic range without saturation of signal 

was used for data analysis.

Nuclear staining, GFP quantification and high-content applications

Five days after infection, 100 μL 8% PFA (Sigma) was added to all samples. Cells were fixed for 

15 minutes. Samples were washed once with PBS0 followed by 10 minutes staining in 100 μL 

PBS0 containing 0.5 μg/mL Hoechst 33342 (Sigma). Cells were washed twice with PBS0 and kept 

on PBS0 at 4°C. Cells were quantified on a Cellomics ArrayScan VTI using the accompanying 

software by counting nuclei in 4 fields per well under 10x magnification. Nuclei were identified 

as shapes with a contiguous Hoechst stain. Nuclear demarcations were used to quantify GFP 

intensity. All data acquisition was done using adaptions of the TargetActivation program of the 

ArrayScan software. Data and images displayed in table 1 and figure 4 were generated by Cenix 

BioScience, GmbH.

RNA isolation and miRNA qPCRs

RNA was isolated using TRIzol (Invitrogen) isolation following the manufacturer’s protocol. 

Small RNAs qPCR reactions were performed using the TaqMan MicroRNA reverse transcription 

kit (ABI), Taqman MicroRNA qPCR assays (ABI) and TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix, No 

AmpErase UNG (ABI) using 10 ng total RNA input. qPCR reactions were set up using the suggested 

reaction conditions on a Bio-Rad MyiQ thermal cycler. U6 was used as a housekeeping control 

RNA in the experiments concerning figure 3, RNU6B was used in the experiments concerning 

table 1. Relative expression was calculated using the 2-∆∆Ct method. miRNA qPCR data in table 1 

were generated by Cenix BioScience GmbH.
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Invasion assay

HCT15 cells were seeded at 2500 cells per well in a 96-well plate in 10% complete medium. Cells 

were infected with individual virus supernatants (0.5 μL per well) after 24 hours. 72 hours after 

infection cells were selected with puromycin-containing medium and subsequently grown to 

100% confluency. Pools were made of 40 samples per pool and grown for another 3 days on 

puromycin-containing medium. Half of the pooled culture was used for genomic DNA isolation, 

the other half was subjected to two rounds of invasion assay. For each pool, 2*105 cells were 

applied to the upper compartment of a Boyden chamber (BD Fluoroblok 24-Multiwell, 8 μm 

pores) coated with extracellular matrix (ECM, Sigma) and containing serum-free medium, and 

allowed to invade the lower compartment containing 10% FCS medium. Cells were collected 

from the bottom compartment and expanded for 2-3 weeks on complete medium. 2*105 cells 

of this subculture were applied to a second round of invasion as described above. Cells in the 

resulting bottom compartment were subcultured to be used for genomic DNA isolation.

Genomic DNA isolation and massively parallel sequencing

Genomic DNA was isolated from cells using a Qiagen Genomic Tip kit following the 

manufacterer’s instructions. For both the invasive fraction and the control fraction, 10 ng DNA 

of each pool was pooled together and subjected to PCR-amplification (20 cycles) of integrated 

constructs using Platinum PCR Supermix (Invitrogen) and primers flanking the inserts. In a 

subsequent, secondary (3 cycles) and tertiary (3 cycles) PCR the adapters and barcodes used 

for massively parallel sequencing were added to the flanks of the products. Samples were 

sequenced on the ABI SOLiD platform. The invasive and control fraction yielded 1.0*106 and 

0.9*106 reads that mapped to integrated constructs respectively.

Library availability

Both the plasmid and virus library are publicly available when requested through InteRNA 

Technologies. Contact information is available at www.interna-technologies.com. 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Virus titer and cell viability show no correlation. Averaged B-scores from the arrayed 
screen were plotted against the virus titers of the corresponding constructs. We observed no correlation between 
virus titer and cell viability, indicating that virus titer does not contribute significantly to toxicity in this screen.

Supplementary Table 2. Endogenous miRNA expression relative to RNU6B

microRNA

cell line

PC-3 MDA-MB-231 A549 IMR-90 MCF7

miR-221 2.45 2.64 7.94 40.1 0.06

miR-203 0.05 0.001 0.34 0.28 0.66

miR-21 0.05 0.33 0.80 2.07 0.37

let-7a 1.82 0.18 7.01 23.9 1.83

miR-372 0.03 0 0 0.08 0.02

miR-34a 0 0 1.09 2.94 0.15

miR-126 0.04 0.02 0.15 0 0.04

miR-10b 0.01 0 0.22 0.16 0

miR-335 0.02 0 0.03 0.06 0.02

miR-205 0 0 4.09 0 0.25

Supplementary material

Supplementary Table 1. List and sequences of miRNAs in the library. Contains a list of the miRNAs included in 
the library and their cognate genomic sequences that were cloned into the vector, and associated virus titers. 
This file is available via the online version of Poell et al.47 on BioMed Central. 
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Abstract 
Malignant melanoma is an aggressive form of skin cancer with poor prognosis. Despite 

improvements in awareness and prevention of this disease, its incidence is rapidly increasing. 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of small RNA molecules that regulate cellular processes by 

repressing messenger RNAs (mRNAs) with partially complementary target sites. Several 

miRNAs have already been shown to attenuate cancer phenotypes, by limiting proliferation, 

invasiveness, tumor angiogenesis, and stemness. We employed a genome-scale lentiviral 

human miRNA expression library to systematically survey which miRNAs are able to decrease 

A375 melanoma cell viability. We highlight strong inhibitors of melanoma cell growth, including 

the miR-15/16, miR-141/200a and miR-96/182 families of miRNAs. Ectopic expression of these 

miRNAs resulted in long-term inhibition of melanoma cell growth. We show specifically miR-16, 

miR-497, miR-96 and miR-182 are efficient effectors when introduced as synthetic miRNAs in 

both A375 and SK-MEL-28 cells. Our study provides a comprehensive interrogation of miRNAs 

that interfere with melanoma cell growth and viability, and offers a selection of miRNAs that are 

especially promising candidates for application in melanoma therapy.
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Introduction
Melanoma is a skin malignancy with one of the fastest increasing incidences of all cancer 

types1. Although it is a relatively uncommon form of skin cancer, it accounts for over 65% of 

skin cancer-related deaths2. This is due to the extremely high mortality rate once the cancer 

becomes metastatic3. Up to 90% of melanomas rely on mitogen activated kinase (MAPK) 

signaling for their proliferative capacity4. Constitutive MAPK signaling is most commonly 

acquired through activating mutations in BRAF and NRAS5. Recent advances have been made 

in targeted therapy of metastatic melanoma by targeting the MAPK pathway, but already many 

cases of drug resistance have been reported6-8. Therefore, it seems unlikely that these targeted 

drugs will dramatically decrease mortality, unless they are supplemented by other drugs. 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small RNAs that regulate gene expression9. Utilizing miRNAs to 

target specific pathways has demonstrated their therapeutic potential in diverse pathologies, 

such as aberrant cholesterol homeostasis10, colon cancer11, and cardiovascular disease12. 

Indeed, some miRNAs have been reported to mitigate or promote malignant capabilities of 

melanoma cells13-16. Notwithstanding these accounts, the full potential of miRNAs to stunt 

melanoma progression has not been exhausted, as a systematic approach to probe for tumor-

suppressive miRNAs in melanoma has yet to be applied. Loss of miRNA expression in cancer 

cells is commonly investigated for a causative role in tumor etiology, but this approach does 

not directly address the question which miRNAs are able to avert disease progression. Instead, 

we decided on an unbiased approach, using a genome-scale lentiviral human miRNA expression 

library to assess each miRNA for its potential to affect melanoma cell viability. The most potent 

miRNAs were validated independently using synthetic miRNA mimics in two melanoma cell 

lines, further expanding the potential therapeutic avenues for miRNA-based approaches 

against deadly melanoma. 

Results
To systematically identify miRNAs that hinder melanoma cell growth, we screened a large 

number of human miRNAs for their potential to slow A375 melanoma cell proliferation using 

our lentiviral miRNA expression library17. A375 cells are well-studied metastatic melanoma 

cells that carry the activating BRAFV600E mutation. Two distinct measures of cell growth were 

assessed in parallel; cell viability by means of MTS assay18 and cell number by nuclear staining 

and automated image analysis. In both screens, A375 cells were infected in duplicate with a 

miRNA-containing lentiviral vector and evaluated 6 days after infection. The results of the two 

screens show a strong positive correlation between cell viability and cell number (figure 1a)18. 

Using the cell viability readout, more miRNAs scored a B-score of -3 than expected by chance 

(figure 1b), indicating inhibitory miRNAs could be identified with high confidence. This was 

not the case when only using cell counts as a measure of inhibition screen (supplementary  

figure 1). Given the good correlation between the two screens, and the superior performance 

of the cell viability measure over cell count alone (supplementary figure 1), we selected miRNAs 
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for further testing if they scored an average B-score of -3 in the cell viability screen. Additional 

miRNAs were included for follow-up evaluation that scored well (B-score < -2) in the cell 

viability screen and the cell count screen (B-score < -3) or scored well in the cell viability screen  

(B-score < -2) and had low virus titer (data not shown). 

The 55 selected miRNAs were confirmed in a second-round screen using the MTS cell 

viability assay. In this experiment the inhibitory miRNAs were compared to a set of 11 individually 

prepared empty vector samples and a population of 28 control miRNAs considered to have no 
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Figure 1. A genome-wide screen for miRNAs that inhibit A375 melanoma cell growth. (A) Inhibition of melanoma 
growth was measured by means of cell viability and cell count. For each sample a B-score was calculated and 
B-scores from both assays are plotted against each other. There is a strong correlation between both assays.  
The B-scores for one miRNA, miR-518b, fell outside the range of the graph: they were -6 for cell count and -12 
for cell viability. (B) A comparison with a normal distribution shows that the cell viability screen is sensitive for 
identifying growth-inhibitory miRNAs. A concomitant estimate of the false discovery rate is shown in grey fill 
(secondary axis). (C) 55 potential inhibitory miRNAs were tested in a confirmation screen against 11 empty vector 
samples and a population of 28 miRNAs with small or no effects in the primary screen. Box plots show values 
between 25th and 75th percentile in boxes, and the outermost values as whiskers. 20 of 55 inhibitory miRNAs scored 
better than any of the control miRNAs (below dashed line). * p = 6.8*10-5, ** p = 1.6*10-6, *** p = 5.4*10-10. (D) 
Individual hits selected for follow-up, and their relative effect on cell viability. A virus containing a short-hairpin 
construct targeting BRAF was used as a positive control. Error bars represent standard deviation of three samples.
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effect in the initial screen (figure 1c). The 55 selected miRNAs inhibited cell viability significantly 

better than the empty vectors and the control miRNAs. 49 out of 55 miRNAs had lower cell 

viability read-out than 95% of the control miRNA population, of which 20 scored better than any 

of the control miRNAs. The false discovery rate within these 20 miRNAs was 8%. Interestingly, 

the control miRNAs also decreased cell viability when compared to the empty vectors. 

We further narrowed our selection of miRNAs for follow-up evaluation. We chose the top-5 

scoring miRNA constructs from the second-round, confirmation screen: miR-497, miR-96, miR-

598, miR-141, and miR-184 (figure 1d). We also included three miRNA constructs encoding miRNAs 

belonging to the same families of the top hits, which were also represented in the 20 best-

performing miRNA constructs of the confirmation screen: miR-16-2, miR-182, and miR-200a, 

which are related to miR-497, miR-96, and miR-141 respectively (figure 1d). Finally, we selected 

miR-203 from the list of 20 high-confidence hits, because it is known to play a crucial role in skin 

differentiation19. Since A375 cells are oncogene-addicted to mutated BRAF20, an shRNA targeting 

BRAF (shBRAF) was used as positive control for strong impediment of A375 cell viability21. All 

selected miRNAs reduced cell viability by over 25% after lentiviral introduction (figure 1d).

To ensure miRNA overexpression, we measured the endogenous expression of all selected 

miRNAs in empty vector-transduced A375 cells and miRNA-transduced A375 cells by qPCR. 

Overexpression of all miRNAs was efficiently achieved by lentiviral transduction (table 1). 

Increase of miR-16 expression was modest, but we note that it is an endogenously abundant 

miRNA in A375 cells (table 1). To gain a better view of endogenous miRNA expression in A375 

cells, we further characterized miRNA expression by small RNA massively parallel sequencing. 

Indeed, miR-16 comprises a substantially larger fraction of sequence reads than any of the other 

miRNAs (table 1). 

For effective therapeutic application of miRNAs against cancer, it is important that miRNAs 

are able to perpetuate their inhibitory effects beyond their initial impact, and potentially to 

compound their negative influence through indirect, trickle-down effects on downstream 

Table 1. endogenous miRNA expression and expression after lentiviral transduction in A375 cells

miRNA qPCR endogenous (2-ΔCt) qPCR ectopic (2-ΔCt) overexpression (fold) sequence reads per million

miR-497 2.57*10-7 1.75*10-5 68 3.0

miR-16 5.53*10-3 2.07*10-2 3.7 1084

miR-96 1.05*10-6 1.19*10-5 11 0.48

miR-182 3.01*10-6 3.01*10-4 100 30

miR-598 1.60*10-5 5.57*10-4 35 63

miR-141 1.66*10-6 3.94*10-4 237 0

miR-200a 1.12*10-7 6.07*10-4 5.4*103 0.64

miR-184 8.35*10-8 1.35*10-3 1.6*104 1.3

miR-203 1.85*10-8 1.09*10-3 5.9*104 0.16

qPCR data are relative to U6 small RNA. Endogenous: empty vector-transduced, ectopic: miRNA-transduced.
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processes. To assess more long-term and broader-reaching effects, A375 cells stably expressing 

an inhibitory miRNA were grown in competition with A375 cells stably expressing GFP, but no 

ectopic miRNA. The effects of different miRNAs on A375 cell proliferation were inferred from 

the changes in GFP-positive versus GFP-negative cell ratios. This experimental design allows us 

to observe cell growth patterns over a prolonged period of time. Since the miRNA-transduced 

cells grow in the same culture as the GFP-positive cells, many of the potential artifacts associated 

with changing culture conditions are avoided. Cells stably transduced with inhibitory miRNAs 

retarded cell growth (figure 2), decreasing cell number 25-80% compared to the empty vector 

control in 32 days continuous culture. These results support that introducing an inhibitory 

miRNA extends beyond a once-only shock to the cells, to achieve a growth-suppressing effect 

that lasts. We note that for miR-16/497 (figure 2a) and miR-96/182 (figure 2b) the impairment of 

cell growth diminished over time. 
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Figure 2. Long-term inhibition of A375 cell growth by miRNAs. (A-D) A375 cells were stably transduced with 
a miRNA-containing or empty vector (EV) virus and mixed with GFP-expressing A375 cells. Relative number of 
miRNA-transduced cells was inferred from the ratio of GFP-negative and GFP-positive cells and normalized to 
relatve number of EV-transduced cells. Each panel shows a different subset of transduced miRNAs. 
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To independently verify the observed effects are due to the miRNA itself and not extraneous 

aspects of lentiviral transduction, we tested whether we could reproduce the effects with 

synthetic miRNA mimics. Additionally, using synthetic RNAs allows direct comparison of 

miRNAs by concentration. Figure 3 shows dose-dependent effects of introducing synthetic 

miRNAs at concentrations between 0.1 and 30 nM. Cell viability was measured by MTS 3 days 

after transfection. Inhibitory miRNAs are compared to a scrambled control, a pool of 4 siRNAs 

targeting BRAF (siBRAF), and a miRNA that did not have any effect in the initial screen, miR-152. 

Transfecting synthetic miR-152 or a scrambled control only affected cell viability at the highest 

concentration of 30 nM, while the previously identified inhibitory miRNAs began limiting A375 

cell growth at concentrations around 1 nM. In comparison to the positive control, siBRAF, these 

miRNAs required higher concentrations to achieve similar effects. This fits well with the fact that 

siBRAF degrades BRAF mRNA in a multiple turnover enzymatic cleavage reaction and can thus be 
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Figure 3. Effect of introduction of synthetic miRNAs on A375 cell viability. A375 cells were transfected with 
a range of concentrations of different miRNAs, and 72 hours after transfection cell viability was measured by 
means of MTS assay. Effects are compared to a scrambled control, a miRNA without growth effect (miR-152), and 
a pool of 4 siRNAs against BRAF (siBRAF) as a positive control for growth inhibition. Specific effects of miRNAs 
are best observed at concentrations of 3-10 nM. Each panel shows a different subset of miRNA mimics, although 
miRNAs were assessed in the same experiment.
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efficacious at lower concentrations than miRNAs, which rely on perpetuated binding to repress 

or destabilize an mRNA. The most-specific effects of miRNAs were typically found at 10 nM. It is 

noteworthy that three of the miRNAs, miR-598, miR-141, and miR-200a, that had strong effects 

when introduced by lentivirus, had very little effect when introduced as synthetic mimics. 

To further evaluate the potential utility of the miRNAs identified specifically against 

melanoma, we tested the inhibitory miRNA mimics in a second malignant melanoma cell line, 

SK-MEL-28. SK-MEL-28 cells were transfected with 10 nM of candidate miRNAs or controls 

and assayed for viability. Figure 4a shows the results of this treatment in SK-MEL-28 cells in 

comparison with A375 cells (figure 4a). At 10nM miRNAs yielded very similar effects in both cell 

lines. SK-MEL-28 proved less sensitive to knockdown of BRAF than A375, even to the extent that 

some candidate miRNAs decreased SK-MEL-28 cell viability greater than the siBRAF control. 

Transfection of SK-MEL-28 cells with different concentrations of miRNAs shows that candidate 

miRNAs performed as well as siBRAF at a concentration of 3 nM and higher (figure 4b). These 

data indicate the miR-15/16/497 family and miR-96/182 family are potent inhibitors of melanoma 

cell viability, particularly when introduced in the form of synthetic mimics.
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Figure 4. Effects of synthetic miRNAs in SK-MEL-28 cells. (A) Inhibition of different miRNAs transfected at a 
concentration of 10 nM was measured in SK-MEL-28 cells. Values are compared to those measured in A375 cells. 
All miRNAs have very similar effects in both cell lines. SK-MEL-28 is less dependent on BRAF, with some miRNAs 
exceeding the effect observed with siBRAF transfection. Error bars represent standard deviation of three samples 
(B) SK-MEL-28 displays a dose-dependency similar to A375 cells. 

The miR-15/16/497 and miR-96/182 families target distinct subsets of genes, both affecting 

melanoma cell proliferation. We hypothesized that these miRNA families may act in synergy, 

yielding a better outcome when used in combination than when used separately. We tested the 

best-performing miRNAs of both families, miR-16 and miR-96, in combination (5 nM each) and 

separately (10nM) in both A375 and SK-MEL-28 cells (figure 5). We found that cotransfecting 

with two different miRNA mimics accrued an additional 5-10% decrease of melanoma cell 

viability compared to the individual mimics.  
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Discussion
We have assessed the effects of miRNAs on cell growth or viability in three separate approaches: 

short-term effects after lentiviral transduction (6 days), long-term effects after stable lentiviral 

transduction (32 days), and short-term effects after introduction of a synthetic miRNA (3 days), 

the latter being applied to an additional malignant melanoma cell line. Although the effects on 

cell growth were always qualitatively consistent, marked differences were observed between 

the effects in the different approaches. While miR-141, miR-200a, and miR-598 efficiently 

slowed cell growth after lentiviral transduction, they had little effect as synthetic RNAs. We 

cannot exclude that the lentiviral construct produces a transcript that results in a different 

miRNA in addition to the standard, annotated mature miRNA. miR-141 and miR-200a are not 

endogenously present in A375 cells (table 1), therefore we could not address this question for 

those miRNAs with our small RNA sequence data from A375 cells. We did not find evidence 

for remarkable variance in miRNA sequence for endogenous miR-598 in A375 cells. Another 

explanation lies in the length of the assay with synthetic RNAs. The exposure to the miRNA 

was only half compared to the lentiviral experiments. It is possible that miR-141, miR-200a, and  

miR-598, require more time to achieve a penetrant phenotype. 

The differences between experimental approaches may have important implications for 

the development of miRNAs as therapeutics. miRNAs we found to be specifically potent in the 

short-term viability assays were not necessarily the strongest miRNAs to inhibit long-term cell 

growth. For example, miR-141 and miR-200a were found equally potent in the confirmation 

screen (figure 1d), but miR-141 performed significantly better than miR-200a in the long-

term assay (figure 2c). We expect that some miRNAs affect pathways for which the cell can 

compensate, blunting the efficacy of the miRNA in the long term. Other miRNAs may target 

non-redundant genes that are rate-limiting for cell growth. Such miRNAs can achieve sustained 

reduction of melanoma growth. Measurements of cell growth over a longer period of time are 
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The combination always scored better than the individual mimics, decreasing cell viability an additional 5-10%.  
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crucial to distinguish between brief and lasting consequences of miRNA overexpression. We 

have examined this for lentivirally transduced miRNAs expressed from their genomic backbone. 

We have yet to assess long-term potency of synthetic miRNAs; this requires additional in vitro 

and in vivo experimentation. 

In our survey of melanoma-hindering miRNAs, as expected, we found miRNAs with 

precedence. Of note is miR-182, which is reported to be a strong repressor of MITF22, the master 

regulator of melanocyte differentiation. This is of particular interest, because MITF is commonly 

deregulated and is even designated a common oncogene in melanoma23. Furthermore, MITF 

may have a major role in the propensity of melanoma to become metastatic24. Paradoxically, 

ectopic expression of miR-182 has been shown to enhance the invasive capacity of melanoma 

cells and increase metastases in vivo16, and suppression of miR-182 decreases the potential of 

A375 cells to metastasize to the liver25. These findings are in line with a recent report describing 

low MITF levels in melanoma-initiating cells with an increased potential for tumor formation26. 

Since high levels of MITF are associated with differentiation and complete loss of MITF causes 

apoptosis, both up- or downregulation of MITF can have desirable effects for melanoma 

treatment, as long as the change in MITF levels is drastic enough27. This may prove impossible, 

since metastatic melanomas are heterogeneous tumors with both a highly proliferative 

population, characterized by high MITF, and a highly invasive population, characterized by 

low MITF28,29. We propose when metastasis has already occurred, preferentially inhibiting cell 

growth outweighs the benefit of fighting the invasive potential of melanoma, and as such, 

inhibiting MITF may improve patient survival.

Two members from the miR-15/16 family, i.e. miR-16 and miR-497, were also identified in 

our screen. This highly conserved family of miRNAs is well-known for its tumor suppressive 

qualities30. The miR-15a/16-1 locus on chromosome 13 is deleted in more than half of B cell 

chronic lymphocytic leukemias31. Several cell cycle-stimulating genes have strong, validated or 

predicted targets for the miR-15/16 family, such as Cyclin E32, Cyclin D1-332,33, AKT3, and BCL234 

and BCL2L. BCL2 has an anti-apoptotic function and acts in synergy with MITF35. Therefore, 

simultaneous inhibition of MITF and BCL2 may be especially potent by sensitizing melanoma 

cells to apoptosis. Similarly, targeting AKT3 may also prove useful in this respect. AKT3 activity is 

commonly increased in melanoma36, and it is directly responsible for resistance to apoptosis37. 

This makes the miR-15/16 family an excellent candidate for anti-melanoma therapy, especially 

in combination with MAPK pathway inhibitors37. 

Combining two miRNAs, miR-16 and miR-96, proved more efficacious than any of the 

miRNAs by itself. An additive effect was expected, since both miRNAs have the same effect on 

cell growth, but they target different genes. A combination treatment will thus compromise 

additional pathways. Alternatively, genes with target sites for both miRNA families may be 

repressed synergistically38. Even though combining two or more miRNAs increases the risk of 

undesirable side effects, it may decrease intensity of the side effects, as each individual miRNA 

can be used at lower concentration. Though preliminary, our results support investigating and 

developing multi-miRNA based therapies. In pursuit of this, genome-scale screens to find all 

potentially beneficial miRNAs are paramount. 
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Although we did not pursue stimulatory miRNAs in this study, our primary screen also 

provides evidence for miRNAs that enhance melanoma cell growth. Particularly striking in this 

respect are the members of the miR-17/20 and miR-302/372 families of miRNAs, all of which 

increased A375 cell proliferation. It is tempting to speculate that targeting of these miRNA 

families, for instance by blocking their action with short seed-complementary LNA molecules39, 

can effectively inhibit cancer growth.

We identified a set of miRNAs that are particularly effective in inhibiting melanoma cell 

growth. These miRNAs do not have an abruptly toxic effect on the melanoma cells, but may 

assist in the attenuation of cancer growth and sensitize cells to other therapeutics. Conclusive 

evidence for this will have to come from additional in vivo experiments and combination therapy 

approaches. miRNAs do not have a singular effect on cells, but repress hundreds of genes to 

varying degrees40, affecting several cellular pathways. If a tumor-suppressive phenotype of 

a miRNA is caused by targeting a (large) set of genes, this may create a major obstacle for 

the development of resistance. Thus, miRNAs may prove valuable components of combination 

therapies for metastatic melanoma and other cancers.

Materials and methods

Lentiviral constructs

Construction and validation of the lentiviral library have been presented in Chapter 2. In brief, 

human miRNA sequences were cloned into a lentiviral expression construct (pCDH-CMV-MCS-

EF1-Puro, System Biosciences) from their genomic background, including ~100 bp flanking  

the precursor hairpin. An expression construct with EGFP was cloned by excision and ligation of 

the EGFP sequence from pEGFP-N1 (Clontech). An shBRAF construct was made by hybridizing 

the following oligonucleotides21:

shBRAF-fwd gatccagaattggatctggatcatttcttcctgtcagaaaatgatccagatccaattcatttttg

shBRAF-rev aattcaaaaatgaattggatctggatcattttctgacaggaagaaatgatccagatccaattctg

The hybridized oligonucleotides were ligated into pSIH-H1-Puro (System Biosciences). 

Production of lentiviral particles was executed at System Biosciences. Lentiviral particles were 

provided in separate tubes at concentrations generally between 1*108 and 5*109 infectious units 

per mL (IFU/mL).

Cell culture and viral infections

A375 cells were acquired from the Hubrecht Institute in-house cell line repository and SK-MEL-

28 cells were purchased from the ATCC. Cells were propagated at 37 °C and 5% CO
2
 in DMEM-

Glutamax (GIBCO) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma) and 1% Penicillin-

Streptomycin (Invitrogen). For short-term assays with lentiviral infections, 1000 cells were 

seeded in 100 μL 5% FBS medium per well of a 96-well plate. Edge wells (wells in rows A and B 

and columns 1 and 12) were excluded from experimentation to avoid edge effects of incubation. 
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Six hours after seeding, cells were infected with a mix of 0.5 μL virus supernatant, 0.6 μL 1 mg/

mL polybrene (Sigma) and 8.9 μL PBS0 (GIBCO). 24 hours after infection, medium was replaced 

with 150 μL fresh 5% FBS medium. Six days after infection, samples were subjected to an MTS 

assay or fixed for cell counting (see below). For the competition experiment, infections were 

scaled up to 6-well plates and samples were infected with 5 μL virus supernatant. 24 hours after 

infection, medium was replaced with 5% FBS medium containing 1 μg/mL puromycin. Cells were 

puromycin-selected for 3 days, after which GFP-positive and GFP-negative cells were mixed 

approximately 1:1. Cell culture was continued on 1 μg/mL puromycin for the duration of the 

experiment. When cells were passaged, the surplus of cells was analyzed by flow cytometry 

(FACSCalibur, BD Biosciences) to determine the ratio of GFP-positive and GFP-negative cells.

RNA transfections

Cells were propagated and seeded as described above, except 2000 cells were seeded instead 

of 1000 cells. 16 hours after seeding, cells were transfected with 20 uL Opti-MEM (Invitrogen) 

containing 3 uL X-tremeGENE (Roche), and the indicated amount of Pre-miR miRNA precursor 

molecule (Ambion), ON-TARGETplus SMARTpool BRAF (Dharmacon), or Pre-miR negative 

control #2 (Ambion). Cells were subjected to an MTS assay three days after transfection. 

MTS assay

At the indicated time points, medium was replaced with 100 μL fresh 5% FBS medium and 30 

μL MTS One Solution (Promega) per well. Absorbance at 492 nm was measured 4 hours after 

addition of MTS. 

Cell count assay

At the indicated time points, 100 μL PBS0 with 8% PFA was added to each well. Cells were fixed for 

15 minutes at room temperature and subsequently washed with 100 μL PBS0. Cells were stained 

for 10 minutes in 100 μL PBS0 containing 0.5 μg/mL Hoechst 33342 (Sigma). Cells were washed 

twice with PBS0 and kept at 4°C. A relative cell count per well was measured on a Cellomics 

ArrayScan VTI using the accompanying software by counting nuclei in 4 fields per well under 10x 

magnification. Nuclei were identified by the software as shapes with a contiguous Hoechst stain.

Statistical analysis

Values of each plate were assessed for intraplate biases per row and per column. No intraplate 

biases were observed, so corrections were deemed unnecessary (note that edge wells were 

excluded from experimentation). For each sample a B-score was calculated as follows. First, 

for each value the absolute deviation from the median of the plate was listed. From this list, 

the median value constitutes the median absolute deviation or MAD of the plate. The B-score 

of a sample with value X was then calculated as (X-median)/MAD. B-scores were calculated 

for all samples in the cell viability screen and the cell count screen. False discovery rates were 

calculated by dividing the number of hits expected by chance with the observed number of hits. 

Expected number of hits was calculated as the probability of the cumulative fraction multiplied 

with the number of tested samples.
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miRNA qPCR

10,000 A375 cells were seeded in 500 μL of a 24-wells plate. Viral transduction was done as 

described. 6 days after infection cells were washed with cold PBS and put on ice. 200 uL TRIzol 

(Invitrogen) was added to each well and total RNA was isolated following the manufacturer's 

instructions. RNA concentration was quantitated by Qubit RNA assay kit (Invitrogen) according 

to the manual. miRNA qPCR was performed as described by Chen et al. 41. Each miRNA assay 

requires a miRNA-specific stem-loop (SL) primer for reverse transcription, and a miRNA-

specific forward primer and universal reverse primer for PCR. U6 requires an additional specific 

reverse primer. Primers used for qPCR:

SL-U6: 5’-GTCATCCTTGCGCAGG-3’

U6 Forward: 5’-CGCTTCGGCAGCACATATAC-3’

U6 Reverse: 5’-AGGGGCCATGCTAATCTTCT-3’

Universal reverse primer: 5’-GTGCAGGGTCCGAGGT-3’

SL-miR-497: 5’-GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACACAAAC-3’

Forward-miR-497: 5’-TGCCAGCAGCAGCACACTGTGGT-3’

SL-miR-16: 5’-GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACGCCAA-3’

Forward-miR-16: 5’-GCCCGCTTAGCAGCACGTAAATATT-3’

SL-miR-96: 5’-GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGAAGCAAA-3’

Forward-miR-96: 5’-GCCCGCTTTTGGCACTAGCACATTTT-3’

SL-miR-598: 5’-GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGATGACGA-3’

Forward-miR-598: 5’-GCCCGCTTACGTCATCGTTGTCATC-3’

SL-miR-141: 5’-GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACccatct-3’

Forward-miR-141: 5’-TGCCAGTAACACTGTCTGGTAAAG-3’

SL-miR-200a: 5’-GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGAACATCG-3’

Forward-miR-200a: 5’-GCCCGCTTAACACTGTCTGGTAACG-3’

SL-miR-184: 5’-GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGAACCCTT-3’

Forward-miR-184: 5’-GCCCGCTTGGACGGAGAACTGATAA-3’

SL-miR-203: 5’-GTCGTATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGGTATTCGCACTGGATACGACTAGTG-3’

Forward-miR-203: 5’-GCCCGCTGTGAAATGTTTAGGACCA-3’

Small RNA massively parallel sequencing

The deep-sequencing library was prepared as described previously42. In brief, the small RNA 

fraction between 18-28 nt was isolated from total RNA of A375 cells. A synthetic adaptor was 

ligated on both sites of the small RNA molecules, followed by first strand cDNA synthesis. 

The cDNA was subsequently PCR-amplified with adaptor-specific primers. The generated 

deep-sequencing library was analyzed by massively parallel sequencing on the Solexa system 

(Illumina) and the reads were submitted to the miRIntess small RNA analysis pipeline43 (InteRNA 

Genomics BV, www.interna-genomics.com). Numbers in table 1 represent sequence reads 

mapping to the miRNA per million mapped reads. 56.6% of all mapped reads in A375 sequencing 

data mapped to a known miRNA sequence.
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Supplementary figure 1. Comparison between cell viability and cell count assay. Results of the cell viability 
screen by MTS assay are depicted on the left, and results of the cell count screen by Hoechst assay (nuclear 
count) are depicted on the right. For all individual measurements a B-score was calculated (see materials and 
methods). Top panel: correlation of duplicate B-scores is shown. The middle panel displays the range of B-scores 
of all miRNAs tested. The bottom panel zooms in on 100 miRNAs with the lowest B-scores. The graph compares 
the distribution of B-scores with a normal distribution converted to B-scores (black and grey lines respectively, 
primary axis), which is used to calculate the false discovery rate (grey fill, right axis). 
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Abstract 
Constitutive activation of the canonical Wnt/β-catenin pathway is the main oncogenic driver 

of colorectal cancers, retaining the cancer cells in an undifferentiated and proliferative 

state. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that function as regulators in cellular 

processes, such as differentiation and cell cycle control. Here, we describe a systematic gain-of-

function screen to test each miRNA in the human genome for its ability to modulate β-catenin/

TCF-driven transcription in colorectal cancer cells. We identified three miRNAs that cause  

a decrease in β-catenin/TCF signaling, miR-199a, miR-203, and miR-101. We show that miR-101 

directly targets the transcripts of two nuclear interactors of β-catenin and enhancers of Wnt 

signaling, BCL9 and BCL9L. Furthermore, we found miR-203 to be induced by Wnt signaling, 

suggesting that miR-203 acts in an autoregulatory feedback loop in the Wnt pathway.  

The ability to inhibit β-catenin activity in colorectal cancer cells imparts therapeutic potential 

in β-catenin-dependent malignancies to these miRNAs.
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Introduction
Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer-related death in the United States1. 

Tumorigenesis of colorectal cancer is almost invariably associated with abnormal Wnt 

signaling2. At least two thirds of all colorectal cancers have a mutation in APC3,4. In another 5% 

of the cases a direct mutation of one of the phosphorylation sites of β-catenin is present5. This 

implies that clinical intervention of Wnt signaling in colorectal cancer will have to take place 

downstream of APC. Likely targets are proteins that mediate the interaction between β-catenin 

and transcription factors of the TCF/LEF family. Although many proteins are associated with 

β-catenin in the nucleus, relatively little is known about their functions6. Two recent studies 

showed that inhibition of CDK8 leads to a reduction in β-catenin-dependent transcription7,8. 

Other studies reported that the presence of BCL9 and BCL9L enhances the output of the Wnt 

signal9,10. These three genes are frequently upregulated in colorectal cancer7,11. 

miRNAs are small non-coding RNAs that bind to partially complementary sites in, 

predominantly, the 3’-UTR of mRNAs12. They can have strong phenotypic effects through 

targeting of one or a few specific mRNAs13-16, but they affect the protein levels of hundreds of 

predicted targets17,18. Some miRNAs have been implicated in the Wnt signaling pathway19, but 

none of them target transcripts of genes that act downstream of APC. In order to find potential 

candidates for clinical intervention we screened for miRNAs that can modulate β-catenin 

activity in colorectal cancer cells. We created a lentiviral expression library20 containing 660 

currently annotated miRNAs21 and another 422 candidate miRNAs. This library was then applied 

to a clonal cell-based assay that measures β-catenin-driven transcription through a stable 

luciferase reporter construct22. Hits were independently validated and tested for long-term 

inhibition. In addition, growth inhibitory effects were monitored in three colorectal cancer 

cell lines. Here, we show that three miRNAs have the capability to attenuate β-catenin-driven 

transcription and directly target genes involved in the β-catenin/TCF complex. 

Results
We performed a gain-of-function screen to identify miRNAs with the capability to attenuate 

β-catenin-driven transcription in DLD-1 cells. These are colorectal cancer cells that have 

a constitutive pool of active β-catenin due to an APC truncation. We used DLD-1 cells with 

stably integrated TOPflash-Firefly and FOPflash-Renilla constructs (DLD-1REP cells) to measure 

TCF-dependent transcription (TOP-value) versus TCF-independent transcription (FOP-value).  

DLD-1REP cells were infected with lentivirus containing an individual miRNA behind a CMV 

promoter (figure 1a) and TOP- and FOP-values were measured 4 days after infection. Data 

were controlled for plate effects and edge effects and hit scores were determined by means 

of median absolute deviation from the mean23. From this primary screen miRNAs were selected 

that consistently reduced (both B-scores below -1) or increased (both B-scores above 2) relative 

TOPflash activity as measured by TOP/FOP ratio (figure 1b). Samples with substantial deviation in 

the FOPflash activity were also selected, since these measurements are likely to result in unreliable 

TOP/FOP ratios. In the confirmation screen the TOP/FOP ratios of the 95 selected miRNAs 
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Figure 1. Screen for miRNAs capable of inhibiting TCF-dependent transcription. (A) 660 annotated and 422 
candidate miRNAs were cloned into a lentiviral expression vector and of each construct an individual batch of 
lentiviral supernatant was produced. The library was employed to infect DLD-1REP cells. DLD-1REP cells contain a 
stably integrated construct that expresses Firefly luciferase behind a minimal TK-promoter that is preceded by 
several optimal TCF enhancer sites (TOP). DLD-1REP cells additionally carry a stable construct that expresses Renilla 
luciferase. In this construct the TCF enhancer sites are mutated (FOP) and are thus insensitive to TCF-dependent 
transcriptional modulation. The TOP sites enhance transcription when β-catenin enters the nucleus and replaces 
a repressor from the Groucho/TLE family. (B) Relative TOPflash activity was measured for each lentiviral construct 
in duplicate and B-scores were calculated for each sample. Distribution of scores from the primary screen is 
plotted. miRNA samples with both B-scores below -1 or above 2 (black) were selected for confirmation. Samples 
with a positive and a negative B-score were set at 0. B-scores closest to 0 are shown. (C) Selected miRNAs were 
assessed in a separate confirmation screen. Relative TOPflash activity for all samples was measured in triplicate 
and compared to twelve independent empty vector samples. Average effects relative to the empty vector 
samples (secondary screen) are plotted against the effects measured in the primary screen. Five inhibitory 
and three stimulatory miRNAs were significantly different (p < 0.05, two-tailed t-test) from the empty vector 
population. Error bars denote standard deviations. (D) Stably transduced DLD-1REP cell lines were made for each 
of the eight “hit” miRNAs and an empty vector control. Relative TOPflash activity was measured after two weeks 
(grey bars). In black bars are the measurements from the secondary screen, collected 96 hours after infection. 

were compared to those of a population of 12 independent preparations of virus supernatants 

containing an empty construct (empty vector or EV). We observed a good correlation 

between the results of the confirmation screen and the effects measured in the primary screen  
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(figure 1c). We identified 5 miRNAs with a significant inhibitory effect and 3 miRNAs with  

a significant stimulatory effect on TCF-mediated transcription.

For potential therapeutic use of a miRNA, a sustained effect is required. Therefore, 

infected DLD-1REP cells were subjected to puromycin selection to obtain a population of stably 

transduced cells. After two weeks, relative TOPflash activity was measured (figure 1d). Four 

out of five inhibitory miRNAs maintained similar, though dampened, effects on the TOPflash 

reporter. In contrast, all stimulatory miRNAs relapsed to the base level of TOPflash activity. We 

did not look further into the biology of these stimulatory miRNAs, but instead focused on the 

inhibitory miRNAs.

As an independent means of introducing miRNAs, DLD-1REP cells were transfected with 

miRNA mimics. The nucleotide sequence of a mimic is the same as its endogenous counterpart, 

but its molecular kinetics and dynamics are different, foregoing the canonical miRNA 

processing and starting with a high concentration that gradually decreases. Three days after 

introducing the mimics to the DLD-1REP cells, β-catenin-driven transcription was reduced in 

a dose-dependent manner (figure 2a) by all four “hit” mimics, but not by a control mimic. These 

data corroborate the findings with the overexpression constructs and indicate that the effects 

are due to the action of the mature miRNA.

It is possible that a change in luciferase activity in the DLD-1REP cells is not caused by a change 

in TCF-dependent transcription, but by a direct effect of the miRNA on luciferase itself. If  

a miRNA targets the transcript of Firefly luciferase more effectively than the transcript of Renilla 

luciferase, this will result in a false positive readout. To exclude these artifacts, we measured 

the effect of the miRNAs on DLD-1 cells transiently transfected with constructs containing 

either the TOP or the FOP promoter in front of Firefly luciferase, both normalized with a 

construct containing Renilla luciferase behind a CMV promoter (figure 2b). miR-199a, miR-203, 

and miR-101 showed specific inhibition of TCF-dependent transcription, but miR-518b failed 

to show a specific effect (figure 2c). Although not as sensitive as the stable reporter cell line,  

the transient expression of the reporter allowed us to assess the effect of the miRNAs in 

additional cell lines. Indeed, we show that miR-199a, miR-203, and miR-101 also inhibit TCF-

dependent transcription to varying degrees in HCT116 and LS174T cells (figure 2d).

Given that the constitutively active Wnt pathway is associated with the proliferative 

capacity of colorectal cancer, inhibition of β-catenin-driven transcription may result in long-

term reduction of cell growth. Since traditional cell-based assays to measure proliferation 

have a time window that is limited to the surface area of the culture, we developed a sensitive 

competition-based method that precludes these obstacles. To be able to infer the relative 

growth rate of miRNA-transduced cells, we spiked in approximately 50% GFP-positive cells and 

monitored the ratio of GFP-positive to GFP-negative (the miRNA-transduced cells) over time by 

flow cytometry. The change in ratio represents the relative increase or decrease in growth rate 

of miRNA-transduced cells compared to GFP-transduced cells. We applied this method to an 

empty vector control, miR-199a, miR-203, and miR-101 in DLD-1, HCT116 and LS174T cells. Only 

miR-203 was able to inhibit cell growth in all three cell lines (figure 3). We did not find evidence 

that overexpression of miR-199a or miR-101 reduced the growth rate in colorectal cancer cells. 
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Figure 2. Confirmation of β-catenin inhibition with miRNA mimic transfections. (A) DLD-1REP cells were 
transfected with different mimic concentrations of miR-199a, miR-203, miR-101, miR-518b, or a control miRNA, 
miR-182. Relative TOPflash values are standardized to the mock-transfected control (0 nM). Averages of four 
measurements are shown ± standard deviations. (B) Schematic of transient transfections setup. Cells are 
cotransfected with 10 nM miRNA mimic, TOP-Firefly, and CMV-Renilla. As a normalization control, a separate 
sample is cotransfected with the same miRNA mimic, FOP-Firefly and CMV-Renilla. The TOP-Firefly/CMV-Renilla 
ratio is divided by the FOP-Firefly/CMV-Renilla ratio to derive the TOPflash activity relative to FOPflash activity. 
(C) The setup described in (B) was applied to the parental DLD-1 cell line. miR-199a, miR-203 and miR-101 inhibit 
TOPflash activity specifically (p < 0.05, two-tailed t-test), whereas miR-518b has no TCF-dependent effect. 
Values are averages of three TOP/CMV measurements divided by averages of three FOP/CMV measurements ± 
compound standard deviations. (D) Same as in (C), but on two additional colorectal cell lines: HCT116 and LS174T. 
Effects in these cell lines were similar, although the effect of miR-203 in LS174T cells and of miR-101 in HCT116 cells 
did not reach statistical significance.

miRNAs exert their effects by targeting mRNAs and reducing their protein output. We set 

out to address which genes could be targeted by miR-199a, miR-203 and miR-101 to reduce 

β-catenin activity. We selected candidate target genes from literature that were previously 

shown to increase β-catenin signaling after overexpression or reduce it after knockdown or 

knockout7-9,24,25. We first assessed the effect on TCF-dependent transcription by knocking down 
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these genes individually with siRNAs. Of all genes tested only knockdown of CTNNB1, the gene 

coding for β-catenin, BCL9 and BCL9L resulted in decrease of TCF-dependent transcription in 

DLD-1REP cells (supplementary figure 2 and figure 4c). We surveyed the 3’-UTRs of these genes 

for target sites using both miRanda and TargetScan software26,27. Strikingly, the strongest miRNA 

targets in both BCL9 and BCL9L are miR-101 target sites. We assessed repression of luciferase 

transcripts carrying the 3´-UTRs of the BCL9 and BCL9L genes (figure 4a-b) by miR-101. We 

found that constructs carrying the 3’-UTR of either BCL9 or BCL9L were indeed repressed by 

miR-101, whereas miR-101 had no or little effect on luciferase transcripts with mutated target 

sites. We tested whether introduction of both miR-101 and siRNAs against BCL9, BCL9L and 

CTNNB1 results in an additive inhibition of TCF-dependent transcription (figure 4c). By itself 

miR-101 inhibited relative TOPflash activity about threefold. miR-101 had a fully additive effect 

with knockdown of BCL9 or BCL9L alone (~threefold additional inhibition), but an incomplete 

additive effect with knockdown of CTNNB1 or with simultaneous knockdown of BCL9 and BCL9L 

(less than twofold additional inhibition). 

To gain further understanding of the physiological role of miR-199a, miR-203 and miR-101 

in the intestine, we examined the expression of these miRNAs in samples representing various 

states of differentiation in the small intestine. Lgr5 is a marker of intestinal stem cells28, and 

a GFP knock-in mouse model has been used to isolate stem cells, their direct daughter cells, 

and more distant progeny29,30. We surveyed small RNA deep sequencing data sets from sorted 

Lgr5high stem cells, Lgr5low crypt cells, and villus samples from the mouse small intestine. 

miR-199a was barely detectable in mouse small intestine (data not shown), whereas miR-101 

and miR-203 were both clearly expressed and elevated in more differentiated tissue (figure 5a). 

These results were confirmed by qPCR of independent preparations of mouse villus and crypt 

samples (figure 5b). We questioned whether miR-101 and miR-203 are merely upregulated as  
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Figure 3. Long-term cell growth effects of miRNAs on colorectal cancer cells. (A) DLD-1 cells were stably 
transduced with a miRNA-containing construct or empty vector and spiked approximately 1:1 with GFP-expressing 
DLD-1 cells. Mixed cultures were propagated for 33-39 days. Ratio of GFP-negative to GFP-positive cells was 
determined at each passage by flow cytometry. All samples are normalized with their day 0 measurement and to 
the empty vector control. (B) and (C): same as (A), but in HCT116 and LS174T cells. miR-203 has an inhibitory effect 
in all cell lines tested. miR-101 and miR-199a had generally little effect on cell growth, except for a stimulatory 
effect of miR-199a in HCT116 cells.
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a result of differentiation, or play an active role in the differentiation of the intestine. As 

a marker of intestinal differentiation, we measured KRT20 expression31 in DLD-1 cells after 

introduction of the miRNA. KRT20 was modestly upregulated after introduction of miR-101, 

whereas miR-203 increased KRT20 expression almost threefold (figure 5c). Given that miR-203 

and miR-101 regulate β-catenin activity to the same degree in DLD-1 cells, we suggest that 
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Figure 4. miR-101 targets the 3’-UTR of BCL9 and BCL9L. (A, B) The 3’-UTRs of BCL9 and BCL9L both have a strong 
target site for miR-101. Reporter constructs were made by cloning either the wild-type 3’-UTR or a 3’-UTR with 
mutated target site behind the coding sequence of Renilla luciferase. Firefly luciferase was used for normalization. 
(A) The alignment of the wild-type and mutated target sites in the 3‘-UTR of BCL9 and their complementarity to 
miR-101 are shown. Relative luciferase activity was measured and normalized to a construct without any added 
3’-UTR behind Renilla luciferase. miR-101 inhibits luciferase activity of the construct with wild-type BCL9 3’-UTR, 
but not of the mutant construct. Values are averages of three measurements ± standard deviations. An additional 
construct was made containing a truncated BCL9L 3’-UTR that lacks the crucial 3’ end of the miR-101 target site. 
(B) Same as (A), but for the BCL9L 3’-UTR. Since the miR-101 target site is very close to the end of the 3’-UTR, we 
also made a truncation mutant lacking the target site. While this truncation rescued the effect caused by miR-101, 
it decreased luciferase activity by two-fold. (C) DLD-1REP cells were transfected with a combination of siRNAs 
against CTNNB1, BCL9, and BCL9L (black bars). All combinations were also done in cotransfection with miR-101 
(grey bars). TCF-dependent transcription is inhibited by knock-down of CTNNB1, BCL9 and BCL9L. These effects 
are enhanced by cotransfection of miR-101.
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miR-203 promotes differentiation in the intestine in an at least partially β-catenin–independent 

manner, by targeting additional genes. 

In a survey of TCF binding sites as determined by ChIP-Seq on the DNA of colorectal cancer 

cells32, we found a strong binding peak in the promoter of miR-203 associated with a TCF 

consensus motif (figure 6a). This implies miR-203 is itself directly regulated by Wnt signaling. 

To further explore this possibility, we treated 293T cells with either Wnt3a-conditioned medium 

or control medium and measured changes in miRNA expression. While miR-101 levels remained 

unchanged, miR-203 was 8-fold upregulated after Wnt treatment (figure 6b). We surmise that 

miR-203 operates in an autoregulatory feedback loop with the canonical Wnt signaling pathway. 

Discussion
We have performed a comprehensive human miRNA gain-of-function screen to identify 

miRNAs that can interfere with the constitutively active Wnt signaling in colorectal cancer 

cells. We have chosen for an approach where we use a non-stringent cut-off in the primary 

screen and an extensive confirmation screen to minimize false positives and false negatives. 

We found only three miRNAs, miR-199a, miR-203 and miR-101, which were able to systematically 

attenuate β-catenin-driven transcription in colorectal cancer cells, although we cannot 

formally exclude the possibility of false negatives due to failed transductions or non-expressive 

lentiviral constructs. Several miRNAs have previously been reported as inhibitors of the Wnt 

pathway. Most of these were not expected to be identified in our screen because they act 

upstream of β-catenin, for instance miR-8, which targets wntless33 and the miR-15/16 family, 

targeting several Wnt ligands and Frizzled receptors34. Surprisingly, we found that miR-200a, 

which is reported to target β-catenin itself35, does not reduce TOPflash activity in DLD-1REP cells 
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Figure 5. miR-101 and miR-203 in differentiation. (A) Small RNA cloning profiles of miR-101 and miR-203 in 
intestinal stem cells, daughter cells, and villus cells. Both miR-101 and miR-203 were upregulated in differentiated 
tissue of the intestine. (B) Villus-enriched and crypt-enriched wash fractions were tested for endogenous 
miR-203 and miR-101 expression by miRNA qPCR. Both are upregulated in the villus-enriched fraction. Fractions 
were tested for additional markers (supplementary figure 4). Samples are averages of three technical replicates ± 
standard deviations. (C) DLD-1 cells were transfected with mimics for miR-203 and miR-101 and tested for KRT20 
expression, an intestinal differentiation marker. Upon miR-203 transfection, KRT20 is upregulated almost three-
fold. Values are averages of three independent experiments ± standard error.
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after lentiviral transduction (supplementary figure 5). This may indicate that the reduction 

in β-catenin protein level caused by miR-200a does not effectively reduce the large pool 

of nuclear β-catenin that is present in many colorectal cancer cells, at least within the time 

window used in the screening assay. The same is true for miR-214, the miRNA with the best 

predicted target site for CTNNB1 according to TargetScan (supplementary figure 5). 

In miRNA research target predictions are commonly used to select for miRNAs involved 

in gene- or pathway regulation of interest. This way, only one or a few miRNAs are tested 

instead of the whole array of (human) miRNAs. We decided to retroactively use this approach 

and assess how it compares to our findings. We looked for miRNAs that have enrichment of 

target sites in the 34 genes identified by Firestein et al. (7) that are necessary for β-catenin-

driven transcription in DLD-1REP cells. Only miR-101 showed enrichment for target sites in this 

gene set, ranking 9th by p-value (p = 0.057) or 13th by enrichment (1.59 fold) among all 249 

conserved miRNAs. Of note, the two best-scoring miRNAs by this approach, miR-210 and 

miR-133a/b, had very little or even opposed effects on β-catenin-driven transcription in our 

study (supplementary figure 5). The explanation for the failure of this approach is probably 

a compound uncertainty of false positives and negatives of both the shRNA screen and the 

target prediction algorithms. This finding supports our choice for an unbiased experimental 

screening approach. 

Despite the fact that the majority of the miRNAs in our library are not evolutionarily 

conserved, we ended up with three conserved miRNAs that are able to attenuate β-catenin-

driven transcription (supplementary figure 6). One of these, miR-203, has previously been 
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Figure 6. hsa-mir-203 is a Wnt-responsive gene. (A) Genomic view of TCF-associated peaks near the mir-203 
gene as determined by TCF7L2 ChIP-Seq. A peak for TCF7L2 coincides with a TCF motif in the promoter of mir-203. 
(B) Addition of Wnt-conditioned medium to 293T cells caused an 8-fold upregulation of miR-203 expression as 
determined by miRNA qPCR. miR-101 expression is not responsive to Wnt.
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reported to repress LEF1 in zebrafish36, a transcription factor that is directly activated by 

β-catenin37 and is part of the TCF/LEF family of transcription factors. Although we did not 

find evidence for target sites of miR-203 in human LEF1, a role for miR-203 downstream of 

β-catenin seems conserved. We propose that miR-203 is particularly functional in suppressing 

Wnt signaling in physiological processes, such as described by Thatcher et al.32. Expression of 

miR-203 is increased in the villus compared to the crypt of the mouse small intestine (figure 

5b), which supports miR-203 as a differentiation marker38. In fact, the upregulation of KRT20 

caused by introduction of miR-203 suggests an active role in driving the differentiation process. 

A recent report shows such an active role for miR-203 in stomach development39. The finding 

that miR-203 is itself regulated by Wnt signaling, suggests an autoregulatory feedback loop 

between miR-203 and Wnt-signaling. We propose that this feedback loop adds another layer of 

regulation to tightly control Wnt signaling in the intestine.

This is the first time that miR-199a and miR-101 are implicated in Wnt signaling. miR-199a 

has been described as both an oncomiR and a tumor suppressor40,41. The observation that 

miR-199a is able to target RB1 (supplementary figure 3) strengthens this duality; while loss 

of pRB is a common feature of various types of cancer, in colorectal cancer its expression is 

often increased42. miR-101 is best known as a tumor suppressor due to its regulation of EZH243, 

although a recent report described miR-101 as an enabler of estrogen-independent growth in 

breast cancer44. Still miR-101 is more likely to be tumor suppressive in colon cancer, as supported 

by our data and a recently published report describing miR-101 as a regulator of COX-2 in colon 

cancer45, a gene necessary for colorectal cancer cell viability46. Despite downregulation of 

β-catenin activity and the validation of several targets that are possibly involved in this process, 

both miR-199a and miR-101 fail to inhibit colorectal cancer cell growth (figure 3). It remains to 

be investigated whether a subtle attenuation of Wnt signaling, such as achieved by miRNAs, is 

sufficient to significantly abrogate colorectal cell proliferation. We hypothesize that miR-203 

achieves its cell growth rate reduction in a Wnt/β-catenin-independent manner, by targeting 

other genes in addition to the ones described here (supplementary figure 3). 

Although this study has focused on colorectal cancer cells, we expect that miR-101, miR-

199a, and miR-203 function in the canonical Wnt signaling pathway in other tissues as well, as is 

already shown for miR-20336. The finding that miR-203 inhibits the Wnt signaling pathway as well 

as cell growth of several colon cancer cell lines grants it potential as an anti-cancer therapeutic. 

Materials and methods

Plasmids and viral particles

The lentiviral human miRNA expression library has been described in chapter 2. In short, for 

creation of the miRNA overexpression library the human miRNA loci were obtained from 

miRBase 14 and miRNA discovery experiments (Berezikov et al. 2006). The genomic sequence 

containing the miRNA hairpin and ~100 bp flanking sequence were cloned into the lentiviral 

pCDH vector (System Biosciences). Sequences are available via the online version of Poell  
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et al.20 on the website of BioMed Central. Viral particles were produced, concentrated and 

titered by System Biosciences. TOPflash, FOPflash, and CMV-rLuc constructs were described 

before47. Dual luciferase constructs for target validation were generated by inserting the 3’-UTR 

into psiCHECK-2 behind rLuc (Promega). Mutants were created by site-directed mutagenesis 

or PCR/ligation based methods. 

Cell culture and viral infections

DLD-1REP, DLD-1, HCT116, LS174T, and 293T cells were maintained in 10% complete medium: 

DMEM Glutamax (GIBCO) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma), non-essential amino 

acids (GIBCO) and penicillin / streptomycin (P/S, GIBCO). For viral infection experiments,  

DLD-1REP cells were seeded in 96-wells plates at 2000 cells per well in 100 μL 5% complete 

medium. After 8 hours 10 μL infection mix was added, containing 0.6 μg polybrene (Sigma) and 

0.5 μL concentrated lentivirus supernatant in PBS0. Virus-containing medium was aspirated 24 

hours after infection and replaced with 150 μL 5% complete medium. Cells were lysed 96 hours 

after infection in 100 μL 1X passive lysis buffer (PLB, Promega).

Statistical analysis

Dual luciferase activity of lysed samples was measured on a luminometer using Dual Glo 

Luciferase substrates (Promega). TOP/FOP-values were calculated for each miRNA sample. 

Individual values were normalized to the median of the plate to correct for inter-plate effects. 

Distribution of values in columns and rows was assessed for intra-plate effects, but correction 

was not necessary. B-scores were calculated by subtracting the median value of the plate from 

each individual value, and dividing the resulting number by the median absolute deviation 

from the median of the plate. The same practice was applied to FOP-values. Cut-off for 

confirmation was set to -1 or +2 for both TOP/FOP B-scores or -2 or +2 for both FOP B-scores. In 

the confirmation screen triplicate TOP/FOP values of miRNA samples were compared to TOP/

FOP values of 12 samples infected with independently prepared empty vector-containing virus 

supernatants. Cut-off for hit selection was set at p < 0.05 as determined by two-tailed t-test. 

Gene transfer and reporter assays

For the analogous miRNA mimic or siRNA transfection experiments on DLD-1REP cells, 5000 cells 

were seeded per well in 100 μL 10% FCS medium without P/S in a 96-wells plate. After 8 hours 

10 μL transfection mix was added, containing 0.2 μL Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) 

and miRIDIAN microRNA mimic (Dharmacon) or Silencer Select siRNA (Ambion). The final 

concentration of ectopic RNA in the culture medium was 10 nM or as indicated. All transfection 

mixes were constituted following the Lipofectamine manual. Cells were lysed 72 hours after 

transfection in 100 μL PLB. For target validation experiments 5000 293T cells were seeded in 

100 μL 10% FCS medium without P/S in a 96-wells plate. Cells were transfected after 24 hours 

with 10 μL transfection mix containing mimics as described above and subsequently with  

10 μL transfection mix containing 0.1 μL Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) and 2 ng psiCHECK-2 

construct. Cells were lysed in 100 μL PLB 48 hours after transfections. For transient TOP/FOP 
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experiments 5000 DLD-1, HCT116, or LS174T cells were seeded per well. Cells were transfected 

8 hours after seeding with mimics as described above and subsequently with 10 μL transfection 

mix containing 0.1 μL Lipofectamine 2000 and 10 ng TOPflash or FOPflash and 1 ng CMV-rLuc. 

Cells were lysed 72 hours after transfections. Dual luciferase activity of lysed samples was 

measured on a luminometer using Dual Glo Luciferase substrates (Promega). 

Fractionation of villi and crypts

All steps were performed at 4 ˚C and using ice-cold solutions. Mouse ileum samples were 

opened up longitudinally and cut into pieces of 1-2 cm length. In brief, intestinal pieces were 

washed several times with PBS and incubated with PBS0 containing 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM EGTA 

for 10 minutes with gentle rotation. Individual crypts and villi were obtained by adding PBS0 and 

shaking 10-15 times. The fractions were passed through a 70 μm filter. While villi mostly stay on 

the mesh, crypts pass through the filter. After each incubation and shaking step, all fractions 

were visually inspected for appropriate enrichment. Strongly enriched fractions for villus and 

crypt were spun down and cells were resuspended in 1 mL TRIzol. Enrichment was verified by 

qPCR of well-known crypt and villus markers (supplementary figure 4).

Induction of miRNAs after Wnt signaling

293T cells were seeded at 200,000 cells per well in 2 mL 10% FCS complete medium on a 6-wells 

plate. After 24 hours, medium was replaced with either L-cell Wnt3a-conditioned medium or 

L-cell control medium. After 48 hours, cells were washed with PBS0 and collected in 1 mL TRIzol. 

RNA isolation and qPCRs

All virus-, miRNA mimic-, and siRNA experiments ending with RNA isolation were performed as 

the gene transfer assays described above, but proportionally scaled up to 6-well plate format. 

RNA was isolated using TRIzol (Invitrogen) isolation following the manufacturer’s protocol. 

Small RNA qPCRs were performed using the TaqMan MicroRNA reverse transcription kit (ABI), 

Taqman MicroRNA qPCR assays (ABI) and TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix, No AmpErase UNG 

(ABI) using 10 ng total RNA input. qPCR reactions were set up using the suggested reaction 

conditions on a Bio-Rad MyiQ thermal cycler. Values were normalized to expression of U6 RNA. 

Relative expression was calculated using the 2-∆∆Ct method. For qPCRs on KRT20 cDNA was 

synthesized from 1 μg total RNA using M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega). qPCR reactions 

were set up using SYBR Green universal master mix (Bio-Rad), 1/100 of the cDNA product, and 

200 nM of the following primers:

KRT20 forward primer: AACTGAGGTTCAACTAACGGAG

KRT20 reverse primer: GACTGGAGGTTGGCTAACTG

GAPDH expression was used for normalization:

GAPDH forward primer: TGAAGGTCGGAGTCAACG

GAPDH reverse primer: TGGGTGGAATCATATTGGAAC
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Gene set enrichment analysis

The complete list of strong targets of conserved miRNAs was downloaded from  

www.microrna.org. Names of the 34 genes involved in TCF-dependent transcription were 

available in the supplementary data of REF 7. For each conserved miRNA, the number of target 

sites in genes from this gene list (a) and their number of total target sites in all genes were 

noted (b). Additionally all miRNA target sites in the gene list were divided by all miRNA target 

sites for all genes (c). Enrichment (E) of target sites in the gene list was calculated for each 

miRNA: E = (a/b)/c. P-values were calculated by Fischer exact test. 
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Supplementary Figure 1. GFP-positive and GFP-negative colorectal cancer cell populations are highly 
discernible by flow cytometry. Top panel: dot plots of forward and side scatter. Gates were chosen to obtain 
singlets. Bottom panel: GFP intensity of the gated cells. Left to right: cells infected with empty vector; cells 
infected with GFP-containing virus; mixture of GFP-transduced and miRNA-transduced cells.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Genes selected from literature were tested for an inhibitory effect on TCF-
dependent transcription after knockdown. (A) Genes were knocked down with a validated siRNA (Ambion) 
or three separate siRNAs (Ambion) in DLD-1REP cells at 10 nM or 1 nM final concentration and relative TOPflash 
activity was measured. Values shown are averages of 4 measurements ± standard deviation relative to siGAPDH. 
PYGO2, SMARCA4, and TCF7L2 knockdown showed no decrease in relative TOPflash activity in any of the three 
siRNAs. (B) Validated siRNAs and the best-working siRNAs against BCL9 and BCL9L were tested as in (A), but at 50 
nM and 10 nM final concentrations. Values are averages of 4 measurements ± standard deviation.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Target validation of predicted targets in RB1, CDK8, TCF7L2, and CCNC. 293T cells 
were cotransfected with a miRNA mimic and a psiCHECK-2 construct carrying a wild-type or mutated 3’-UTR (see 
also figure 4). A decrease in luciferase activity represents a decrease of protein output caused by the miRNA.

Supplementary Figure 4. Gene expression of differentiation markers in mouse crypt- and villus fractions. 
From the same total RNA used for miRNA qPCR, cDNA was made and used for expression analysis of well-known 
crypt- or villus markers by qPCR. All samples were normalized to Gapdh expression. Shown is the expression of 
genes coding for alpha-defensin 5, intestinal alkaline phospatase, and Lgr5. Expression in their indigenous tissue 
was set to 1. Beta-2 microglobulin was tested as an extra housekeeping control. Crypt markers Defa5 and Lgr5 
are both 4-fold depleted in the villus fraction, while villus marker Alpi is 2.5-fold depleted in the crypt fraction. 
Assuming these genes are perfect markers, then the villus fraction contains 5/6 villus cells and 1/6 crypt cells, 
while the crypt fraction contains 4/6 crypt cells and 2/6 villus cells. If these genes are non-perfect markers, then 
the enrichment in the appropriate fractions will be higher still.
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Supplementary Figure 5. miRNAs predicted to decrease TCF-dependendent transcription bioinformatically fail 
in experimental confirmation. DLD-1REP cells were infected with empty vector (EV), or virus containing miR-200a, 
miR-214, miR-210, and miR-133b. Infection with miR-203 was included as a positive control, miR-200a is reported to 
target CTNNB1 in literature and miR-214 has the strongest predicted target site in CTNNB1 (TargetScan). miR-210 
and miR-133b have the highest enrichment of targets in genes found to inhibit TCF-dependent transcription in an 
siRNA screen (Firestein et al., REF 7), methods and supplementary table 2. Only miR-214 and miR-210 show a small 
inhibition of TOPflash activity, but this effect is negligible compared to the effect of miR-203.

Supplementary Figure 6. Conservation of miRNAs found to inhibit TCF-dependent transcription. All three 
miRNAs are strongly conserved throughout vertebrates. hsa = human, mmu = mouse, dre = zebrafish.
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Introduction
Unbridled proliferation is one of the hallmarks of cancer1. In chapter 3, I described an 

arrayed screen to find miRNAs that abrogate A375 cell growth. The setup of the screen and  

the use of MTS as a measure of cell viability resulted in the direct identification of miRNAs that 

inhibit cell growth with high reproducibility. However, the arrayed screen comes with a few 

disadvantages: (1) the assay window narrows rapidly with decreasing transduction efficiency, (2) 

different multiplicities of infection may result in cytotoxicity, unrelated to the miRNA function,  

(3) the virus supernatant may contain factors other than the virus (cell debris, PEG, cytokines) 

that cause a miRNA-independent effect,  (4) the assay time is limited by the growth rate, cell 

density and surface of the culture well,  and (5) there is a risk of plate or edge effects.

Pooled screens are commonly performed to obviate the abovementioned disadvantages2. 

They have been used in large-scale miRNA3-5 and RNAi screens6,7, and recently have been 

extended to in vivo experiments8,9. In chapter 2, this approach is discussed in the context of 

a pooled screen to find miRNAs that enhance invasive capacity. This is a so-called positive 

selection screen, in which the hits are overrepresented in the experimental sample. I aimed 

to use a pooled screen to find miRNAs that change A375 cell growth rate. This is a negative 

selection screen, since all constructs are expected to be represented in the experimental 

sample (or in the case below, the later time points), with possible exception of very strong hits 

that are completely absent. Therefore this screen relies heavily on quantifying the abundance 

of constructs to identify those that are depleted or enriched, and will be much less sensitive 

than a positive selection screen. To overcome this lack of sensitivity, and gain experimental 

power, I sampled cells at several time points post-infection.

A large part of the viral vector, including the miRNA-containing inserts, is integrated into 

the host genome. Relative proliferation of cells transduced with a certain insert can be followed 

over time by quantitation of these inserts within the entire pool of cells. The advantages of 

this approach are: (1) each miRNA is assayed under the exact same experimental conditions, 

(2) the assay can be extended at will, (3) besides extending the assay over time, it can also be 

extended by additional growth conditions, e.g. normoxia vs hypoxia, mock- vs drug-treated, 

et cetera. A pooled screen comes with some disadvantages. As mentioned above, a pooled 

negative selection screen lacks sensitivity, which has to be overcome by using a large sample 

size. Inserts make up only a tiny fraction of the total genomic DNA (gDNA), which makes 

amplification of these inserts a requirement. This amplification may in turn cause variations 

and biases in quantitation. Pooled infection is further hindered by the fact that constructs are 

not necessarily represented equally in the infection pool, and cotransduction of single cells 

with multiple constructs may obscure results. The latter can be overcome by clonal infection 

and puromycin selection before pooling the cells, as described in chapter 2. However, this 

substantially increases experimental burden. As this study is a pilot experiment to explore 

simplification and cost reduction of miRNA functional screens, I opted for pooled infections. 
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Results
Experimental design evaluation

In brief, the experimental setup was as follows (see figure 1). A375 cells were infected with a virus 

pool of all virus supernatants containing miRNA-encoding constructs; 1120 in total. Virus pools 

were mixed at equal volume, irrespective of individual virus concentrations (see Discussion). 

500,000 cells were infected with ~10 million infectious units. Forty hours after infection, cells 

were selected by puromycin resistance, and maintained on puromycin for the duration of 

the experiment. Cells were passaged and samples collected on days 3, 8, 11, 15, 18 and 25 after 

infection. Cells were also passaged on day 21 but no samples were collected.  Genomic DNA 

(gDNA) was purified for each time point.

day 0 day 3 day 8 day x

passage cells and isolate genomic DNA

amplify integrated constructs
and quantify by sequencing
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 re
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Figure 1. Schematic of a competition-based, pooled screen. A375 cells were infected with a pool of virus 
supernatants containing all constructs of the miRNA expression library. At day 3, 8, 11, 15, 18, and 25 after infection 
(not all shown here) the abundance of miRNA constructs was determined by massively parallel sequencing of the 
specific inserts of the constructs. Abundance of constructs was followed over time and assessed for enrichment 
or depletion to find miRNAs that stimulate or inhibit A375 cell growth, respectively.
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Since the experiment was a pilot study, I tried two separate preparations of each sample, 

except for the day 3 sample; this sample contained only enough material for one preparation 

(see below). Inserts from integrated constructs were either directly amplified from gDNA or the 

gDNA was first subjected to enzymatic digestion by ClaI and SalI. The lentiviral vector contains 

single cutting sites for these restriction enzymes on either side of the insert. The rationale for 

the digestion was that inserts could be enriched by gel-purifying inserts, which will be between 

1600-2000 base pairs in size. Unfortunately, equal rounds of amplification were required for 

supposedly enriched gel fractions in comparison to directly amplified gDNA, indicating the 

gel-purification step was superfluous. Only a single gel-extracted restricted gDNA sample was 

analyzed (table 1). While enrichment via this approach apparently failed, I reasoned that the 

gDNA digestion may still improve reaction kinetics by increasing availability and dispersion of 

the gDNA in the reaction suspension. Besides, the restricted samples will yield a replicate of all 

time points. Additionally, 17 of the inserts present in the library contain restriction sites for ClaI 

and SalI within the gene. These inserts are thus expected to be depleted from the restricted 

gDNA (rgDNA) but not the intact gDNA library preparations, and provide an internal control to 

the experimental setup. 

Inserts of integrated constructs were PCR-amplified using universal primers, and adapters 

and barcodes for high-throughput sequencing were added by secondary and tertiary PCR 

reactions. The generated libraries were sequenced on an ABI SOLiD platform. A schematic of 

the experimental setup is depicted in figure 1. Sequence reads were processed by trimming 

adapters and other non-informative sequences. The remaining sequences were mapped 

to the predetermined (see chapter 2) insert sequences of the library, termed the reference 

sequences or reference. For sequencing and mapping statistics of all libraries, see table 1.  

The library contains 1120 constructs, but only 1030 unique reference sequences due to duplicate 

entries of some miRNA genes. A second occurrence of the same sequence in the reference was 

Table 1. Samples and mapping statistics

Sample Barcode Total reads Mapped reads % mapped

A375_18_2_gDNA_F3 1 2943361 1755841 59.65

A375_23_2_gDNA_F3 2 2323297 1451100 62.46

A375_26_2_gDNA_F3 3 11061341 1688134 15.26

A375_2_3_gDNA_F3 4 2574365 1520550 59.07

A375_5_3_gDNA_F3 5 2755394 1603223 58.18

A375_12_3_gDNA_F3 6 2551839 1565620 61.35

A375_23_2_rgDNA_F3 7 2628129 1435303 54.61

A375_26_2_rgDNA_F3 8 2348369 1380283 58.78

A375_2_3_rgDNA_F3 9 2175411 1391075 63.95

A375_5_3_rgDNA_F3 10 2819599 1693730 60.07

A375_12_3_rgDNA_F3 11 2369506 1420573 59.95

A375_5_3_GE_F3 12 2944404 1762984 59.88
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replaced with a random sequence. Mapping of reads to these random sequences will also allow 

us to gauge the level of nonspecific mapping. Because all reference sequences are unique,  

the following analysis is performed on the uniquely-mapped reads. Over 85% of the library was 

represented by uniquely-mapped reads above background, as determined by reads mapping 

to random sequences.

As a first analysis of the obtained data I plotted median read counts from the gDNA 

preparations against median read counts of their rgDNA counterparts (figure 2a). The random 
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Figure 2. Distribution of sequence reads mapping to library inserts. (A) Number of reads mapping to random 
sequences and library inserts with or without ClaI or SalI restriction site in both the gDNA and rgDNA samples. 
Each constructs’ median value is plotted. Random sequences amass only minimal sequence reads, and they have 
been informative to set a background cut-off at 64 reads (6 on the log

2
-transformed data). Inserts with ClaI 

or SalI restriction sites were depleted in ClaI or SalI restricted DNA, which demonstrates the specificity of the 
experiment. (B) Distribution of reads. Data was divided over 50 bins, and the number of data points per bin is 
displayed. Data from both time points of both rgDNA and gDNA were used, excluding reads mapping to random 
sequences or inserts containing a ClaI or SalI restriction site. The distribution of reads mapping to constructs was 
narrow, with a median of ~1000 reads and an interquartile range of 2.6 log

2
-values (6.2-fold).
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sequences had very few reads mapping to them, mostly fewer than 10. Still, I was surprised to 

find that 8 random sequences gathered over 10 reads per sample, with one random sequence 

accounting for 100 reads in some of the samples. Despite an inexplicable background of a few 

samples, over 80% of specific reference sequences amassed many more reads, with a median 

of 1000 reads (figure 2b). The constructs that contain internal ClaI and SalI restriction sites 

were sequenced less frequently in the rgDNA samples, as expected. Reads mapping to these 

inserts were on average 10-fold depleted in restricted samples, suggesting a thorough but not 

absolute digestion of the genomic DNA. Furthermore, it supports that the experimental setup 

is appropriate to trace depleted constructs.

After exclusion of all background constructs (the random sequences, the inserts with 

ClaI and SalI sites in the rgDNA samples, and constructs with less than a median of 64 reads), 

all samples were compared to each other for correlation (figure 3a) and a dendrogram was 

constructed to visualize hierarchical clustering of samples (figure 3b). Samples clustered 

together by method (restriction or not), not by period post infection, although clustering 

by time point was expected if gDNA and rgDNA can be interpreted as replicates. However, 

the rgDNA samples displayed tighter data correlation (figure 3a), causing them to cluster 

together. The gDNA sample of day 0 and the gel-extracted rgDNA sample were both outliers. 

For gDNA of day 0 there was very limited sample available, which may cause clonality and 

underrepresentation of constructs due to substrate poverty in the PCR reaction. The alternative 

method of preparation by gel-extraction is the likely culprit of this sample’s deviation from  

the others. The intersample data correlation and clustering leads me to believe that the rgDNA 

samples represent the most reliable time series. 

Determination of growth rates

As visualized in figure 1, the premise of the pooled, competition-based experiment is that the 

effect of a miRNA on A375 cell growth can be inferred from the increase or decrease of its 

cognate construct in comparison to all other constructs. As a first step, sequence reads mapping 

to constructs were normalized to the median of the sample. Because of the exponential nature 

of cell growth in culture, normalized read numbers were log
2
-transformed. To determine 

the relative growth rate, the best-fitting linear regression line is drawn for each construct; on 

the y-axis the log-transformed number of reads over day post-infection. The change associated 

with a miRNA construct is quantified by the slope of the line. For example, a slope of 0.1 signifies 

that this particular construct’s abundance increases with 20.1 = 7% per day relative to the total 

pool of constructs. Besides the slope, a Pearson correlation between the time points and 

number of reads is calculated as a measure of the reliability of the slope. 

Results for both gDNA and rgDNA are shown in figure 4. The rgDNA data adhered more 

closely to the middle line of “no growth change”, and thus seems indeed to be the cleanest 

data set. A cut-off for p < 0.05 for slopes with 5 data points (degrees of freedom = 3) is  

r > 0.88, which is equivalent to R2 > 0.77. Above this cut-off, rgDNA exhibited more stimulatory 

constructs and gDNA more inhibitory ones. It is surprising that the stronger effects are not 

associated with good Pearson correlations, which indicates that the slopes are not steadily 
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Figure 3. Sample correlations and hierarchical clustering. (A) Correlations for all combinations of samples were 
calculated and visualized in scatterplots. Since most miRNAs are expected not to have a (profound) effect on cell 
growth, samples should correlate well, even on different time points. Sample names are abbreviated as follows: 
g = gDNA, rg = rgDNA, and GE rg = gel-extracted rgDNA; the subsequent number indicates the day on which the 
first sample was taken (3 days after infection). Strong correlations were observed for rgDNA samples, slightly 
weaker correlations for gDNA samples, and gDNA day 0 and gel-extracted rgDNA were outliers. This is visualized 
in (B) by a dendrogram, based on Euclidean distance between the samples. The samples cluster together by 
method of preparation. 
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inclining or declining over time. Many of these “strong effect – low reliabilty” observations are 

probably attributable to artificial variations. To investigate this further, I selected constructs 

with an associated regression line in the rgDNA data with an R2 cut-off of 0.77. I plotted 

the slope of these constructs against the slope they exhibited in the gDNA data (figure 4c). 

The two preparation methods show decent correlation when selecting for confident slopes. 

This correlation was further strengthened when an R2 cut-off for gDNA slopes was also required 

(figure 4d). The corroboration in the gDNA data set makes it highly unlikely (p < 0.0001) that 

the observed growth rate changes are a chance finding.

From the results of this preliminary experiment a list of potentially stimulatory or inhibitory 

miRNAs is generated. In chapter 3, I have also investigated the effects of miRNAs on A375 cell 

growth; there I described a clonal screening approach. I therefore evaluated whether I acquired 

similar results in a pooled, competition-based screening setup. B-scores from the arrayed 
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Figure 4. Identification of miRNAs that inhibit or stimulate A375 cell growth. (A, B) For all constructs a slope 
and its corresponding squared correlation coefficient (R2) were calculated and plotted. rgDNA data are plotted in 
(A), gDNA data in (B). (C) Constructs whose regression line in the rgDNA data had an R2 > 0.77 were analyzed for 
growth effects in both samples. (D) Confidence increased further when a threshold was imposed on the gDNA 
samples (cutoff: R2 > 0.63). 
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screen (see chapter 3) are compared to growth rate changes from the pooled screen (figure 5a). 

Although B-scores cannot be readily converted to changes in growth rate, the directionality of 

the data should be the same. We find no correlation between the growth rate as determined by 

the pooled screen and the B-scores from the arrayed screen. The comparison of data sets from 

the two separate screening methods reveals a discrepancy in results, but the differing effects 

may be due to the differences in assay length and culture biases. Therefore, I also compared 

the data with the GFP and miRNA proliferation experiment (GAMP), which constituted  

a long-term competition-based assay as well. Again, no correlation is evident between the 

currently presented pooled screen and these latter experiments (figure 5b). Unfortunately, 

these comparisons do not support the ability of this pooled competition experiment to detect 

growth changes induced by miRNAs, at least not in the way the screen was conducted here. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of results with data from alternative approaches. (A) Slopes from figure 4d were 
converted to growth rates (2slope) and compared to data (B-scores) obtained from the corresponding constructs 
in the arrayed screen presented in chapter 3. (B) Growth rates, as determined by a long-term competition based 
assay (GFP and miRNA proliferation experiment, or GAMP) described in chapter 3, were compared with data from 
the pooled competition experiment.
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Discussion
At first glance, this attempt at a technically challenging approach to find quantitative growth 

effects through a pooled screen appears fruitless. But pioneering the protocols for a pooled 

screen setup using the miRNA expression library has yielded valuable insights. Library 

preparation and experimental setup of pooled screen were successfully applied to find miRNAs 

that enhance invasive capacities (described in chapter 2). The pooled invasion screen can be 

categorized as a positive selection screen (the nontransduced cells were poorly invasive), and 

the approach has proven proficient in detecting qualitative effects in a positive selection screen. 

Although the currently presented data set has not directly been useful for finding growth-

altering miRNAs, it has been useful in other respects. For example, it is now clear that the 

great majority of our virus supernatants can transduce cells, and contain the correct sequence. 

Furthermore, the narrow spread of reads mapped to each construct (figure 2) implies that most 

of the constructs have virus supernatants with comparable transduction potency.

It is important for future experimental design to comprehend the factors that negatively 

influenced quantitation. A suspected factor is potential biases in the amplification of integrated 

constructs. Since the library inserts have different lengths, it is expected that the longer 

inserts are harder to amplify and will thus have lower reads on a population-wide scale. In this 

analysis I have included the constructs with below-background reads, because their insert 

length may have contributed to their low sequence read coverage. Figure 6a shows that the 

big cloud of data points has a slight downward tendency, with a slope of -0.0111. This did not 

change significantly when the constructs with low number of reads were included. Because the 

reads have been log
2
-transformed, insert length decreases the non-transformed number of 

reads with a factor 2-0.0111x, where x is the increase in length. For an increase of 10 nucleotides, 

the number of reads is expected to decrease 7.4%, whereas for an increase of 100 nucleotides, 

the number of reads is expected to decrease 54%. This is only a trend though, and long inserts 

with a high number of reads and vice versa pervade the dataset. Still this trend is remarkable, 

because there is no such trend for inserts with low read counts, further strengthening  

the finding that these low-abundance constructs suffer from low signal-to-noise ratio. 

Another factor that is expected to influence the number of reads is the titer of the 

individual virus supernatants. These were determined by the supplier, System Biosciences, by 

measuring the infectious units per mL of virus supernatant. The virus titer is determined by  

a qPCR-based method that quantitates integrated constructs in transduced cells. A high virus 

titer will result in more integrated constructs, and as a corollary one would expect more reads 

originating from these constructs. Surprisingly, I detected no influence of virus titer on read 

frequency of constructs (figure 4b). The same remained true when the data were normalized 

for length effects (data not shown). The seemingly most obvious explanation for the lack 

of correlation between virus titer and sequence reads is that the amplification efficiency of 

constructs outweighs the contribution of virus titer. All constructs are amplified using the same 

primers, but the specific sequence and differences in length between constructs can affect 

amplification efficiencies. The library preparation protocol involved 30 PCR cycles in total. 
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Therefore, small amplification biases can compound the representation of constructs in the 

data set. Nevertheless, the spread of read counts was not much wider than that of virus titers 

(interquartile ranges of 4.6-fold and 6.2-fold respectively). This invalidates the hypothesis 

that virus titer, integrated constructs, and resulting detected reads, behave linearly. However, 

several other factors can confound this matter. It is possible that the lack of complexity (“only” 

1120 constructs, some of which may be predominant) leads to exhaustion of sequence-specific 

substrates in the sequencing reaction, i.e. a saturation effect that flattens the upper limit of 

detection. It can also not be ruled out that determination of virus titer is flawed, or that virus 

y = -0.0111x + 12.727
R² = 0.1153
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Figure 6. Effect of insert length and virus titer on read frequency. (A) Inverse relation between insert length 
and read frequency. Long inserts are amplified less efficiently. Only inserts longer than ~400 base pairs, which 
are only a handful in the library, were significantly affected. (B) Virus titer of constructs, and reads mapping to 
the constructs were plotted. 
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titer has been affected afterwards. Due to these issues, I cannot make conclusive statements 

about the absolute abundance of constructs in the samples. These findings do not inform the 

reliability of measurements of relative abundance of a constructs across different samples. 

The only indication of the validity of this assertion is that I can reliably identify depletion of 

inserts with a ClaI or SalI restriction site in ClaI- or SalI-digested samples. Unfortunately, I do 

not know the true depletion of the ClaI and SalI constructs (i.e. the restriction efficiency of 

these enzymes on genomic DNA). The experiment would have greatly benefitted from a spiked 

control, with different concentrations in different samples. For instance, gDNA from a sample 

infected with a control construct could be spiked at different concentrations across samples to 

assure quantitative aspects of this assay. 

Although several questions still surround the findings in this experiment, the approach was 

found to be sensitive enough to detect depletion of ClaI- and SalI-digested samples (figure 2), 

and identify invasion-enhancing miRNAs in the experiment described in chapter 2. This implies 

if expression of a miRNA is incompatible with A375 cell growth, it would not have remained 

unnoticed. Such strong effects were not observed, and therefore it seems unlikely that there 

are “killer miRNAs” for A375 cells. However, cells were allowed to proliferate under optimal 

culture conditions. It may prove much more powerful to try to utilize miRNAs to sensitize cells 

to stresses such as drugs, nutrient or oxygen deprivation, et cetera. In other words, set up  

a screen to test for synthetic lethality. 

Applying similar reasoning, some miRNAs may be incompatible with one of the many 

challenges a cancer cell has to overcome in vivo. Situations such as immune evasion, 

angiogenesis, and colonization of distal sites, are usually absent in vitro. It is reasonable to 

assume that many miRNAs will have limited or no effect on cell proliferation, but interfere 

with the cell’s capabilities to adapt to these various circumstances. While still a negative 

selection screen, the resulting selective pressure on cells may increase sharply. Therefore, 

this very experiment could have proven more powerful if the A375 cells were injected into 

an experimental animal for a tumorigenic assay instead of being cultured in vitro. A pooled 

screen allows for the assessment of all miRNAs in an in vivo situation, whereas experimental 

size becomes prohibitive for individual assessments of miRNAs in vivo. I propose that 

the pooled experimental approach described here could potentially provide a fast track to 

identify therapeutically relevant miRNAs in vivo. For an example of this approach with an shRNA 

library, the reader is referred to the work of Possemato et al.9. 

Materials and methods

Cell culture, infection, and RNA isolation

A375 cells from the Hubrecht Institute in-house cell line repository were grown in complete 

medium: DMEM Glutamax (GIBCO) containing 10% foetal bovine serum (Sigma) and 

supplemented with non-essential amino acids (GIBCO) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (GIBCO). 

In a T75 tissue-culture treated flask, 500,000 cells were seeded in 15 mL of complete medium. 

One day after seeding, cells were infected with a pool of 1120 different virus supernatants. 
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Infection mix contained 15 μL virus supernatant and 90 μg polybrene (Sigma) in 100 uL PBS0. 

Virus supernatants were produced at System Biosciences (SBI, Mountain View, California), and 

had a median titer of 6*108 infectious units (IFU). See also Chapter 2. and Chapter 5. Forty hours 

after infection, cells were selected by puromycin resistance, and maintained on puromycin for 

the duration of the experiment. Cells were passaged and samples collected on days 3, 8, 11, 15, 

18 and 25 after infection. Cells were also passaged on day 21 but no samples were collected.

Genomic DNA isolation and massively parallel sequencing

Genomic DNA was isolated from cells using a Qiagen Genomic Tip kit following the 

manufacterer’s instructions. Six of the twelve libraries, representing day 3, 8, 11, 15, 18 and 25, 

were made directly from the gDNA. Of the other six samples, the gDNA was first digested with 

ClaI and SalI restriction enzymes, both single-cutters on the viral vector. These samples are 

referred to as “rgDNA”. Of one of the digested gDNA samples (sample A375_5_3_GE_F3), the 

fraction containing the ITM inserts was extracted from an agarose gel. The others were purifield 

using the Qiagen MinElute enzymatic reaction clean up kit. See table 1 for a list of samples. 

Libraries for SOLiD sequencing were prepared by 3 consecutive PCR reactions: an enrichment 

PCR, an adapter addition PCR, and a barcoding PCR. All PCRs were done with Platinum PCR 

Supermix (Invitrogen) complemented with 1 μL cloned Pfu (Agilent) per 400 μL PCR volume. 

1. First PCR: 200 uL 24 cycle PCR with 800 ng gDNA input and 4 μL of 10 μM forward and 

reverse primers. 

2. Clean up using the Qiagen MinElute PCR clean-up kit. DNA was eluted with 20 μL 10 mM TRIS.

3. 5 μL eluate was used as input for the second PCR reaction. This reaction was 3 cycles in 50 μL 

total volume with 1 μL 10 μM forward and reverse primers, followed by 

4. clean up (see 2). 

5. 10 μL of the eluate was used for the third PCR, 3 cycles in 100 μL with 2 μL 10 μM forward and 

reverse primers. 

6. 4 μL of the PCR product was examined for presence of specific ITM insert bands. 

7. PCR products were precipitated with 10 μL 3 M sodium acetate and 300 μL 100% ethanol. To 

precipitate, the mix was spun at full speed for 45 minutes at 4 °C.

8. A quarter of the purified PCR product was run ~100 minutes at 100V on a 6% native 

polyacrylamide gel. The fraction between ~250-800 bps was excised, shredded and eluted 

by diffusion in 0.3 M NaCl 10 mM TRIS (pH 8.0) turning overnight at 4 °C. 

9. Eluate was separated from gel by means of a Spin-X 0.22 μM filter column (Corning), 

centrifuging for 2 minutes at full speed.

10. DNA was precipitated with ethanol as above and dissolved in 100 μL low TE buffer (= 10x 

diluted TE buffer).

11. Concentration was measured by Qubit HS dsDNA kit (Invitrogen) and library was examined 

on a Bioanalyzer Pico chip (Agilent).

12. Libraries were equilibrated to 100 pg/μL and pooled (3.2 ng total per library).
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Primers

PCR1_fwd GAAGATTCTAGAGCTAGCG

PCR1_rev  CTAGGCACCCGTTCAATTGC

PCR2_fwd CTATGGGCAGTCGGTGATGAAGATTCTAGAGCTAGCG

PCR2_rev  CTGCTGTACGGCCAAGGCGCTAGGCACCCGTTCAATTGC

PCR3_fwd CTATGGGCAGTCGGTGATGAAGATTCTAGAGCTAGCG

PCR3_rev  CTGCCCCGGGTTCCTCATTCTCT - 13 nt barcode – CTGCTGTACGGCCAAGGCG

All PCRs were executed with annealing at 58 °C and extension for 2 minutes at 72 °C.

Sequencing

The pooled libraries were run on one quadrant of a SOLiD v4.0 run.

Mapping of reads

Reads were mapped against the reference sequence of the lentiviral library (Chapter 2). Some 

inserts occur twice in the library; duplicate reference sequences were replaced with random 

sequences, though still retaining the non-specific first 24 nucleotides. Reads were trimmed 

to start after the primer fwd-0 sequence (see PCR1_fwd) and part of the multiple cloning site, 

since these 24 nucleotides do not contain any information about the identity of the original 

template. After this the reads had to match a 15 nucleotide seed with a maximum of 2 mismatches 

and couldn’t have more than 5 mismatches over the total remainder of the trimmed read  

(50 - 24 = 26 nucleotides).
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Overexpression as experimental evidence for a miRNA
With the discovery of miRNAs as a distinct class of molecules, came the need to define when  

an RNA molecule could be designated a miRNA. Beside a convention on miRNA nomenclature, 

a 2003 paper by Ambros and colleagues provided the following guidelines for identifying  

a miRNA1:

A. Expression of the ~22 nt RNA can be identified by Northern blotting or equivalent 

method.

B. The sequence is identified in a cDNA library from size-fractionated RNA.

C. The sequence around the miRNA naturally folds into a hairpin with the miRNA properly 

spaced from the loop structure.

D. Phylogenetic conservation of the miRNA and the precursor hairpin.

E. Detection of increased precursor accumulation in organisms with reduced Dicer 

function.

Not all criteria need to be met, and some are more important than others. Although phylogenetic 

conservation was deemed an important criterion at the time, it obviously prohibits the 

identification of species-specific miRNAs. Criterion A and E are often experimentally challenging 

and labor-intensive, especially after the identification of a large set of novel miRNAs such as 

those obtained from bioinformatic approaches to miRNA discovery2-4. On top of that, from 2005 

onward the identification of miRNAs by merit of their expression was immensely accelerated by 

the use of massively parallel sequencing on cDNA libraries of small RNA fractions5-7. As a result, 

experimental validation of recently annotated specific miRNAs has waned. 

A criterion that could have easily made the abovementioned list is that expression of 

the precursor hairpin from its genomic background should lead to expression of the mature 

miRNA, provided the complete miRNA biogenesis machinery is present. Chiang et al. recently 

applied this approach to verify novel miRNAs and invalidate annotated miRNAs for mouse8. 

Their prerequisite for identifying novel miRNAs or questioning annotated miRNAs relies 

on small RNA sequencing of whole mouse embryos and early developmental stages, as well 

as adult brain, ovary and testis. Dozens of previously annotated murine miRNAs were never 

detected, or displayed very inconsistent miRNA variants or length, raising suspicion that 

they are degradation products. In an attempt to provide experimental evidence for both 

these doubtful miRNAs and novel miRNAs, Chiang et al. tried to produce the mature miRNAs 

by ectopically expressing the precursor hairpin and ~100 nt flanking sequences. Flanking 

sequences of ~50 nt is generally believed to be sufficient for proper processing for canonical 

miRNAs9-11. Very few of the “doubtful” miRNAs could be produced from their genomic 

backbone, while overexpression of mature miRNAs was almost always detected in a control set 

of genuine miRNAs. This experiment still does not disprove any miRNAs: one can always argue 

that a miRNA may require tissue-specific factors for processing, or perhaps a miRNA foregoes 

canonical miRNA biogenesis. Even if miRNAs were not found by small RNA sequencing, there 
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is a counterargument: expression of a miRNA may require specific conditions not met in the 

examined tissues, such as heat-shock, tissue-damage, immune response, et cetera. But this, 

in combination with the failed overexpression, is unlikely to be the case for all failed miRNAs, 

and the classification of miRNAs that fail both endogenous and ectopic expression is very 

questionable. Although the experiments of Chiang et al. do not encompass all “doubtful” 

murine miRNAs or all annotated murine miRNAs for that matter, their results indicate that the 

number of annotated murine miRNAs is inflated. It also raises the question whether this holds 

true for human miRNAs as well.

Our genome-scale human miRNA expression library provides the ultimate tool to 

interrogate human miRNAs for their ability to be overexpressed from their genomic backbone. 

Beside the scientific merit to offer additional experimental evidence for the authenticity of 

miRNAs, overexpression also validates our library constructs and viruses. For our version of 

the experiment, we used A375 cells, because we have previously demonstrated overexpression 

of many miRNAs in this cell line (see Chapter 3). We infected A375 cells with pools containing 

virus supernatants of 80 different constructs. A total of 16 pools were assessed; 14 pools with 80 

different constructs, a pool with 12 independent empty vector virus preparations, and a mock 

pool. The number of constructs per pool was chosen out of practical considerations: the cost, 

time, and labor associated with small RNA library preparation and sequencing was prohibitive 

for optimization of pool size. RNA was isolated 72 hours after infection, and for each pool  

a uniquely barcoded small RNA cDNA library was made. All libraries were sequenced on an ABI 

SOLiD sequencing platform. Sequence reads were mapped and analyzed using the miRIntess 

small RNA analysis pipeline6. Mapping statistics are available in supplementary table 1. The least 

number of reads mapped to known miRNAs in a single pool was 8.2*105, most pools mapped 

>3*106 reads to known miRNAs. The experimental layout is presented in figure 1.

Analysis of miRNA expression from pool-infected samples
The lentiviral library contains 660 annotated miRNA genes and 422 candidate miRNAs. It should 

be noted that many different loci produce the same mature miRNA. For example: the library 

contains all three loci encoding hsa-let-7a, present in the human genome. The library can 

produce 626 distinct annotated mature miRNAs and another 341 distinct candidate miRNAs, 

although 120 of the latter were not included in the miRIntess pipeline analysis, bringing the 

total to 221 examined candidate miRNAs. A total of 538 annotated (81%) and 127 candidate (57%) 

mature miRNAs, present in the library, were detected in this sequencing effort. In the analysis 

below, only the 665 miRNAs with at least a single sequence read are included.

 A relative read count was calculated for each miRNA in all samples by dividing the reads 

mapping to that miRNA with the total number of reads mapping to miRNAs in that sample. 

Inferring the expression from a quantitation of the reads mapping to a certain sequence is 

known as digital gene expression12,13. For the analysis, we assumed that endogenous miRNA 

expression is the same in each pool. Indeed, we found no evidence that pooled infection 

significantly altered endogenous miRNA expression. Pool-infected samples displayed no 
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decrease of endogenous miRNA expression when compared to empty vector- or mock-

infected control samples, as might be expected if ectopic miRNA expression saturates the 

miRNA biogenesis pathway14. For each of the 100 endogenously most abundant miRNAs, 

the difference between the empty vector or mock sample and the median of all samples was 

calculated. The median fold change of the top 100 miRNAs was 0.92 and 0.99 for the empty 

vector and mock sample, respectively. A combination of factors may have contributed to the 

fact that we do not observe an abrogated endogenous miRNA expression: (1) we did not use 

an excessive amount of virus for the infections, (2) cells were not puromycin-selected, so it is 

possible that a proportion of the cells are not transduced, (3) the expression constructs do not 

produce an amount of transcripts sufficient to overload the miRNA processing machinery, and 

(4) many of the constructs produce transcripts that are not competing for miRNA processing.  

A miRNA was considered overexpressed when the relative read count for that miRNA was 

highest in the pool containing the cognate miRNA construct. We found 223 annotated and 

26 candidate miRNAs to be overexpressed in the appropriate pool. By chance we expected 

~41 annotated and ~9 candidate miRNAs overexpressed in the appropriate pool. Relative 

expression of all miRNAs is represented in figure 2. The expression of the miRNAs is compared 

between the pool where the miRNA is supposed to be overexpressed (the “appropriate” 

pool) and the pool with the highest level of that miRNA but without expected overexpression 

(the “maximum endogenous” pool). An alternative to calling a miRNA overexpressed is by 

calculating the probability that the observed number of reads in the “appropriate” pool is part 

plate 1 plate 2 empty vector 
supernatants

mock
construct 1-80 construct 81-160

pool 1 pool 2 EV pool mock

day 0
viral infection

day 3
RNA isolation

miR-x
miR-y
miR-z

small RNA sequencing
and quantitation

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup. A375 cells were infected with a virus pool of 80 different constructs. 
The experiment comprised 14 pools with 80 constructs, one pool with empty vector supernatants (12 individual 
preparations), and one mock sample. Three days after infection, RNA was isolated, small RNA libraries were 
made, and samples were sequenced on a SOLiD platform. Relative expression was determined for each miRNA in 
each pool. Black constructs and miRNAs in the schematic exemplify ectopic miRNAs that are identified as most 
abundant in the appropriate pool.
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of the population of all pools. This analysis also resulted in a total of 249 overexpressed miRNAs, 

with an overlap of 240 miRNAs with the “highest expression cut-off” method. 

The fold change of each miRNA, as determined by the expression in the appropriate pool 

divided by the expression in the median of all pools, is depicted in figure 3. As expected, 

detected overexpression of endogenously scarce miRNAs is more pronounced. The black dots 

in figure 3 represent confidently overexpressed miRNAs as described above and in figure 2. This 

visualization shows that the experiment was not sensitive enough to pick up overexpression 

of miRNAs with an endogenous expression of >0.04% of all miRNAs. Above this threshold, 

only 11 out of 114 miRNAs were overexpressed, while below this threshold 238 out of 551 were 

overexpressed. Consequently, the data allowed us to examine for each miRNA what level of 

overexpression was necessary for detection (figure 4). This is relevant for determining the 

sensitivity required to detect ectopic expression of prevalent miRNAs. For the majority of 

endogenously expressed miRNAs (relative reads >10-3%) a 2-fold increase of relative reads 

sufficed (figure 4).  

We created 16 small RNA sequencing libraries from a single cell line, with little or no systematic 

effects on endogenous expression besides the ectopically introduced miRNAs. Hence these 

data are very well suited to analyze variance in miRNA detection from massively parallel small 

RNA sequencing. We found that miRNA expression over several orders of magnitude could 

be determined to an accuracy of a 5-fold range with 95% confidence, with a 2-fold expression 
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Figure 2. Ectopic versus endogenous expression of miRNAs. The ectopic expression represents the relative 
read count in the pool containing the miRNA construct. The endogenous expression represents the highest 
expression of the miRNA measured in all other pools. Black dots are miRNAs that are expressed the highest in a 
pool that contains a construct for this miRNA. Grey dots are miRNAs that are not expressed above background or 
had no sequence reads mapping to them.
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Figure 3. Overexpression in a pooled experiment. Overexpression was calculated as the expression in the 
appropriate pool divided by the median expression. The overexpression is plotted against the median relative 
expression. This graph clearly demonstrates that the assay is not sensitive enough to detect overexpression of 
miRNAs that endogenously constitute over 0.04% of the total miRNA content (dashed line). Black and grey dots 
denote the same categories of miRNAs as in figure 2. 
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Figure 4. Thresholds of overexpression detection for individual miRNAs. The presented experiment offers 
a look into the reproducibility of relative expression. We found for many endogenously expressed miRNAs  
a twofold overexpression suffices to detect ectopic expression.
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change between the first and third quartile (figure 5). This stayed true for miRNAs as scarce as 

10-3% of all miRNAs (or 10 sequence reads per million reads mapped to all miRNAs). At lower 

concentrations the range is distorted due to approximation of the detection limit, decreasing 

robustness and occasionally leading to complete absence of a miRNA in some samples, but not 

all. Although very abundant miRNAs displayed more reliable expression ranges, there were still 

miRNAs with remarkable outliers in the total relative expression range. These findings highlight 

the need for experimental repetition of small RNA deep sequencing data sets if the data are to 

be used for digital gene expression analysis. In additional, statistics to determine significance of 

expression changes should include corrections for sequence depth.  
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Figure 5. Range of endogenous expression in 16 small RNA sequencing data sets. The total range (light grey) 
and the interquartile range (black) of expression is shown for all miRNAs, ranked by median relative expression. 
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Discussion
In our small RNA sequencing effort of A375 cells, we found expression evidence for 538 annotated 

human miRNAs. We have provided additional experimental evidence for the validity of 223 of 

those. We show these miRNAs can be produced from their genomic precursor sequences using 

our expression system. However, for just as many annotated miRNAs, we were unable to force 

expression outside its endogenous context in the presented pooled approach. 102 annotated 

miRNAs were expressed at levels that exceeded the sensitivity threshold of 0.04%, and could 

thus not be detected as overexpressed. There is no doubt these abundant miRNAs are genuine, 

but their high endogenous expression prohibits us from validating our expression construct 

for these miRNAs in this pooled approach. However, this leaves another 301 annotated miRNAs 

that we expected but failed to overexpress, 88 of which failed to produce sequence reads in any 

of the samples and another 60 that did not produce sequence reads in the pools in which they 

were represented with an expression construct. We did detect overexpression of 26 candidate 

miRNAs. Although 9 of those are expected to be false positives (see materials and methods), it 

provides evidence the miRNA registry is not yet fully saturated. As expected, hardly any of the 

candidate miRNAs were among the most abundant endogenous miRNAs. Only one candidate 

miRNA was expressed above the 0.04% threshold.

Although the pooled overexpression experiment works in principle, it suffered from 

low sensitivity. Especially endogenously highly expressed miRNAs cannot be detected as 

overexpressed. As can be seen in figure 2, the bulk of the miRNAs identified as overexpressed 

belong to endogenously scarce miRNAs. There are several likely causes for the lack of sensitivity 

for endogenously abundant miRNAs. One is pool size. Consider a miRNA that constitutes 1% of 

the total miRNA content of a cell and its expression construct transduces 1/80th of the cells in 

the pool. To achieve a 2-fold overexpression, the miRNA has to make up 80% of the total miRNA 

content of the cells where it is transduced. Therefore, this experimental setup is not practical 

for detection of overexpression for already abundant miRNAs. There is little need to validate 

abundant miRNAs, since they are often well-characterized and there is no need to question their 

validity. The other purpose of this study was to confirm the functionality of library constructs. 

In pursuit of this goal, the study still leaves many library constructs not confirmed. Despite 

these results, there is little reason to doubt the constructs. In work described elsewhere in 

this thesis, sequence confirmation and efficient incorporation of the constructs into host cell 

genomes prove the constructs’ functionality. Besides, sequence requirements beyond ~100 

nt flanking the miRNA hairpin have only been reported for miRNAs that need splice sites for 

proper processing15-17, suggesting that the size of the genomic inserts is sufficient for all miRNAs 

that are not miRtrons. 

Considering the above, it is striking that we were unable to overexpress many of the 

endogenously scarce miRNAs. Unfortunately the study did not control for transduction of 

each construct. The experiment could gain power by arrayed infection, puromycin selection, 

and pooling only right before RNA isolation (similar to what is described in chapter 2, pooled 

screening). It could be argued that our particular method of cloning is unable to detect some 
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specific miRNAs. For example, the ligation of adapter sequences in the library preparation could 

fail for some specific miRNAs. Although it is known that such steps in library preparation cause 

biases18-20, there is no evidence that some sequences are altogether missed because of this. 

Still, additional support could come from the use of a different small RNA cloning method, or 

the use of a different sequencing platform. Finally, overexpression analysis by microarray offers 

a fundamentally independent confirmation from deep sequencing. This will relieve concerns 

that some miRNAs are not found because they are “refractory” to deep sequencing (e.g. due to 

problems with ligation or mapping). 

Despite the abovementioned flaws of our pragmatic experimental setup, we maintain 

that many constructs will be properly represented. Virus titers, as determined by the supplier 

for all supernatants, were very high. Still the ~100-fold range of titers can raise concerns that 

constructs present in virus supernatants with low titers will be underrepresented in the total 

pool of integrated constructs. Figure 6a shows that many miRNAs that must have come from 

supernatants with lower virus titers still achieved robust overexpression. In fact, the degree of 

overexpression did not correlate with the virus titer at all (figure 6a). Since lack of correlation 

can be due to differences in endogenous expression, we compared distribution of virus titer 

from different qualitative categories: not expressed, not overexpressed, and overexpressed 

(figure 6b). Neither of these categories displayed different distributions of virus titers, 

suggesting that for many miRNAs lack of overexpression cannot be attributed to faulty virus 

or high endogenous expression. Exclusion of highly expressed miRNAs from the expressed 

miRNAs category did not change virus titer distribution. 

As an independent verification of virus infectivity, we can use the data from the competition 

assay, described previously in this thesis. We quantitated integrated constructs of A375 cells 

that were infected with a virus pool of all constructs. We found that over 80% of our constructs 

transduced A375 cells when applying a stringent cutoff (see “A competition-based pooled 

screen”). As with expression levels of different miRNAs, it is impossible to compare reads 

mapping to different constructs on a quantitative level because of sequence biases of the 

different constructs. However, given the spread of data over several orders of magnitude, there 

may still be a positive correlation between the reads mapping to integrated constructs and 

overexpression of the cognate miRNAs. Again, we found no correlation with overexpression, 

and no different distribution of reads mapping to constructs in the three qualitative categories 

of miRNAs (figure 7). These data all support the hypothesis that many scarce miRNAs derive 

from transcripts that are not readily processed into mature miRNAs. 

Annotated miRNAs are contributed to the miRBase registry by different sources, after 

identification through diverse methods like cDNA cloning21-24, hairpin predictions21, RAKE 

analysis25, phylogenetic shadowing3, motif-defining algorithms4, and deep sequencing7. 

Previously northern blotting was commonly used as part of miRNA validation, but this has 

largely become obsolete, since small RNA deep sequencing became the gold standard. 

Northern blotting lacks both the sensitivity and specificity of deep sequencing. In retrospect, 

many of the annotated miRNAs, especially computationally predicted miRNAs, were never 

found in sequencing data sets, casting doubt over the validity of their initial identification. We 
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showed for ~250 miRNAs that they are processed from their genomic backbone into mature 

miRNAs in A375 cells. But for just as many, this evidence is still lacking. 

Curating the miRBase registry by tagging unsubstantiated miRNAs provides great benefits 

to the miRNA research community; microarrays become more specific, bioinformatic pipelines 

are streamlined, target predictions are not clouded by obscure miRNAs, and (crucially relevant 

to work in this thesis) expression libraries and the experiments that employ them can be 

optimized. To illustrate, the top ten inhibitory hits from the melanoma screen (Chapter 3) 

contains only one unsubstantiated miRNA, fewer than expected by chance. Still the inclusion of 

unsubstantiated miRNAs leads to the unintended pursuit of miRNA-independent phenomena 

and increases experimental burden of primary screens with the library. While it is not possible 
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Figure 6. Relation between miRNA overexpression and virus titer. (A) Overexpression and virus titer are plotted 
for each miRNA; and no correlation was observed. Many constructs achieve efficient overexpression even at 
low titers. (B) Virus titer distribution of qualitatively different categories: not expressed, not overexpressed, and 
overexpressed miRNAs. Virus titers are distributed similarly. There is no evidence that virus titers corresponding 
to “not expressed” or “not overexpressed” miRNAs are lower than virus titers for miRNAs that are overexpressed.
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Figure 7. Relationship between miRNA overexpression and genomic integrations. (A) Overexpression and reads 
mapping to integrated constructs are plotted for each miRNA. Lack of correlation may indicate that efficiency 
of processing overshadows the number of integrated constructs in determining the degree of overexpression 
of a miRNA. (B) Distribution of the number of reads mapping to integrated constructs is depicted for three 
qualitatively different categories: not expressed, not overexpressed, and overexpressed miRNAs. Despite many 
integrated constructs, some miRNAs are still not overexpressed, even when endogenous miRNA is low or absent. 

to retroactively disprove a miRNA, our data can be used as a reference to distinguish confident 

from contingent human miRNAs.

On the basis of the data created during my PhD studies and extremely large-scale small RNA 

cloning data that are not yet public, I have prepared a manually curated list (supplementary 

table 2) of suspect miRNAs in the miRBase registry. This list only includes miRNAs that can be 

produced by constructs in the expression library, and is therefore not a complete list in line with 

miRBase V17. All miRNAs were inspected for several properties that are informative for miRNA 

qualification, such as expression, overexpression as described above, hairpin formation, Dicer 

compatibility, length, and 5’ and 3’ variability. miRNAs for which I saw no reason to doubt their 

validity are omitted from the list presented here. Other miRNAs are classified as either dead 
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(removed from miRBase), declined, or doubtful. I declined miRNA classification when I saw no 

evidence whatsoever that the sequence behaves like a miRNA. A doubtful classification indicates 

that one or more of the properties seemed incompatible with canonical miRNA processing, but 

other properties were indicative of a genuine miRNA. I must stress that this list is created by a 

single person and has not been scrutinized by anyone else. Furthermore, the data used is solely 

derived from small RNA cloning data, albeit from two cloning methods, two platforms, and from 

tens of different tissues. The list is purely intended as a guideline or reference.

Cross-comparison of A375 small RNA sequencing data 
obtained by an alternative method
In chapter three we created small RNA sequencing data for A375 cells on the Solexa (Illumina) 

platform, using an in-house protocol based on the modban method26 for the creation of 

a cDNA library from small RNAs. Since this small RNA profile was generated using an alternative 

cloning method and was sequenced on another platform (Solexa instead of SOLiD), differences 

in adapters, sequencing method, and mapping may result in an altered miRNA profile. Biases 

in cloning methods are more influental on discrepancies in small RNA profiles than the 

sequencing platform27, so I refer to these data sets as SREK data (this chapter, SOLiD platform), 

and modban data (Chapter 3, Solexa platform). Many miRNAs behaved discordantly between 

the two data sets (figure 8). This was evident even for predominant miRNAs, indicating that the 

discrepancy is not caused by variation due to measurements near the detection limit. The most 

predominant feature of the comparison is the fact that poorly expressed miRNAs contribute 
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Figure 8. Comparison of A375 small RNA profile between modban and SREK data. Relative expression of 
miRNAs detected by either SREK or modban cloning is shown. Most black dots are on the “SREK side” of the grey 
line, indicating that most miRNAs are better represented in SREK data. The modban data is more dominated by 
abundant miRNAs.
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more to the total miRNA read count in the SREK data than in the modban data, characterized 

by a shift of the values to the right of the graph (figure 8). The median miRNA is relatively 

sequenced 10 times more frequently when using the SREK cloning. Even though the three most 

abundant miRNAS in the modban data comprise over 50% of reads mapped to miRNAs, this 

can only account for a median twofold difference. Clearly, the shift is mainly caused by higher 

prevalence of less abundant miRNAs in the SREK data. It is extremely difficult to gauge which 

cloning method comes closest to the true representation of miRNAs, and it falls outside the 

scope of this investigation. The results demonstrate that it is misleading to compare profiles 

that were generated by different small RNA cloning methods27. Still, both methods are apt to 

detect a wide range of miRNAs. In that sense, the SREK cloning method has a better coverage of 

poorly expressed miRNAs, making it the better-suited method for assessment of those miRNAs.

Next, I compared miRNA characteristics between the two data sets. For this I looked at 5’ 

and 3’ variants (so-called isomiRs) of the 4 most abundant miRNAs of both data sets, and two 

miRNAs that are expressed at intermediate levels  in both data sets (table 1). Representation 

of all 5’ and 3’ variants of each of these miRNAs are shown in figure 9. As expected, 5’ ends of 

miRNAs are very uniform, since the 5’ end is the determinant of miRNA targeting28. In the ten 

selected miRNAs, the modban data showed fewer 5’ variants. An interesting exception is miR-

140, for which a very abundant 5’ variant was detected. miR-320a also showed substantial 5’ 

variance in the SREK data, but not much in modban data. Because of the importance of the 5’ 

end of a miRNA, I expect that variants can have functions that are distinct from the annotated 

mature miRNA. It will be interesting to find out if and how the cell regulates processing of these 

5’ variable miRNAs, and what the functional consequences are.

Variation at the 3’ end was both wider spread and more common than 5’ variance. Again 

the SREK data set contained most variants. As discussed above for miRNA abundance, it is 

impossible to infer which data set resembles the true representation of variants. I do note, 

however, suspicious variants in the SREK data. The short 3’ variant of miR-320a most likely does 

Table 1. miRNAs inspected for 5’ and 3’ variants.

miRNA SREK modban

let-7b 1.50 29.1

miR-320a 0.56 15.5

miR-140 2.09 11.9

miR-26a 1.05 5.60

miR-21 15.9 3.82

miR-23a 7.32 0.39

miR-125b 7.16 0.19

miR-24 6.14 0.07

miR-222 0.64 0.39

miR-196a 0.13 0.14

Numbers denote the abundance of reads as a percentage of total miRNA reads
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U      G  AGGUAGUAGGUUGUGU   G      G       U      U       U      C T       A    GCTTATCAGACTG     A       T       G       T       T       G      A       C       T

let-7a miR-21

miR-320a miR-140

G      A      A      AAGCTGGGTTGAGAGG  G       C      G       A      A      A       A T       A      C     CACAGGGTAGAACCAC    G      G       A       C      A
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Figure 9. 5’ and 3’ variants and their detection in SREK and modban data. Ten endogenously abundant miRNAs 
were examined for 5’ and 3’ variants. Bars indicate how often the miRNA started (5’) or ended (3’) with the 
indicated nucleotide. Black bars represent SREK data, grey bars modban data. Modban data generally displayed 
fewer variants of miRNAs, with the exception of the 5’ variant of miR-140. 
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not represent a miRNA (19 nucleotides is very short for a miRNA). It is curious that the next most 

abundant variant is actually longer than the variants seen in the modban data. Perhaps the lack 

of the 22 nt variant is the cause of the relative low sequencing frequency of miR-320a in the SREK 

data (table 1). miR-222 and miR-196b also harbored shorter miRNA variants in the SREK data, but 

miR-24 contained a common longer variant. From these inconsistencies it seems there may be 

a sequence determinant to biases between the cloning methods. The miRNAs mapped from 

SREK data adhere less strictly to the canonical 22 nt length. Mapping uncertainties commonly 

arise because of the short length of miRNAs. Therefore, low-confidence base calling due to 

lower resolution of further downstream bases is a likely contributor to observed 3’ variation in 

miRNAs. An established protocol for sequencing from 3’ to 5’ will resolve this issue.   

Materials and methods
Cell culture, infection, and RNA isolation

A375 cells from the Hubrecht Institute in-house cell line repository were grown in complete 

medium: DMEM Glutamax (GIBCO) containing 10% foetal bovine serum (Sigma) and 

supplemented with non-essential amino acids (GIBCO) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (GIBCO). 

In a 60 mm tissue-culture treated dish, 100,000 cells were seeded in 5 mL of complete medium. 

One day after seeding, cells were infected with a pool of 80 different virus supernatants, a pool 

of 12 independent empty vector virus supernatants, or a mock pool (no virus at all). Infection 

mixes contained 10 μL virus supernatant and 30 μg polybrene (Sigma) in 100 uL PBS0. Virus 

supernatants were produced at System Biosciences (SBI, Mountain View, California), and had 

a median titer of 6*108 infectious units (IFU). See also Chapter 2 and Chapter 5. Three days 

after infection, cells were collected in 1 mL TRIzol and RNA was isolated according to the 

manufacturer’s manual. 

Library preparation, sequencing, and mapping

Of each pool, 10 μg of total RNA was run on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel and the 15-30 nt 

fraction was excised. The excised gel fraction was shredded and RNA was eluted by rotating 

overnight at 4°C in 0.3 M NaCl. RNA was precipitated by addition of 25 μL 5 M ammonium 

acetate (Ambion, RNase-free), 750 μL 100% ethanol and 0.5 μL GlycoBlue (Ambion). Half of 

the RNA yield was used in the protocol for SREK cloning according to the manufacturer's 

manual (Ambion). Obtained libraries were sequenced on an ABI SOLiD sequencing platform. 

Reads were submitted to the miRIntess small RNA analysis pipeline6 (InteRNA Genomics BV, 

www.interna-genomics.com). For the data set created by modban cloning and Solexa 

sequencing, I refer to Chapter 3 and Gommans and Berezikov26. 

Data analysis

For all pools, the relative contribution of each miRNA was calculated. Subsequently, mature 

miRNAs were linked to their cognate precursor constructs in the lentiviral expression library. 

Most analyses use the following relative expression parameters of a miRNA: highest in all pools, 
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highest in pool containing a cognate construct, highest in pool without a cognate construct, 

lowest in all pools, and median of all pools. The number of expected overexpressed miRNAs by 

chance (false positives) was calculated by adding up chances of false positive detection of all 

individual mature miRNAs.
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Supplementary material

Supplementary Table 1. Mapping statistics of SOLiD small RNA libraries.

library total reads after 3’ adapter trimming mapped reads mapped to miRNA

EV 13548216 8679880 6743145 3789136

mock 44012361 14653642 9346314 3982333

1 41268871 23706345 14207507 2836046

2 23454629 11280477 8061085 3727421

3 27983510 8953146 6428588 3404814

4 26151346 8984064 5179561 1821332

5 37577340 24707855 11715858 818113

6 41108419 14305742 7735275 2751848

7 11375635 10078248 8462099 5872844

8 11863680 10948394 9527416 7375263

9 9318531 8034599 6986392 4783400

10 12656918 10657458 8627504 4735423

11 11740053 10354627 8680713 6059815

12 9000085 7647116 6649678 4544026

13 11916747 10207284 8060633 4949732

14 15931573 13882024 11556260 7490467
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Supplementary Table 2. List of “dead” or suspect miRBase-annotated miRNAs present in 
the expression library.

miRNA annotation miRNA annotation miRNA annotation miRNA annotation miRNA annotation miRNA annotation

hsa-miR-1201 dead hsa-miR-1289 declined hsa-miR-564 declined hsa-miR-637 declined hsa-miR-1255a doubtful hsa-miR-526a doubtful

hsa-miR-1251 dead hsa-miR-1290 declined hsa-miR-566 declined hsa-miR-638 declined hsa-miR-1255b doubtful hsa-miR-527 doubtful

hsa-miR-1300 dead hsa-miR-1322 declined hsa-miR-567 declined hsa-miR-639 declined hsa-miR-1271 doubtful hsa-miR-539 doubtful

hsa-miR-1308 dead hsa-miR-1469 declined hsa-miR-568 declined hsa-miR-640 declined hsa-miR-1274a doubtful hsa-miR-541 doubtful

hsa-miR-1321 dead hsa-miR-147 declined hsa-miR-569 declined hsa-miR-644 declined hsa-miR-1274b doubtful hsa-miR-548a doubtful

hsa-miR-1324 dead hsa-miR-1471 declined hsa-miR-571 declined hsa-miR-645 declined hsa-miR-1275 doubtful hsa-miR-548b doubtful

hsa-miR-1826 dead hsa-miR-1539 declined hsa-miR-575 declined hsa-miR-646 declined hsa-miR-1277 doubtful hsa-miR-548c doubtful

hsa-miR-1974 dead hsa-miR-1825 declined hsa-miR-580 declined hsa-miR-647 declined hsa-miR-1278 doubtful hsa-miR-548d doubtful

hsa-miR-1975 dead hsa-miR-1827 declined hsa-miR-583 declined hsa-miR-648 declined hsa-miR-1280 doubtful hsa-miR-548p doubtful

hsa-miR-1977 dead hsa-miR-1972 declined hsa-miR-587 declined hsa-miR-649 declined hsa-miR-1281 doubtful hsa-miR-551b doubtful

hsa-miR-1978 dead hsa-miR-1979 declined hsa-miR-591 declined hsa-miR-650 declined hsa-miR-1291 doubtful hsa-miR-572 doubtful

hsa-miR-220a dead hsa-miR-198 declined hsa-miR-593 declined hsa-miR-651 declined hsa-miR-1292 doubtful hsa-miR-578 doubtful

hsa-miR-220b dead hsa-miR-2052 declined hsa-miR-595 declined hsa-miR-654 declined hsa-miR-1294 doubtful hsa-miR-581 doubtful

hsa-miR-220c dead hsa-miR-2053 declined hsa-miR-596 declined hsa-miR-657 declined hsa-miR-1295 doubtful hsa-miR-586 doubtful

hsa-miR-516b dead hsa-miR-2054 declined hsa-miR-600 declined hsa-miR-661 declined hsa-miR-1296 doubtful hsa-miR-588 doubtful

hsa-miR-886 dead hsa-miR-2113 declined hsa-miR-601 declined hsa-miR-662 declined hsa-miR-1297 doubtful hsa-miR-615 doubtful

hsa-miR-1178 declined hsa-miR-297 declined hsa-miR-602 declined hsa-miR-663b declined hsa-miR-1301 doubtful hsa-miR-633 doubtful

hsa-miR-1181 declined hsa-miR-298 declined hsa-miR-603 declined hsa-miR-675 declined hsa-miR-1302 doubtful hsa-miR-636 doubtful

hsa-miR-1182 declined hsa-miR-300 declined hsa-miR-604 declined hsa-miR-761 declined hsa-miR-1305 doubtful hsa-miR-658 doubtful

hsa-miR-1183 declined hsa-miR-302e declined hsa-miR-606 declined hsa-miR-920 declined hsa-miR-1306 doubtful hsa-miR-663 doubtful

hsa-miR-1184 declined hsa-miR-302f declined hsa-miR-607 declined hsa-miR-921 declined hsa-miR-1538 doubtful hsa-miR-665 doubtful

hsa-miR-1197 declined hsa-miR-3177 declined hsa-miR-608 declined hsa-miR-922 declined hsa-miR-1908 doubtful hsa-miR-668 doubtful

hsa-miR-1202 declined hsa-miR-320e declined hsa-miR-609 declined hsa-miR-924 declined hsa-miR-1909 doubtful hsa-miR-671 doubtful

hsa-miR-1203 declined hsa-miR-325 declined hsa-miR-610 declined hsa-miR-935 declined hsa-miR-1913 doubtful hsa-miR-708 doubtful

hsa-miR-1204 declined hsa-miR-384 declined hsa-miR-611 declined hsa-miR-1179 doubtful hsa-miR-1914 doubtful hsa-miR-744 doubtful

hsa-miR-1206 declined hsa-miR-422a declined hsa-miR-612 declined hsa-miR-1227 doubtful hsa-miR-1915 doubtful hsa-miR-758 doubtful

hsa-miR-1207 declined hsa-miR-492 declined hsa-miR-613 declined hsa-miR-1228 doubtful hsa-miR-1973 doubtful hsa-miR-760 doubtful

hsa-miR-1208 declined hsa-miR-544 declined hsa-miR-614 declined hsa-miR-1229 doubtful hsa-miR-1976 doubtful hsa-miR-765 doubtful

hsa-miR-1225 declined hsa-miR-548f declined hsa-miR-617 declined hsa-miR-1231 doubtful hsa-miR-208b doubtful hsa-miR-770 doubtful

hsa-miR-1226 declined hsa-miR-548g declined hsa-miR-619 declined hsa-miR-1233 doubtful hsa-miR-2276 doubtful hsa-miR-876 doubtful

hsa-miR-1259 declined hsa-miR-553 declined hsa-miR-621 declined hsa-miR-1236 doubtful hsa-miR-3605 doubtful hsa-miR-892a doubtful

hsa-miR-1260 declined hsa-miR-554 declined hsa-miR-623 declined hsa-miR-1237 doubtful hsa-miR-3659 doubtful hsa-miR-933 doubtful

hsa-miR-1261 declined hsa-miR-555 declined hsa-miR-626 declined hsa-miR-1238 doubtful hsa-miR-3679 doubtful hsa-miR-936 doubtful

hsa-miR-1267 declined hsa-miR-557 declined hsa-miR-630 declined hsa-miR-1243 doubtful hsa-miR-484 doubtful hsa-miR-938 doubtful

hsa-miR-1268 declined hsa-miR-558 declined hsa-miR-631 declined hsa-miR-1244 doubtful hsa-miR-504 doubtful hsa-miR-939 doubtful

hsa-miR-1272 declined hsa-miR-559 declined hsa-miR-632 declined hsa-miR-1246 doubtful hsa-miR-518d doubtful hsa-miR-943 doubtful

hsa-miR-1282 declined hsa-miR-562 declined hsa-miR-634 declined hsa-miR-1248 doubtful hsa-miR-519e doubtful

hsa-miR-1288 declined hsa-miR-563 declined hsa-miR-635 declined hsa-miR-1249 doubtful hsa-miR-520b doubtful

Dead = removed from the miRBase registry
Declined = no evidence to assume it concerns a miRNA
Doubtful = some, but not all features of the miRNA or its expression seem incompatible with our current 
knowledge of miRNA biology
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Supplementary Table 2. List of “dead” or suspect miRBase-annotated miRNAs present in 
the expression library.

miRNA annotation miRNA annotation miRNA annotation miRNA annotation miRNA annotation miRNA annotation

hsa-miR-1201 dead hsa-miR-1289 declined hsa-miR-564 declined hsa-miR-637 declined hsa-miR-1255a doubtful hsa-miR-526a doubtful

hsa-miR-1251 dead hsa-miR-1290 declined hsa-miR-566 declined hsa-miR-638 declined hsa-miR-1255b doubtful hsa-miR-527 doubtful

hsa-miR-1300 dead hsa-miR-1322 declined hsa-miR-567 declined hsa-miR-639 declined hsa-miR-1271 doubtful hsa-miR-539 doubtful

hsa-miR-1308 dead hsa-miR-1469 declined hsa-miR-568 declined hsa-miR-640 declined hsa-miR-1274a doubtful hsa-miR-541 doubtful

hsa-miR-1321 dead hsa-miR-147 declined hsa-miR-569 declined hsa-miR-644 declined hsa-miR-1274b doubtful hsa-miR-548a doubtful

hsa-miR-1324 dead hsa-miR-1471 declined hsa-miR-571 declined hsa-miR-645 declined hsa-miR-1275 doubtful hsa-miR-548b doubtful

hsa-miR-1826 dead hsa-miR-1539 declined hsa-miR-575 declined hsa-miR-646 declined hsa-miR-1277 doubtful hsa-miR-548c doubtful

hsa-miR-1974 dead hsa-miR-1825 declined hsa-miR-580 declined hsa-miR-647 declined hsa-miR-1278 doubtful hsa-miR-548d doubtful

hsa-miR-1975 dead hsa-miR-1827 declined hsa-miR-583 declined hsa-miR-648 declined hsa-miR-1280 doubtful hsa-miR-548p doubtful

hsa-miR-1977 dead hsa-miR-1972 declined hsa-miR-587 declined hsa-miR-649 declined hsa-miR-1281 doubtful hsa-miR-551b doubtful

hsa-miR-1978 dead hsa-miR-1979 declined hsa-miR-591 declined hsa-miR-650 declined hsa-miR-1291 doubtful hsa-miR-572 doubtful

hsa-miR-220a dead hsa-miR-198 declined hsa-miR-593 declined hsa-miR-651 declined hsa-miR-1292 doubtful hsa-miR-578 doubtful

hsa-miR-220b dead hsa-miR-2052 declined hsa-miR-595 declined hsa-miR-654 declined hsa-miR-1294 doubtful hsa-miR-581 doubtful

hsa-miR-220c dead hsa-miR-2053 declined hsa-miR-596 declined hsa-miR-657 declined hsa-miR-1295 doubtful hsa-miR-586 doubtful

hsa-miR-516b dead hsa-miR-2054 declined hsa-miR-600 declined hsa-miR-661 declined hsa-miR-1296 doubtful hsa-miR-588 doubtful

hsa-miR-886 dead hsa-miR-2113 declined hsa-miR-601 declined hsa-miR-662 declined hsa-miR-1297 doubtful hsa-miR-615 doubtful

hsa-miR-1178 declined hsa-miR-297 declined hsa-miR-602 declined hsa-miR-663b declined hsa-miR-1301 doubtful hsa-miR-633 doubtful

hsa-miR-1181 declined hsa-miR-298 declined hsa-miR-603 declined hsa-miR-675 declined hsa-miR-1302 doubtful hsa-miR-636 doubtful

hsa-miR-1182 declined hsa-miR-300 declined hsa-miR-604 declined hsa-miR-761 declined hsa-miR-1305 doubtful hsa-miR-658 doubtful

hsa-miR-1183 declined hsa-miR-302e declined hsa-miR-606 declined hsa-miR-920 declined hsa-miR-1306 doubtful hsa-miR-663 doubtful

hsa-miR-1184 declined hsa-miR-302f declined hsa-miR-607 declined hsa-miR-921 declined hsa-miR-1538 doubtful hsa-miR-665 doubtful

hsa-miR-1197 declined hsa-miR-3177 declined hsa-miR-608 declined hsa-miR-922 declined hsa-miR-1908 doubtful hsa-miR-668 doubtful

hsa-miR-1202 declined hsa-miR-320e declined hsa-miR-609 declined hsa-miR-924 declined hsa-miR-1909 doubtful hsa-miR-671 doubtful

hsa-miR-1203 declined hsa-miR-325 declined hsa-miR-610 declined hsa-miR-935 declined hsa-miR-1913 doubtful hsa-miR-708 doubtful

hsa-miR-1204 declined hsa-miR-384 declined hsa-miR-611 declined hsa-miR-1179 doubtful hsa-miR-1914 doubtful hsa-miR-744 doubtful

hsa-miR-1206 declined hsa-miR-422a declined hsa-miR-612 declined hsa-miR-1227 doubtful hsa-miR-1915 doubtful hsa-miR-758 doubtful

hsa-miR-1207 declined hsa-miR-492 declined hsa-miR-613 declined hsa-miR-1228 doubtful hsa-miR-1973 doubtful hsa-miR-760 doubtful

hsa-miR-1208 declined hsa-miR-544 declined hsa-miR-614 declined hsa-miR-1229 doubtful hsa-miR-1976 doubtful hsa-miR-765 doubtful

hsa-miR-1225 declined hsa-miR-548f declined hsa-miR-617 declined hsa-miR-1231 doubtful hsa-miR-208b doubtful hsa-miR-770 doubtful

hsa-miR-1226 declined hsa-miR-548g declined hsa-miR-619 declined hsa-miR-1233 doubtful hsa-miR-2276 doubtful hsa-miR-876 doubtful

hsa-miR-1259 declined hsa-miR-553 declined hsa-miR-621 declined hsa-miR-1236 doubtful hsa-miR-3605 doubtful hsa-miR-892a doubtful

hsa-miR-1260 declined hsa-miR-554 declined hsa-miR-623 declined hsa-miR-1237 doubtful hsa-miR-3659 doubtful hsa-miR-933 doubtful

hsa-miR-1261 declined hsa-miR-555 declined hsa-miR-626 declined hsa-miR-1238 doubtful hsa-miR-3679 doubtful hsa-miR-936 doubtful

hsa-miR-1267 declined hsa-miR-557 declined hsa-miR-630 declined hsa-miR-1243 doubtful hsa-miR-484 doubtful hsa-miR-938 doubtful

hsa-miR-1268 declined hsa-miR-558 declined hsa-miR-631 declined hsa-miR-1244 doubtful hsa-miR-504 doubtful hsa-miR-939 doubtful

hsa-miR-1272 declined hsa-miR-559 declined hsa-miR-632 declined hsa-miR-1246 doubtful hsa-miR-518d doubtful hsa-miR-943 doubtful

hsa-miR-1282 declined hsa-miR-562 declined hsa-miR-634 declined hsa-miR-1248 doubtful hsa-miR-519e doubtful

hsa-miR-1288 declined hsa-miR-563 declined hsa-miR-635 declined hsa-miR-1249 doubtful hsa-miR-520b doubtful

Dead = removed from the miRBase registry
Declined = no evidence to assume it concerns a miRNA
Doubtful = some, but not all features of the miRNA or its expression seem incompatible with our current 
knowledge of miRNA biology
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The miRNA expression library as a resource for  
the scientific community
Genome-scale expression libraries are valuable assets to the scientific research community1-3. 

The power of expression libraries depends on their completeness and versatility. In Chapter 

2, we describe a genome-scale lentiviral human miRNA expression library that is one of the 

most versatile and comprehensive miRNA expression libraries to date. The construction of the 

library, which required high-throughput cloning and sequence confirmation, was facilitated 

by robotics and customized protocols, enabling over a thousand unique PCRs and subsequent 

cloning to be conducted in parallel. Yet the application of the library in screens, as described 

in Chapters 3 and 4, requires little more than a multichannel pipette and a plate reader. I hope 

the availability of the library to the research community lowers the threshold for systematic 

functional analyses of miRNAs. For now, the only fruit of the library is the work I present in this 

thesis, but the body of work with the library as its foundation has already multiplied. Therefore, 

the true impact will come to light a few years from now, as the findings that were enabled by 

this miRNA expression library are being further explored.

How complete is the expression library?
Even during library construction, we had to add newly identified miRNAs to keep up with new 

releases of miRBase, a database for miRNA sequences and genomic locations. We commenced 

construction when miRBase’s latest release was version 9, and finished when it was version 

14. Currently, the latest release is miRBase version 17, and it contains many additional human 

miRNA genes; double the amount of miRBase 14. Some of the “new” miRNAs genes involve 

loci for mature miRNAs that are already represented in the library by a different locus. Unless 

the “new” locus is particularly more efficient in producing the mature miRNA, the lack of 

additional miRNA loci for the same mature miRNA is not a noteworthy deficiency for this library 

design. Still, most newly annotated miRNA loci contain novel unique mature miRNAs. When will  

a miRNA expression library be complete? And what is the value of these novel miRNAs? Are we 

missing out? Obviously, this cannot be answered right now. 

The reason miRBase has expanded so much over the past two years, is that massively 

parallel sequencing is becoming commonplace, and researchers are sequencing more samples 

and with better coverage than before. All these new miRNAs derive from sequencing efforts, 

and are therefore already supported by expression data. But for most of the miRNAs, the reason 

they were discovered only after very deep sequencing is that their expression constitutes  

a minute fraction of all miRNA reads in a sample, generally less than one per million miRNAs. 

An important question is: how relevant can such a miRNA be? A miRNA needs to suppress its 

targets, but can it do so at a very low concentration? The reason for us to include a miRNA 

in the library is the assumption that the miRNA has a physiological function. This also makes 

sense from a therapeutic vantage point; in that case we want to exploit the niche into which 

a miRNA has evolved. A mature miRNA will only be shaped to a certain niche if it is expressed 
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to a relevant extent. It is therefore a just question whether it is worth doubling the size of the 

library, regardless of expression levels of miRNAs. Expansion of the library can be beneficial, 

but I propose to do so based on miRNA expression levels conducive to physiological functions.

Consequently, many miRNAs currently present in the library may not fulfill the 

abovementioned criteria. In Chapter 6, I found I was unable to increase expression of many 

endogenously absent or scarce miRNAs. For some miRNAs this may be attributable to faulty 

viruses or a deficiency of miRNA-specific processing factors in A375 cells. For others, this is not 

likely as I have individually assessed each miRNA for expression in dozens of different tissues 

and cell types, and identified more than a hundred annotated miRNAs that lack substantial 

expression in all tissues (Chapter 6). For the screens I presented in Chapters 3 and 4, the size 

of the library was not a major concern. If screening capacity is more limiting, it is possible to 

exclude a subset of doubtful miRNAs that are present in the library.  

Systematic elucidation of miRNA functions
The realization that miRNAs are involved in virtually every aspect of animal biology4 has 

inspired a flood of scientific research to unravel the functions of miRNAs. A good starting 

point in determining a miRNA’s function is to observe the consequences of ablation. Currently  

a resource of miRNA knockout mice is available, offering an impressive toolkit to study functions 

of miRNAs from a bottom-up approach5. Still, miRNAs are more often studied in a top-down 

manner; pathways or genes are investigated to determine which miRNAs may influence them. 

miRNAs are commonly implied in certain pathways because they are differentially expressed 

between biological conditions. Another approach to identify relevant miRNAs is to survey 

genes or even entire pathways for target sites of miRNAs6. The most-promising miRNAs can 

then be further assessed; expression of the miRNA in the relevant samples can be determined, 

target sites can be validated, and involvement of the miRNA can be probed by inhibiting or 

ectopically expressing the miRNA. 

As an alternative, I have presented an “unbiased” systematic approach, functionally 

assessing all miRNAs for phenotypes of interest. With unbiased I mean that all miRNAs are 

tested, although one could argue that there is a bias in what qualifies as a miRNA. This method 

can be compared to genome-wide shRNA screens. miRNAs and shRNAs both use the same 

pathways and both result in gene silencing. The major difference is that the shRNA are designed 

to be as specific as possible to one gene, whereas miRNAs have co-evolved with their targets, 

often over millions of years. The miRNA needs no design; it can be introduced in the same 

way it is generated endogenously through transcription of its genomic locus. Besides, miRNAs 

number “only” in the hundreds in most animals, making genome-scale screens on miRNAs less 

intensive than genome-wide knockdown screens targeting each protein coding gene; these 

require tens of thousands of constructs.

Instead of expression from the genomic backbone, similar miRNA gain-of-function screens 

can, and have been, set up using transfection of synthetic miRNAs7,8, known as miRNA mimics. If 

transfection is not an obstacle in the assay, the application of miRNA mimics can be an excellent 
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alternative for introducing miRNAs. However, a potential drawback is miRNA mimics are not 

naturally processed through the miRNA biogenesis pathway. Therefore, synthetic miRNAs lack 

the endogenous sequence variability and the natural RISC loading of genetically introduced 

miRNAs. While the implications of such differences are still largely unknown, this increases the 

likelihood of findings that are not biologically relevant.

A complementary approach is to individually inhibit miRNAs. Again this can be achieved by 

expression constructs9,10, in this case by producing transcripts that compete with endogenous 

miRNA targets, or by synthetic miRNA inhibitors11-14. One of the big advantages of miRNA 

knockdown is that effects will arise from physiological changes in miRNA concentrations. In 

contrast, ectopic expression of miRNAs can arguably lead to exorbitant levels of miRNAs, and 

may cause saturation of the cellular capacity of miRNA processing and RISC loading, resulting 

in adverse side-effects15-22. Complications like these may be avoided in loss-of-function screens, 

depending on the mode of inhibition. On the other hand, loss-of-function screens introduce 

an exogenous RNA species to the cell, which itself may result in off-target effects. Little is 

known about off-target effects of miRNA inhibitors to date.

In order to weigh the various methods to determine which may be superior to find miRNA 

functions, it is important to distinguish between a “natural” function of the miRNA versus 

an “artificial” function of the miRNA. To illustrate, a natural function of a miRNA implies the 

miRNA exerts this function in vivo, regardless of experimental interference. As an example, the 

lin-4 and let-7 miRNAs in C. elegans have the natural function to enable transitions between 

developmental stages. An example of an artificial function is sensitization of cells by a miRNA 

to a drug, even though that miRNA is never expressed in that particular cell type. Ectopic 

expression of miRNAs is perfectly suited to force a miRNA’s function upon a cell, whereas 

inhibition is more apt to find the natural functions of a miRNA. In the work I present here, I 

aimed to find desirable phenotypes (inhibition of proliferation, suppression of Wnt signaling) 

caused by miRNAs. Whether these involved natural functions was not the main concern. Still, in 

the particular case of the Wnt screen (Chapter 4), for two out of three identified miRNAs there 

was evidence that they naturally function in the Wnt pathway as well. 

The advantage of using gene vectors that stably integrate into the genome is that they can 

also be employed in pooled screens. Deliberations for opting for either a pooled or arrayed 

screen have been discussed at length in chapters 2 and 5. In brief, pooled screens relieve 

initial experimental load, especially if the library is to be applied in a complicated, lengthy, or 

expensive assay. Additionally, it comes with the benefit that constructs in a pool will be subject 

to the exact same experimental conditions, precluding technical artifacts like “edge effects” of 

culture dishes and pipetting errors. The drawback of pooled screening is that at the end of the 

experiment, the results need to be extricated from the samples; the abundance of constructs in 

the experimental versus the control sample needs to be determined. This requires systematic 

detection of either the integrated construct or expression of the miRNA in a sufficiently 

quantitative way. Another limitation of a pooled screen is that it requires an assay where cells 

can be selectively isolated (as in the invasion screen, Chapter 2), or an assay where miRNAs are 

expected to be depleted or enriched in the population of all cells (Chapter 5). A prime example 
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of the use of a pooled screen is identification of miRNAs that inhibit tumorigenesis in vivo. 

An equivalent setup has recently been described for a pooled shRNA screen to find metabolic 

dependencies of breast cancer in vivo23.

miRNA-based therapy in cancer
An obvious reason to determine miRNA functions is the possibility that we can subsequently 

exploit selected miRNAs for the treatment of disease. Finding miRNAs that can aid in the battle 

against cancer is a logical choice, because it is characterized by disturbed gene regulation. 

Reinstating regulation over one or a few key pathways may debilitate malignant properties and 

improve disease outcome. This possibility relies on the assumption that (over)expression of 

a miRNA will not interfere with viability of healthy cells, because the miRNA will restore the 

regulation of pathways, instead of shutting pathways down. If a miRNA is reduced in tumor 

tissue versus healthy tissue, and it is shown to inhibit cancer growth, then the miRNA is a strong 

candidate for therapy indeed. 

There are reasons to believe that miRNAs may be potent tumor suppressors, and oncogenes. 

Circumstantial evidence was found soon after the discovery of miRNAs. A common deletion in 

chronic lymphocytic leukemia contains a copy of miR-15 and miR-16, and expression of these 

miRNAs is reduced in most cases of this type of cancer24. Recovery of miR-15 or miR-16 expression 

causes apoptosis. Many additional tumor-suppressive miRNAs are now known, including let-

725,26, miR-34a27, and miR-26a28. Some high-profile oncogenic miRNAs derive from the miR-17~92 

cluster29,30, but reports of such “oncomiRs” are more sporadic. It seems that this is not entirely 

due to a bias in scientific research; Lu et al. found that in tumors most miRNAs are expressed 

at lower levels than in control tissues, with the aforementioned oncogenic polycistronic 

miRNA locus as one of the few exceptions31. The relevance of this finding is highlighted by the 

observation that abrogation of the miRNA machinery promotes tumorigenesis and renders 

tumors more aggressive32,33. 

Much speculation has been given as to the cause of the global reduction of miRNA expression 

in tumors, with possible explanations including impairment of the miRNA biogenesis pathway34, 

accelerated miRNA degradation35-37, or dilution of miRNAs due to rapid proliferation38. Indeed, 

miRNAs are relatively stable molecules compared to mRNAs, with average half-lives of five 

days38; if cell doubling rates are faster than the half-life of a miRNA, it may fail to accumulate to 

the appropriate level. 

Whatever the cause of the reduced expression of (many) miRNAs in tumors, reconstituting 

them (or at least one or more tumor-suppressive miRNAs) may hamper cancer growth. In some 

cases it may be possible to recover endogenous transcription of the miRNA gene by removing 

the factor(s) that prevent efficient miRNA processing or functioning39. In most cases it will be 

necessary to introduce the miRNA exogenously. 
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Identifying candidate miRNAs
What, then, is the best way to identify miRNAs that impede cancer progression? As mentioned 

earlier, some studies have focused only on miRNAs that are reduced in cancers compared to 

the healthy control tissue. This stringent selection is likely to exclude many tumor suppressor 

miRNAs that are not directly linked to the disease, but may still be therapeutically efficacious. 

Our approach was to test each miRNA. But if therapy is most likely to employ synthetic 

miRNAs, is it not better to screen with synthetic miRNAs? This is an important consideration.  

The choices for a lentiviral expression library have been extensively discussed in Chapter 2. 

Many of the applications of the library, including long-term growth assays and pooled set-

ups, could not have been conducted using a synthetic miRNA library. Besides, the lentiviral 

library is more likely to capture “natural” functions: overexpression can only be achieved when 

the primary transcript is a proper substrate for the miRNA biogenesis pathway (Chapter 6). 

But these considerations do not pertain to screening for therapeutically relevant miRNAs. We 

found that inhibition of cell proliferation after lentiviral expression did not always translate to 

cognate results of miRNA mimic transfection (Chapter 3). The opposite is even more likely; many 

miRNAs will exert effects when introduced as mimics, but are not efficiently processed from 

their genomic backbone and will therefore have weaker or no effect after genetic introduction. 

Using “pre-processed” miRNAs may in some cases be essential. For instance, expression of 

tumor suppressor miRNA let-7 is often hampered in cancer at the Drosha processing step39,40. 

On the other hand, when screening with mimics, it becomes more important to examine toxic 

effects. Many miRNAs may rarely be expressed in vivo, or are only present in very low quantity. 

They may well have strong inhibitory effects on tumors, but they are much more likely to have 

adverse effects in normal tissue as well, because healthy cells are hardly exposed to the miRNAs 

and there has been no evolutionary pressure to tolerate these miRNAs. 

Without the demand to employ molecules that have undergone and created much 

evolutionary pressure on cellular systems, one might as well use entirely artificial miRNAs. 

This is an interesting avenue, where we can flex our intelligent-design muscles. With growing 

understanding of miRNA targeting interactions, and accumulating transcriptome data of both 

healthy and tumor tissue, we can start to design miRNAs that target genes necessary for cancer 

growth or maintenance, but are more dispensable in normal tissue. Though it sounds like the 

discussion has transgressed to siRNA design, there is a big difference. Currently siRNA design is 

heavily focused on specificity, trying to knock down one gene with as little off-target effects as 

possible. Synthetic miRNA design will aim for broader effects, capturing with its sequence the 

optimal set of genes to fight the tumor. One group has boldly started with such an approach41-43, 

but intelligent miRNA design is still in its infancy. 

Synthetic miRNAs versus gene therapy
Once we have uncovered which miRNAs are most suitable for replacement therapy, the question 

emerges: how do we introduce them to the patient?  Two possible strategies are delivery of 

synthetic miRNAs or by gene vector. Gene therapy holds great promise, but it has been plagued 
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with safety and delivery issues44. This field is slowly overcoming these limitations and its stigma 

of being unsafe45. Still, in vivo delivery remains challenging. Successful in vivo gene therapy 

has been demonstrated for two miRNAs, each one in a different autochthonous mouse model 

of cancer. The first example, by Mendell and coworkers, reported use of an adeno-associated 

viral vector to induce miR-26a in a MYC-driven liver tumor28. In the second report, Trang et al. 

used intranasal injection of a lentiviral encoding let-7a to treat a KRAS-induced model of lung 

cancer46. The results of these studies are promising, but they involved local tumors that were 

relatively easy to access. Being able to systemically treat tumors would greatly improve the 

value of a gene vector approach to miRNA replacement therapy.

An attractive feature of miRNAs in relation to potential therapeutic uses is their small size 

and the fact they can be chemically synthesized. Much of the research that has gone into the 

optimization of stability and delivery of siRNAs is directly applicable to synthetic miRNAs. 

Minor chemical modifications can enhance delivery into cells, avoid immunostimulation, 

make the molecule more stable in vivo, and increase selectivity for the proper strand (use of 

single-stranded RNA has proven much less effective than duplex RNA thus far)47,48. Synthetic 

miRNAs have been administered via lipid-based vehicles49,50 or as naked, though modified, 

RNA51. Synthetic miRNAs have been delivered successfully to several tumor tissues, and adverse 

effects have so far not been reported52,53. It is only a matter of time before synthetic miRNAs will 

enter clinical trials. In this respect, synthetic miRNAs are ahead of miRNA gene therapy. 

In specific cases concerning oncogenic miRNAs, inhibition of miRNAs may be desired. 

With regard to therapies designed to block specific miRNA function, as opposed to 

introducing or enhancing it, similar possibilities apply. Specific inhibitors can be synthetic, 

such as antagomiRs13,54 and locked nucleic acids55, or be delivered in the form of a gene vector 

containing a miRNA sponge9. 

Presumably, while the research is being conducted to identify candidate miRNAs for 

therapeutic use against cancer, the parallel development of delivery techniques will intersect 

to allow efficient, safe and potentially targeted delivery of miRNAs to treat a wide variety of 

cancers. In this way we can hope to alter the landscape in the battle against cancer, and other 

diseases, in the near future.  

Unanswered questions in miRNA research
Many biological researchers are revealing functions for miRNAs in their respective fields, and the 

literature is now replete with examples of miRNAs regulating important cellular processes. The 

relevance of a miRNA is most prominent when its absence causes a readily observable phenotype. 

Knockout models can play an important role in unraveling physiological functions of miRNAs. A 

resource for miRNA knockout lines of C. elegans has been available for some time now56,57, but 

research on C. elegans miRNAs is not easily translated to human miRNAs. In this respect, the 

brand new mouse miRNA knockout research will have larger impact5. But even mouse miRNAs 

may not bring us closer to the answer of another important question: how much do miRNAs 

contribute to the complexity of humans as a species? And do non-conserved miRNAs play  
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a role in this, or is it attained more through evolution of target sites than evolution of miRNAs 

themselves? These questions will keep miRNA researchers occupied for years to come. 

Another crucial step concerns the functional annotation of a miRNA by determination of 

its mRNA targets. Currently, the most thorough experimental efforts to identify miRNA targets 

utilize Argonaute coimmunoprecipitation (AGO-IP) 58-60 or transcriptome and proteome 

analyses after introduction or ablation of miRNAs61,62. AGO-IP experiments are particularly 

appealing to assess all targets of all miRNAs in a sample without requirement of prior 

knowledge, and it identifies direct interactions. Unfortunately, it is still technically challenging, 

and so not a widely adopted technique. Similarly, whole transcriptome and proteome analyses 

are demanding approaches, especially since they only assess the effects of a single miRNA. 

Furthermore, it is hard to distinguish direct from indirect effects.

Instead, many researchers will investigate a miRNA because a target prediction program 

identified potential target sites in their gene of interest. Or, conversely, many researchers 

will investigate a potential target gene because it was a predicted target of a miRNA they 

are interested in. Thus, target prediction programs have an undeniable influence on miRNA 

research. But the most used programs feature static predictions; it is in essence a list of all 

miRNA:mRNA target interactions predicted by an algorithm. The list of targets for every single 

miRNA is so long that it is not browsable. It commonly comprises a few hundred conserved and 

a few thousand non-conserved predicted target sites, in almost as many different genes. And 

still this only takes into account target sites in 3’-UTRs, while both AGO-IP experiments and 

additional examples from literature suggest that targets in coding sequences are too important 

to be ignored58,63-65. 

I believe there is much to be gained from target prediction programs that integrate 

transcriptome data available in public databases. Both miRNA and mRNA concentrations 

in the cell will have influence on target predictions. First, a miRNA needs to be present, 

presumably at a high concentration66, to have strong effects on target mRNAs. Second, the 

presence of combinations of miRNAs may have synergistic effects on some mRNAs67. Third, the 

transcriptome examines target abundance, a property related to relief of miRNA repression68 

(see also below). Fourth, an mRNA must be present to be targeted. Filtering out transcripts 

that are not expressed in the sample of interest focuses target predictions to possibly relevant 

targets. To exemplify how transcriptome data may be incorporated, it may be possible to 

enable selection of target prediction that is limited to a certain cell type or tissue, for which the 

appropriate transcriptome data is available. The result is a more integrated target prediction. 

Admittedly, these suggestions have several limitations. It requires a great atlas of 

transcriptome data, both mRNA and miRNA. Preferably, it must be generated through exactly 

the same protocol for various different tissues and cell lines. Some data sets already exist that 

may be utilized for this purpose, provided by for example the Mouse Transcriptome Project 

(GEO accession numbers GDS868 and GSE8324) and the Human Body Map 2.0 Project (GEO 

accession number GSE30611). Even with this data it is not clear how informative mRNA abundance 

is in relation to miRNA function. Many very common mRNAs, like housekeeping genes, are not 

expected to be under tight miRNA control. Do these mRNAs evade miRNA regulation, and if so, 
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how? Therefore, I do not argue that the suggested data integration approach should replace 

“classic” miRNA target prediction programs. It can start by means of an add-on to an already 

existing program, or an optional filter for selected tissues of interest. I would like to mention 

that integrative approaches to target prediction have already been explored6,69,70. Whether 

these efforts will become widely implemented in miRNA research, remains to be seen.

Target abundance and miRNA de-repression
The issue of target abundance is linked to some important paradoxes in the field of miRNA 

research. How is it possible that miRNAs downregulate hundreds of genes, but can still 

effectively act as a switch between cellular fates? And why are so many miRNA targets 

conserved, even though miRNAs cause very modest expression changes to most of the targets? 

These questions where elegantly addressed by Hervé Seitz71. Many miRNA targets may not be 

conserved because the cognate transcript requires the regulation, but because the miRNA 

activity needs to be buffered. This hypothesis reconciles the number of conserved target sites 

with the fact that cellular homeostasis is not affected by gene expression variation of many 

genes that have conserved miRNA targets. Indeed, “natural” gene expression variation for 

many genes far exceeds the expression changes that miRNA regulation accomplishes, which 

is usually not more than twofold71. To summarize Seitz’ hypothesis: miRNAs regulate some 

mRNAs, and a lot of mRNAs regulate miRNAs. Therefore, it is important not only to consider  

a miRNA’s concentration, but also its “pressure”, which is defined by both its concentration and 

target abundance. 

Target abundance may play another role. Recent work from Helge Grosshans’ group 

indicates that miRNAs are more stable in the cell if their targets are present35,72. Presumably, the 

interaction with a target stabilizes the miRNA in RISC and competes with active degradation. 

Combining the two hypotheses, the numerous conserved miRNA targets not only ensure 

that repression mediated by the miRNA is exactly at the desired intensity, it also maintains an 

appropriate concentration of the miRNA by influencing degradation. 

Still, some findings are difficult to reconcile. A matter of contention is the differences in 

target abundance between different cells or tissues. Bartel and colleagues state that target 

abundance is relatively similar between various tissues68, and they correct for target abundance 

of each miRNA to provide a better representation of each miRNA’s contribution to repression 

of a predicted target. But does the assumption that target abundance for a particular miRNA is 

similar among different cells or tissues hold up? This does not fit with recent literature, posing 

that cells may regulate miRNA pressure with decoy targets such as pseudogenes71,73,74. Despite 

the mechanistic appeal of pseudogenes and other transcripts as miRNA decoys, it runs into a 

problem: how can a single decoy relieve so much miRNA pressure, while there are hundreds 

of transcripts that are also regulated by the same miRNA? Perhaps the decoy has very strong 

target sites, and is particularly effective at sequestering the miRNA. This is supported by the 

functionality of miRNA sponges, which are also able to de-repress mRNAs by themselves75. This 

leads to a slightly different hypothesis, in which a few strong targets are able to effectively 
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sequester a miRNA, whereas the bulk of the targets may only have a mild buffering effect on 

miRNA pressure76. 

Even if there is indeed a distinction between weak and strong miRNA targets, target 

prediction programs cannot tell us what the strong targets are. This may very well not be 

possible by classic target prediction at all if sequestering of miRNAs depends on additional 

factors like other proteins, cooperativity of target sites, or relocation to P-bodies or other 

subcellular locations. The exciting new avenue of miRNA regulation by its targets raises 

interesting questions. I propose knockdown studies of potential “sequestering transcripts” in 

assays using miRNA pressure sensors (something as simple as GFP with a 3’ UTR containing 

target sites66) to elucidate regulation of miRNA pressure by mRNAs or other potential decoys. 

Future prospects for the miRNA expression library
We are only slowly beginning to understand the intricate workings of miRNAs, with miRNAs 

being both the subject and object of regulation, but functional links between miRNAs and 

cellular processes are already being made at a rapid pace. From the above discussion it should 

be evident that the field of miRNA research will gain a lot from thorough RNA sequencing 

efforts, both of small RNAs and mRNAs, of whole cells, cellular compartments, and AGO-IPs. 

Yet the identification of functions of individual miRNAs in certain pathways, processes, or 

on specific genes, will always require gain- and loss-of-function experiments. The presented 

expression library enables such studies in a systematic fashion. 

Two screens were broadly covered in this thesis: a screen to identify miRNAs that inhibit 

melanoma growth (Chapter 3) and a screen to determine which miRNAs can regulate canonical 

Wnt signaling in colorectal cancer (Chapter 4). Both screens were conceived with the purpose 

of identifying miRNAs with therapeutically relevant functions. For the melanoma screen in 

particular, this is directly evident. If a miRNA stops or reduces cancer growth, treatment with 

this miRNA may improve disease outcome. We find that most miRNAs that reduce cell growth 

when introduced via lentiviral vector are also proficient growth inhibitors when transfected as 

synthetic miRNAs. A set of promising miRNAs is currently being tested for efficacy in vivo. 

The “Wnt screen” attempted to implicate miRNAs directly in the Wnt signaling pathway. 

The advantage of a pathway-focused screen is that it facilitates the identification of the 

relevant mRNA targets. This still proved more difficult than anticipated. For two of the three 

Wnt-inhibiting miRNAs identified in the screen we were not able to indisputably verify that 

the targets we found were relevant to the observed effects. For another miRNA, miR-101, 

we found evidence that its attenuation of canonical Wnt-signaling was accomplished by 

targeting the transcripts of BCL9 and BCL9L. Unfortunately, the achieved inhibition of the Wnt 

signaling was not enough to decrease proliferation of colorectal cancer cells. But miR-101 and 

another identified miRNA, miR-203, were shown to be more prevalent in differentiated cells 

of the intestine compared to stem cells, suggesting that these two miRNAs may add to the 

physiological regulation of canonical Wnt signaling in the intestine. 
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The two screens exemplify the possibilities of the miRNA expression library, but the 

applications are boundless. The role of miRNAs can be examined in specific processes such as 

epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and cell cycle control, in pathways such as the mitogen-

activated protein kinase (MAPK) and phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) pathways, or in the 

direct targeting of specific genes. Even an approach to directly assess miRNAs’ potential to inhibit 

cancer cell growth in vivo may be feasible (Chapter 5, Discussion). Certainly, employment of the 

library is by no means limited to cancer research. I have high hopes that the miRNA expression 

library will continue to elucidate miRNA functions and inspire miRNA-based therapeutics.   
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Spiekbriefje

DNA drager van ons erfelijk materiaal, bestaande uit nucleotiden: A, C, G en T

RNA molecuul dat lijkt op DNA, bestaande uit nucleotiden: A, C, G en U (de  

 RNA-tegenhanger van T)

eiwit molecuul dat opgebouwd is uit aminozuren, eindproduct van een gen

sequentie volgorde van nucleotiden (DNA of RNA) of aminozuren (eiwit)

transcriptie het “overschrijven” van DNA naar RNA

translatie het “vertalen” van een RNA-sequentie naar een aminozuursequentie

mRNA messenger RNA, een RNA-molecuul dat codeert voor een eiwit

miRNA microRNA, een klein RNA-molecuul dat aan specifieke mRNAs bindt

gen functionele eenheid in het erfelijk materiaal; de mens heeft er zo’n  

 20.000. Veel van onze genen bevatten een code om een eiwit te  

 kunnen maken.

genoom alle erfelijke informatie van een organisme

genexpressie het “tot uitdrukking komen” van een gen, in de vorm van RNA of eiwit

complementair DNA en RNA kunnen beiden dubbelstrengs voorkomen (en zelfs in  

 DNA-RNA hybriden). De binding wordt bevorderd als A’s tegenover  

 T’s (of U’s in het geval van RNA) liggen en C’s tegenover G’s

target  een mRNA die gebonden (getarget) kan worden door  een bepaalde  

 miRNA

target site de plek (in de sequentie van de mRNA) waar de miRNA de mRNA bindt

library een verzameling, in dit geval een verzameling expressieconstructen

screen een experiment waarbij veel metingen in parallel worden verricht
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Nederlandse samenvatting (voor niet-ingewijden)
DNA, celidentiteit, en eiwitconcentraties

Onze lichamen zijn opgebouwd uit vele miljarden cellen. Al deze cellen vervullen functies, die 

veelal gerelateerd zijn aan het orgaan waar ze deel van uitmaken. Toch hebben al die cellen, met al 

die verschillende functies, een enkele oorsprong: de bevruchte eicel. In een strikt gecoördineerd 

proces van celdelingen en celspecialisaties wordt het lichaamsplan gerealiseerd. Hoe weet een 

cel precies wat ie moet worden? Om de verschillen tussen cellen in een lichaam te verklaren, 

moeten we eerst kijken naar wat hetzelfde is bij al die cellen: het erfelijk materiaal. In het erfelijke 

materiaal ligt informatie opgeslagen in een code van vier “letters”: A, C, G en T. Deze letters zijn 

in feite de moleculaire bouwstenen van desoxyribonucleïnezuur, beter bekend als DNA. 

In de ongeveer 3 miljard bouwstenen van ons DNA (ons genoom) liggen zo’n 20.000 

functionele eenheden, oftewel genen. Wellicht de belangrijkste informatie die versleuteld ligt 

in onze genen, wordt gebruikt om eiwitten te maken. Eiwitten zijn de werkpaarden van de cel. Ik 

kan onmogelijk alle functies van eiwitten opnoemen; dat zijn er simpelweg te veel. Maar hier is 

een greep uit enkele belangrijke processen: ze zorgen voor een adequate energiehuishouding, 

decoderen de DNA-code, splitsen de cel uiteen tijdens celdeling, geven vorm aan de cel, en ze 

verwerken interne en externe signalen aan de cel. De samenstelling van eiwitten in een cel is 

cruciaal voor de (correcte) identiteit van een cel. Zo heeft een hersencel veel andere eiwitten 

nodig voor zijn functioneren dan een levercel. Een hersencel gebruikt dus andere delen van 

de DNA-code dan een levercel, waardoor de eiwitsamenstelling tussen deze twee celtypen 

verschilt. Maar het is niet alleen een kwestie van welke eiwitten er voorkomen. Voor sommige 

eiwitten is een precieze afstelling van de concentratie essentieel.

Regulatie!

Genen worden niet direct vertaald naar eiwitten. Dit proces gaat via een tussenstap. Het DNA 

van een gen wordt eerst “overgeschreven” (een proces dat transcriptie wordt genoemd) naar 

een RNA molecuul. Dit molecuul wordt op zijn beurt “vertaald” (een proces dat translatie heet) 

naar een eiwit. Een RNA molecuul dat bestemd is om vertaald te worden in een eiwit, heet een 

“messenger RNA” (mRNA), letterlijk vertaald boodschapper RNA. De mRNA is een belangrijk 

aangrijpingspunt voor de cel om ervoor te zorgen dat exact de juiste hoeveelheid eiwit  

wordt gemaakt. 

Op elke stap van DNA naar RNA naar eiwit kan de cel ingrijpen om tot de juiste hoeveelheid 

eindproduct te komen. Om meer van een bepaald eiwit te krijgen, zal de cel eerst de transcriptie 

opschroeven. Maar als er teveel van een eiwit is, is het uitschakelen van transcriptie wellicht 

niet snel genoeg. Dan kan de cel het eiwit actief gaan afbreken. Om de toestroom van meer 

eiwit te voorkomen, kan het ook het mRNA actief gaan afbreken of de translatie stopzetten (zie 

ook figuur 1 in hoofdstuk 1). Dit alles zijn manieren waarop de cel genexpressie kan reguleren. 

Genexpressie is een veelgebruikt woord voor hoeveel mRNA of eiwit van een bepaald gen 

aanwezig is in een cel of een weefsel. De schijnbare overdaad aan aangrijpingspunten voor het 

reguleren van genexpressie schept de mogelijkheid voor zowel een goed gebufferd evenwicht 

als een systeem dat zich snel aan kan passen aan veranderingen.
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miRNAs

RNA wordt niet alleen aangewend om vertaald te worden naar eiwit. Niet-coderende RNA-

moleculen zijn bijvoorbeeld ook nodig bij DNA replicatie en verscheidene aspecten van 

transcriptie en translatie. Niet-coderende RNAs maken veelal gebruik van complementariteit: 

binding aan een ander RNA- of DNA-molecuul die afhankelijk is van de volgorde van nucleotiden 

(de letters van de code). Deze volgorde wordt de sequentie van het RNA of DNA genoemd. 

In 2001 werd een compleet nieuwe groep van niet-coderende RNAs ontdekt. De moleculen 

in deze groep werden microRNAs (miRNAs) genoemd, omdat ze een sequentie van maar ~22 

nucleotiden hebben. Om dit in perspectief te zetten; de meeste mRNAs zijn honderden tot 

duizenden nucleotiden lang. In hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift vertel ik het verhaal achter de 

ontdekking van miRNAs. Ook leg ik uit hoe ze door de cel geproduceerd worden, en hoe ze 

hun effect bereiken. miRNAs binden aan een gedeeltelijk complementaire mRNA, waardoor 

deze mRNA niet meer efficient vertaald kan worden naar een eiwit en de mRNA sneller wordt 

afgebroken. Dit resulteert in een verlaagde eiwitproductie. Zo dragen miRNAs bij aan het 

reguleren van eiwitexpressie. 

 Een mRNA die wordt geremd door een miRNA heet een target en de plek waar de miRNA 

bindt de target site. We weten dat een miRNA maar gedeeltelijk complementair hoeft te zijn 

aan een target, maar de precieze “regels” voor binding zijn nog niet duidelijk. Bovendien is 

dit niet geheel zwart-wit. Het lijkt erop dat een sterkere binding tussen miRNA en mRNA ook 

tot een sterker remmend effect van de miRNA leidt. Een miRNA heeft waarschijnlijk tientallen 

sterke targets, en honderden zwakkere targets. Het belang van de hoeveelheid targets wordt 

in de discussie (hoofdstuk 7) behandeld. 

Er zijn enkele honderden verschillende miRNAs in het humane genoom. Er wordt 

momenteel veel onderzoek verricht om te achterhalen welke functies miRNAs hebben. De 

functie van een miRNA hangt volledig af van welke mRNAs getarget worden. Dit maakt het 

ontrafelen van “de functie” van een miRNA een moeilijke taak, want aan elke target valt wel 

weer een andere functie toe te schrijven. 

Kunnen miRNAs helpen in de strijd tegen kanker?

De belangrijkste vraagstelling in mijn promotie-onderzoek is of ik miRNAs kan gebruiken om 

kanker te bestrijden. Ik ga dus niet op zoek naar “de functie” van een miRNA, maar ik wil weten 

of (en hoe goed) een miRNA in staat is een kankerremmende functie te vervullen. Dit is het 

makkelijkst te verduidelijken met een voorbeeld. Ik wil celgroei remmen van melanoma. Ik 

kijk daarom hoe goed elke miRNA in staat is melanomacellen te belemmeren in hun groei. De 

sterkste remmers zijn interessante kandidaten voor melanomatherapie. Waarom kanker? Een 

zeer belangrijke reden is dat er nog steeds veel vormen van ongeneeslijke en dodelijke kanker 

voorkomen. Bij kankercellen gaat er van alles mis in de genregulatie. Misschien zijn sommige 

miRNAs in staat om een niveau van regulatie terug te brengen in de kankercellen, waardoor ze 

niet meer ongeremd kunnen delen.
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Een zoektocht naar kankerremmende miRNAs

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de aanpak die ik heb gevolgd. Om een miRNA te testen, wil ik deze tot 

expressie brengen in de doelcellen (zoals in het voorbeeld melanomacellen). Hiervoor gebruik 

ik een speciaal aangepast virus. Het virus kan cellen infecteren en vervolgens een stuk DNA 

inbouwen in het genoom van de doelcel. Dit stuk DNA codeert voor de miRNA, waardoor de 

miRNA vervolgens tot (over)expressie komt. Voor elke miRNA heb ik een apart virus gemaakt, 

waardoor ik elke miRNA afzonderlijk tot expressie kan brengen. Ik verwijs naar de verzameling 

van alle virale miRNA-expressieconstructen als de library. Hoofdstuk 2 toont veel verschillende 

toepassingen van het virale expressiesysteem en laat zien dat de library uitermate geschikt is 

om screens mee te doen: grote experimenten waarin alle miRNAs in parallel getest worden 

voor een bepaalde eigenschap.

Hoofdstukken 3 en 4 hebben beide zo’n screen als uitgangspunt. Hoofdstuk 3 behandelt 

bovengenoemd voorbeeld, en beantwoordt welke miRNAs melanomacellen kunnen remmen 

in hun celgroei. In hoofdstuk 4 bepaal ik welke miRNAs in staat zijn om signalering van beta-

catenine te verminderen, de belangrijkste signaaltransductiecascade in darmkanker. In dit 

hoofdstuk duik ik dieper in de moleculaire werking van de miRNAs die het best scoorden in 

de screen. Ik ontdek dat twee belangrijke genen die betrokken zijn bij de kanker-stimulerende 

rol van beta-catenine, BCL9 en BCL9L, geremd worden door miRNA-101. Bovendien vind 

ik aanwijzingen voor een actieve rol van miRNA-203 in de differentiatie (het proces van 

celspecialisatie) van de dunne darm. Of de effecten van deze twee miRNAs sterk genoeg zijn 

om te kunnen helpen tegen darmkanker, moet verder bestudeerd worden. 

Hoofdstuk 5 is eigenlijk een vervolg op hoofdstuk 3. Ook hier probeer ik namelijk te 

beantwoorden welke miRNAs melanomacellen remmen, alleen gebruik ik een andere aanpak. 

Ik gooi al mijn verschillende virusconstructen op een hoop, en infecteer met deze poule een 

grote hoeveelheid cellen. De cellen laat ik vervolgens groeien, maar om de ~4 dagen neem 

ik monsters van mijn cellen, waarvan ik het DNA isoleer. Omdat ik alle virussen bij elkaar heb 

gedaan, kan ik er niet eenvoudig achterkomen welke miRNA remt en welke stimuleert. Maar de 

constructen hebben iets achtergelaten wat ik wel kan meten, namelijk de stukken DNA die in 

het genoom van de melanomacellen zijn beland. Bij elke celdeling verdubbelt ook dit stuk DNA. 

De theorie is nu als volgt: als een miRNA celgroei stimuleert, komt het construct relatief steeds 

meer voor. Als een miRNA celgroei remt, verdwijnt het construct langzaam uit de populatie. 

Ik heb van elk construct gemeten hoeveel “genomische voetafdruk” ze op elk tijdstip hebben 

achtergelaten. Hieruit heb ik het effect op celgroei van alle miRNAs afgeleid. De aanpak in dit 

hoofdstuk biedt enkele belangrijke voordelen vergeleken met de screen in hoofdstuk 3. De test 

omspant namelijk een langer tijdsbestek, alle metingen komen uit hetzelfde monster (geen 

afwijkingen door pippetteerfouten en dergelijke), en de experimentele aanpak leent zich 

uitstekend voor een in vivo (proefdier) experiment. Helaas bleek de meetmethode nog niet 

kwantitatief genoeg voor een precieze bepaling van effect op celgroei. Ik ga in de discussie 

daarom met name in op mogelijke verbeterpunten. 
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Produceert onze library de verwachte miRNAs?

Hoofdstuk 6 omschrijft, net als hoofdstuk 5, een enkel groot experiment. In dit hoofdstuk 

laat ik de zoektocht naar kanker-modulerende miRNAs achterwege, en richt ik me op de 

expressie van miRNAs als ze al dan niet met een viraal construct tot (over)expressie worden 

gebracht. In dit hoofdstuk blijkt dat voor veel van de virale constructen die ik gemaakt heb, 

de expressie van de gecodeerde miRNA niet toeneemt als ik cellen met het bijbehorende virus 

infecteer. Zijn al die constructen fout? Of zijn de viruspartikels defect? Dat is niet aannemelijk. 

Ik kon namelijk het DNA van deze constructen wel terugvinden in het genomisch DNA van de 

doelcellen in hoofdstuk 5. Het virus heeft de cellen dus wel succesvol geïnfecteerd. Waarom 

vinden we zoveel miRNAs dan niet in toegenomen mate terug in de geïnfecteerde cellen? De 

oorzaak ligt wellicht in de “productie” van de miRNAs. Voordat miRNAs zo klein zijn, moeten ze 

eerst een of twee keer op maat geknipt worden door cellulaire enzymen (ook weer een soort 

eiwitten). Voor een succesvolle knipbeurt moet de secundaire structuur van het ongeknipte 

RNA (de vorm die het RNA aanneemt door op bepaalde plekken met zichzelf te binden) aan 

voorwaarden voldoen. Hoewel het bekend is dat het RNA in een haarspeldvorm moet vouwen 

(zie ook hoofdstuk 1, figuur 2), is er nog weinig bekend van andere voorwaarden. Wat deze 

ook mogen zijn, de ene RNA voldoet er beter aan dan de andere. Als een RNA niet efficiënt 

geknipt wordt, komt er dus ook geen of weinig miRNA tot expressie. Mijn experimenten duiden 

erop dat deze knipefficiëntie wel duizend keer slechter is voor sommige miRNAs. En sommige 

miRNAs vinden we überhaupt niet terug. Dit suggereert dat het geen “echte” miRNAs betreft, 

maar bewijsvoering hiervoor is moeilijk. De discussie van dit hoofdstuk gaat hier uitvoerig op in. 

De library, miRNA-onderzoek en de weg naar de kliniek

Zoals hoofdstuk 6 al aangeeft, zijn er nog veel onduidelijkheden over miRNAs. Sterker nog, 

het is zelfs vrij moeilijk te zeggen hoeveel miRNAs er precies zijn. In de discussie ga ik verder in 

op de verscheidene vraagstukken omtrent miRNAs die vooralsnog onbeantwoord zijn. Verder 

blik ik zowel terug als vooruit op het werk dat ik gepresenteerd heb. Wat is de impact van de 

miRNA expressie library tot zover? En wat kan het brengen in de toekomst? Ook bespreek ik 

alternatieven voor het screenen van miRNA functies, met voor- en nadelen.

Dan rest alleen nog de vraagstelling waarmee ik begonnen ben. Kunnen we miRNAs 

gebruiken om kanker te bestrijden? Absoluut. Uit het werk in dit proefschrift zijn al meerdere 

miRNAs gemarkeerd als kandidaten om kankercellen te remmen in hun groei. Maar dit is 

natuurlijk slechts een eerste bescheiden stap, en veel hindernissen moeten nog genomen 

worden. De belangrijkste is delivery, hoe we de miRNA naar de kankercellen krijgen. Zelfs als 

dat redelijk slaagt, moet het positieve effect van de behandeling nog worden afgewogen tegen 

eventuele nadelige neveneffecten. Uit de experimenten tot zover valt nog niet te zeggen hoe 

groot het positieve effect zal zijn. Dit moet eerst nog uitvoerig worden getest in diermodellen. 

Met voorzichtig optimisme kijken we uit naar de resultaten van deze experimenten. En de 

miRNA expressie library? Die zal nog lange tijd beschikbaar zijn om functies van miRNAs uit te 

lichten, en ons de eerste stap te laten zetten naar een klinische toepassing voor een miRNA. 
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